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Announcinc new AM/FV Stereo Consoles from ADV

THEY DO EVERYTHING
BUT THE
HELICOPTER REPORT

ADM® is proud to announce the ST Series, newest

addition to our line of quality professional broadcast consoles. Compact as they are, they're big on
capability and flexibility. They feature the same performance excellence, operational simplicity and
reliability you'll find in any product from ADM.

The new ST consoles offer a series of modular
frames that we will equip to your particular needs. A

variety of input, output and signal processing

So confident is ADM of the excellence of the ST
Series, that they're backed with an exclusive 5 -year
warranty,

To find out more about how the new ST Series can
make Audio Broadcasting easier for you, write or

telephone us today. ADM Technology, Inc.,
16005 Sturgeon, Roseville, Michigan 48066.
Phone 313/778-8400. TLX 23-1114.

modules are also available to satisify your present
requirements as well as future expansion. Each ST
frame offers up to three separate stereo and one
monaural output. All modules are front panel plug-

ins. Electrical specifications set a new level of
excellence for the industry.

The Audio Company

Three more reasons for ADDA's leadership
in digital image technology.
affordable
video compression.
The VIP -2

.

.

ADDA delivers low cost video compression,
featuring one -hand joystick operation and preprogrammed picture sizing and positioning. The
selectable "zoom" mode features fixed picture
center or fixed picture edge.

TheVW-2 . . .
TBC/Frame Synchronizer
for Type C VTR's.
The VW -2 is designed for Type C format VTR's, with

time base correction and digital dropout
compensation. Other features of the VW -2 include
velocity correction, heterodyne time base
correction, freeze frame, and freeze field.

Computerized
Library Control for
ESP Systems.
ADDA's new computer -directed library control
system records the description and location of as
many as 64,000 stills stored in the ESP System. It
provides the off-line capability to preview stills,
assemble and edit sequences through the use of
subject, time, and program source codes.

AMA
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1671 Dell Avenue, Campbell, California 95008 (408) 379-1500

A Colossal
One -Inch Step
One -inch is the VTR format of the future. It's too
important a step forward for a scaled -up 3/4" or a
scaled -down 2" system. It deserves to be totally
original, with every advance designed in. That's
how we approached the new Hitachi HR -200, after

almost 20 years of experience making quad

machines. The result: a one -inch Type C VTR des-

tined to establish new broadcast standards ever/ where. In every department, the Hitachi HR -200
is miles ahead of the one -inch competition!

Fast, sure, easy operation
Hitachi one -inch VTR's are loaded with featuresmany of them Hitachi exclusives. Like the brake
release for easier threading. Both video and audio
" -wrap" configuration, for reduced
-.
dro
ecision moveable tape guide for easy
loaf ing, with an incredible 1 -micron tolerance that's
cont.-

-

accurate for up to 2

threadings! Plus a

sloped
for still easier threading.

top mounted drum

Dazzling performance extras
Imagine shuttling a 1 -hour tape end -to -end in just

80 seconds! It's possible, only on the Hitac
HR -200, because an internal air Ix,

in

es to reduce
a column of air in
celeration. The same air
frictil
rovides air for the non -contact air
m, cushioning the tape when in thstandby or
111

fast shuttle modes. For fumbligkee shuttling and

edititir a single knob controls
joggin and f
dio spot erase capability. And a
both.
Hall -Effect head on the third channel reads the time
code more accurately, regardless of tape speed.

A microprocessor makes the built-in editor the
most advanced you'll find today. And, just as important: it can be re -programmed to interface with

editing systems of the future. Serial or parallel

logic for remote control? Both have advantages,
so Hitachi gives you both. Built-in cable com-

pensation boosts the signal so you can use
cable up to 300 feet.

Uniquely simple service
Serviceable components have been human -engineered for easy access and re-

placement. The PC modules are front -

mounted and can be removed in an instant.
The six heads come as a pre -aligned drum assembly that snaps out and snaps back in minutes.

The HR -200 is available as a console, or for tabletop
use or 19" rack mounting. Best of all, it costs no more
than ordinary 1 -inch VTR'tA

Smallest Type C portable ever!
The HR -100 portable model has many of the HR -200

features, yet it's the smallest Type C portable in the
world. And the most serviceable too, with plug-in PC
modules. Die-cast uniblock construction makes the
HR -100 durable yet extremely light. And like the
HR -200, it has a non -dropout tape path. Plus an extended tape path for less edge wear, an auto back space
assemble editor, and 3 -way power with built-in battery
pack, AC adapter or external DC.

Take a big one -inch step. See the New Hitachi 1"
VTR's...today.

Hitachi...Tomorrow's
technology today.
9 Regional Centers for Parts & Field Service

New York Chicago Los Angeles Atlanta Cincinnati
Dallas Denver Seattle Washington, D.C.

HITACHI
Hitachi Denshi America:Ltd.
175 Crossways Park West
Wocdbury, New York 11797
516 421-7200
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World leader in television switching

The Grass Valley Group proudly presents the
440 Series, an all new routing switcher of
uncompromising design and performance. Its
virtually transparent signal paths, fail safe
reliability, and field expansion capability make
it the routing switcher for the 1980s.
Systems as large as 512 inputs by 512 outputs

control. Hardware and software source selection
inhibits, diagnostics, multi -level presets, and
salvo capability are built in.

by eight levels can be constructed from the basic

processor control system minimizes the pitfalls
of concentrated control hardware. And power
is provided by conservatively rated switching
regulator supplies, with all voltages fused on
each circuit module.

64x16 building block. Expansion in the field
is accomplished easily by adding frames and
cables.

The 440 control system offers many sophisticated and highly desirable features. High-speed
serial

data communication with the outside

world is standard for both destination and x -y

The design of the 440 emphasizes reliability.
To begin with, the system is destination oriented,
so failures in the signal path will generally affect

only one output bus. The distributed micro-

Like all Grass Valley Group products, the 440
is covered by a two-year warranty.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
P.O. BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA
A

TEL: (916) 273-8421

TWX: 910 530 8280

EEKrRONIX COMPANY

Grass Valley Group Field Offices: WEST; 21243 Ventura Blvd Ste 2016, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 (213) 999-2303 SOUTHEAST; 1644 Tullie Cir NE, Atlanta, GA 33029 (404)
321-4318 NORTH CENTRAL; 810 W Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514 (219) 264-0931 NEW ENGLAND & MID ATLANTIC; Station Plaza East, Great Neck, NY 11021 (516)
487-1311 SOUTHWEST; 2639 Walnut Hill Ln Ste 143, Dallas, TX 75229 (214) 358-4229 MIDWEST; 3585N Lexington Ave Ste 374, Arden Hills, MN 55112 (612) 483-2594
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New Nets Hindered By
FCC Goofs, Report Says
Old mistakes by the FCC still stand in
the way of the emergence of new television networks, according to reports re-

cently released in the Commission's
network inquiry.

Combining to defeat any possible
new network, the reports claimed, are
the FCC's multiple ownership rules and

spectrum management policies. By
placing UHF and VHF stations in the

same markets, the UHFs have been
kept at a constant disadvantage; limiting the number of VHFs per market has
also served to limit viewer choices. The
spectrum management report accused
the Commission of failing to "come to
grips" with the problems created by the
structural limits it imposed in 1952.
Among the report's suggested alternatives are switching to an all -UHF sys-

tem or limiting the number of VHF
stations a network may affiliate with in
order to open up more VHF stations for

a possible fourth net. In addition,

CATV could be a solution to the technical comparability problem and the
limited number of stations per market,
according to the report.
Other reports in the network inquiry,
also released in February, viewed the
prospects for new networks offered by

, MDS, STV, and CATV.

alternative distribution systems

namely
Those three were chosen to be dealt
with first because all are currently operational and carry programming -for -pay

to subscribers in direct competition

with standard broadcast television. Fu-

ture reports will deal with program dis-

tribution via home video (including
cassettes and discs) and direct broadcast satellites.
The report cautioned the Commission against " 'planning' and attempting to produce one particular outcome
for the entire broadcasting industry,"
urging it to remain flexible. It noted that

FCC policies delayed the entry of
CATV and pay TV as competitors with
broadcast television.
And what of the effect of new nets on
old? At least one observer thinks they'll

formation, which could be presented

with no audio or with background

music, would be restricted to the period
between a station's normal sign -off and
sign -on. All pertinent regulations, such

as station identification, would continue to apply, and advertising would
be permitted. Licensees would not be
allowed to count the broadcasts as regular informational programming.

Comments were due March 31; replies must be in by April 30.

thrive for the new competition. Com-

mission chairman Charles Ferris,

FCC Toughens Up
EEO Guidelines

spealcing in San Diego, rejected claims

Starting this month, broadcasters will

that the major webs will suffer from
new networks or new technologies,
saying they "will not only survive but

have to face a more stringent scrutiny of
their EEO records when they apply for

license renewal. Under newly issued

thrive. " The FCC can no longer stand
in the way of emerging technologies
that offer "the possibility of new pathways for programming into the homes

compliance.

winner in the battle, Ferris said.

The new rules continue to exempt
stations with less than five full-time

of the American public" - the real

Visual Info Proposed
For TV Off -Hours
A proposed rule change by the FCC
would permit television stations to
broadcast visual information material

- for example, news, weather, or
sports - during their usual off -the -air
hours. Several waivers have recently
been granted for such transmissions,

and the Commission has decided to
issue a notice of proposed rulemaking
in the matter.

Under the proposal, the visual in-

FCC guidelines, all but the smallest stations are subject to toughened standards

for equal employment opportunity

employees from having a written EEO
program. Stations with five to 10 fulltimers are required to employ women
and minorities at 50 percent of workforce availability overall, and 25 percent of workforce availability in the top
four job categories (officials and mana-

gers, professionals, technicians, and
sales). Stations with 11 or more fulltime workers must show employment
of women and minorities at 50 percent

of workforce availability for all job
categories, including the upper four.
Under previous rules, stations with
11 -plus full-timers had to show women

Opera Goes Digital In Recording Experiment
Classical stations may soon have
more digital fuel for their fires as a
result of a pioneering recording exper-

iment. Herbert von Karajan and the
Berlin Philharmonic recorded Richard

Wagner's Parsifal at the Berlin
Philharmonic Hall in December and
January with 3M Company's 32 -track
Digital Mastering System. The historic

sessions represent the first digital
multi -track recording of an opera, according to 3M.
Analog tapes were also made of the

sessions, and a decision on which
version to release will be made this
summer following editing and mix down. The digital tapes will be edited
digitally on the new 3M electronic edit-

ing system. The recording used 16

tracks of one 32 -track recorder, while
a second recorder provided tape overlap for long segments. Anticipated release date is spring of 1981.

The 3M Digital Mastering System,
which the company describes as the
world's first commercially produced

multi -track digital system, was developed following joint research conducted in the U.S. by 3M and by the
BBC Research Department in Eng-

land. Several U.S. recording firms
have already installed the system.
Jeff Mestler and Carson Taylor of
Audio -Video Rents, professional audio

studio in San Francisco, receiving
training on firm's new 3M
Digital Mastering System
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The FCC noted that its action was

News

made possible by the recent reorganiza-

and minorities employed at 50 percent
workforce levels for all job categories
except the top four, where the acceptable ratio was 25 percent. Stations with
five to 10 employees were subject to
EEO review only if they had employed
no women or minorities during their

license terms, or if no women or
minorities held upper -four jobs.

Also called for under the new

guidelines is EEO review for all stations employing 50 or more full-timers.

tion of the Broadcast Bureau and the
establishment of an EEO Branch in the
Renewal and Transfer Division.

In a separate action taken the same

day, the Commission, "reluctant to
impose further financial burdens on
broadcasters," decided to leave handicapped workers off the list of
minorities protected by its EEO compliance rules. It did, however, appoint a

coordinator for broadcasting and the
handicapped who would attempt to encourage hiring of handicapped workers

by operating an information clearinghouse program.
Neither were the networks spared in
the FCC's sweeping EEO campaign.
Reiterating its belief that there is a direct relationship between a broadcaster's employment practices and its programming practices, the Commission
ordered the Broadcast Bureau to conduct a survey of employment practices
at the three major TV nets. The primary
objective of the review, says the FCC,

is to see to what extent women and

minorities have penetrated decision making positions, especially in programming. The action comes in response to petitions for rulemaking from

the Citizens Communications Center,
in behalf of the NAACP, and the National Black Media Coalition.

FM's Audience Share
Still Growing
FM radio continues to outdistance AM
in audience share, according to a CBS
Radio analysis of RADAR 20 (spring/
fall 1979) data..In every daypart except
THE SCULLY 280B SERIES
For example...consider our constant tension feature
which minimizes tape stretch to reduce wow, flutter and
phasing problems. This is standard on the Scully
280B Series, available in up to 8 -track, 8 -channel
record/play models. Each is built with the famous
Scully reliability, dependability and uncompromising
quality. Engineered for long trouble -free performance

its a
matter
of record
.

AMPRO A Scully

with

Scully

one, FM draws a larger share of the
total audience than AM - and the one
exception has increased 46 percent over

the last four years.

The data shows FM commanding
52.4 percent of the nationwide audience of persons 12 and over, Monday
through Sunday, total day, average quarter -hour. This represents an in-

crease of 1.9 percent over the last
RADAR figures (fall 1978/spring

1979). The strongest daypart is 7:00

p.m. to midnight, when 59.5 percent of
listeners tune in FM stations. FM pulled
ahead of AM during the overnight seg-

Professional Equipment for Broadcasting Professionals
826 NEWTOWN-YARDLEY RD., NEWTOWN, PA 18940
(215) 968-9000 T14,0( 5106672299 CABLE: Alv PROSCUL NTOW

ment (midnight to 6:00 a.m.) for the
first time, with 52 percent of the audience. Midday brings FM 54.3 percent
of total listeners, and afternoon drive
Send for our FREE
informative bookie:
on 2808 Series

scores 54.7 _percent. Morning drive is
still dominated by AM, but FM registered a five percent increase over the

last survey with 43.9 percent. FM's
highest audience share is achieved
Saturday and Sunday evenings -61.9
and 60.1 percent, respectively.
RADAR is a syndicated research
service whose studies are jointly sponsored by the CBS, ABC, Mutual, and
NBC radio networks.

FCC Won't Restrict
Canadian Prerelease
The FCC has refused to impose a general restriction on the prerelease of U.S.
programs over Canadian television, despite strong objections by ABC and certain affiliates. A petition filed by ABC
urged the Commission to exercise its
authority to prohibit such prerelease,

which can result in a program being
Circle 105 on Reader Service Card
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shown by a Canadian station in a border
market before a U.S. station in the same
Circle 106 on Reader Service Card>
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The ANSWER
is ready.
For all your measurement
questions, we've delivered
the ANSWER: the 1980, an Auto-

matic Video Measurement Set
from Tektronix.

Copyright © 1979, Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved.

870

It answers your need to save
time and your preference for
digital accuracy. It answers the
industry's demands for an automatic instrument that makes
dozens of signal measurements
many times faster than conventional techniques using
analog devices.
Besides less drift and greater
accuracy, the ANSWER set's
digital circuitry radically reduces time-consuming maintenance and recalibration.
Think of the future.
We've made ANSWER programmable to meet a myriad of
For the address of
vour nearest Tektronix
Field Office. contact:
Tektronix. Inc.

U.SA.
P.O. Box 170(1

Beaverton.
OR 97075

future test requirements, including remote applications.
ANSWER is designed and built
to the same high standards of
reliability you've come to expect
from the world's acknowledged
leader in television test and
measurement equipment.
To get the answer to your measurement questions, call the
Tektronix Field Office nearest
you today or write for free literature. Or call toll free (800)
547-1512

MktronDcm
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

Africa, Europe European Marketing
Asia, Australia, America's/Pacific
P.O. Box 500
Middle East
center
Canada
Postbox 827
Central &
Beaverton, OR 97077
1180 AV Amstelveen
South America

Japan

The Netherlands

tion in local news or public affairs pro-

News

gramming was due to Canadian prerelease.

market can air it. In addition, KOMO-

TV, Seattle, had asked the FCC to
adopt a rule prohibiting cable carriage
of prereleased programs.
In denying the requests, the Commission claimed that some of the stations filing comments in the proceeding
had provided no information about how
much of their audiences were diverted

by prerelease, and others submitted
only "sketchy, incomplete data. " No
station showed conclusively that reduc-

There was therefore no basis to as-

wire and radio transmission.
Commissioners Washburn, Lee, and
Quello dissented, with Washburn issuing a statement detailing the reasons for

sume, the FCC continued, that the practice was damaging to the involved sta-

his opposition. The decision, Wash-

tions. Besides, it noted, if prerelease
were banned Canadian stations could

sense" by allowing prerelease while
other Commission rules offer protection against simultaneous duplication

substitute other attractive programming

and thereby maintain their audience
shares. The ABC petition, which requested the FCC to regulate physical

delivery of program material into
Canada, was denied on the grounds that

the FCC's authority extended only to

Unattended Transmitter
Monitor, Alarm & Control

burn claimed, "violates common

of network programming. Denying pro-

tection against prerelease undermines
stations' ability to provide local public
service programming, while offering
dubious benefits since "the cable systems . produce virtually no local
programming services."
.

.

SMPTE Investigates
Digital TV
The SMPTE announced after its recent

Television Conference, held in Toronto, that it would look into two aspects of digital television technology.
The society's Study Group on Digital
Television Tape Recording has completed a user survey, to be sent to more
than 1000 broadcasters, film and videotape producers, post -production services, and major private TV users in
North America to discover their needs
and priorities for digital video recording. The survey will query respondents
on organization type and current VTR

Model 5003
Installed at remote transmitter
locations. Direct connection
to public telephone network,
leased lines, two-way radio or
microwave network. Feeds
data to Model 5004.

usage, priorities for operational fea-

tures, transport and tape format

priorities and objectives, video and
audio performance objectives and
priorities, and miscellaneous system
considerations.

4 Model
5004
Central reporting and
recording unit. Five
groups of 8 status indicator lights, plus touch
button key pad.

Remote Supervisory Model 5003
Capable of monitoring and controlling up to 5 transmitters at one
remote site plus building status. It connects directly to dial -up public
telephone, radio, or microwave. Stand by battery power supply is
standard.

Central Model 5004
Displays the status of (8 to 48) remote contacts and has the hard
copy data logger to provide the permanent record of time of day,
date and status.
These two units can be equipped to provide building security
with recordings to notify local security forces.
Send for full color, 4 -page brochure.

MONROE ELECTRONICS, INC.
M100 Housed Avenue, Lyndonville, NY 14098
Phone: (716) 765-2254

The Working Group on Digital
Video Standards, in a meeting preceding the Toronto conference, called for a
task force to investigate the possibilities
for a world-wide component digital TV
standard. The group, currently at work
on a draft for a composite NTSC digital
format, called European efforts toward
a common PAL/SECAM digital format
"extremely significant"; support then
grew to extend the concept to worldwide compatibility.

Recognizing the timeliness of the
working group's action, the society's
Committee on New Technology's steer-

ing committee promptly established
such a task force, chaired by Frank
Davidoff.

RCA Plans Expanded CATV

Service After Satcom Loss
RCA Americom appeared highly
motivated to make up for past failures at
a February 20 news conference when it

outlined plans to expand its service to
CAT V customers.

As described by RCA Americom
president Andrew F. Inglis, the first
phase of the plan calls for RCA to lease

Circle 107 on Reader Service Card
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If you think their character generator

is easy to operate, just go ahead and exawkm.

Before you inNe4 in a top of the line character generato7, you
.;-

,.qt

shouki know more than just what it can do. That's why the versatile new
3M D-8800 character generator could be just the one for you. You see, all
instructions.are in Englisa, not in code. And we've rut them on a convenient L.E.D.

Ji....... -4,

-'. -: e'''"4.: '4--

panel above tie keyboard br less wasted eye motion_ So even a beginner can soon be
.

-

7 composing in all kinds of fonts and colors. See yoLr 3M representAive right away ..
-.for the.character generator any your people can run. or call 612-'364032
for more information. Unless of course, you'd rather exaw-km.
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orbit spare will have 22 preemptible

News

transponders to provide insurance

AT&T's Comstar D-2 satellite. These
transponders will form the basis of a

second cable network, CATV-2.

RCA's first CATV net will remain on
Satcom I until late next year, when the
new Satcom III will go into service.
At that time, the 20 CATV-1 channels will be transferred to Satcom III,

along with two additional channels

formerly belonging to CATV-2.

CATV-2 will then be reduced to nine
channels, located on Satcom I. An in -

against "catastrophic" failure of any
entire satellite; the remaining satellites
will each carry two preemptible transponders. A fourth Satcom will be put
into service in early 1982; the company

plans to keep a ground spare "at all
times."
AT&T will lease the "emergency"
transponders to RCA for $70,000 per
month, while customers will pay RCA
the regular tariff rate of $40,000 per
month. RCA's financial loss will be

covered by its insurance settlement

after the Satcom III loss. Inglis
stressed, however, that RCA's action
was "taken voluntarily in an effort to
provide a service that is in great demand. It is our concept of a public service responsibility." He predicted approximately a $5 million loss.
Even so, Inglis continued, the action

was "a hard-headed business decision" to encourage satellite use by the
CATV industry.
Because service on the AT&T satellite is preemptible, there is no guarantee

that it can be restored if one or more

transponders fail during the lease
period -a likely possibility, according
to AT&T. The service is also interrupt-

ible for sun outage protection and

Case History #437

routine maintenance.
The fate of the errant Satcom III was

still unknown at the time of the press
conference, Inglis admitted. Looking

into the question was a committee
headed by an independent scientist; the

Electro-Voice
D056
Shock -Mounted
Omnidirectional
Microphone

Electronic News
Gathering is one of
the toughest
environments a
microphone will
ever encounter.
Every mike we've
seen has compromised the demand for low handling
noise, fine audio quality and virtual
indestructibility.

Credit the NBC Electronic Journalism
Department/Operations and Engineering in New York for putting the
Electro-Voice D056 shock -mounted
omni in the field. Although originally
designed as an on -camera entertainment and MC's microphone, NBC
found the D056 to be the microphone that provides an audio signal
commensurate with video in real -life
crisis situations. In these situations
audio often takes a back seat to video,

resulting in a final
product that doesn't
accurately reflect
the broadcaster's
professional standards. NBC discovered that the
D056 takes the
pushes, the shoves, the rubs and
finger taps in stride. And when
handling really gets rough, the D056's
unique internal shock mount virtually
eliminates the bell -like clang transmitted by other shock -mounted mikes.
Congratulations to the NBC Electronic
Journalism Department in New York.
You found the solution - the D056.

For an in-depth description of this
and other case histories, get on the
Electro-Voice"Mike Facts" mailing
list. Write on your letterhead to
Mike Facts, c/o Electro-Voice,
600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, MI 49107.

Beck°Voice
guitar

group's report is expected early this
month.

Comsat Authorized To
Provide TV Service
Direct To Programmers
A recent decision by the FCC has authorized Comsat to provide interna-

tional TV service directly to pro-

grammers such as the three major net-

works and others, for example the
Spanish International Network. The ac-

tion permits Comsat to compete with
AT&T and the International Record
Carriers (IRCs) for international TV
business.

The decision followed a determination by the Commission in 1978 that

such competition among Comsat,

AT&T, and the IRCs (ITT, RCA, and
WUI) would serve the public interest.
Comsat was at that time instructed to
file an application to provide international service directly to customers. At
the same time, preparation was made to

end the rotational system by which
AT&T and the IRCs took turns providing all international TV circuits.
Under the previous arrangements, a
customer for international TV service

placed an order with the "carrier -of the -week," which arranged the appropriate terrestrial links. The carrier then

placed the user's service order with

Comsat, which in turn placed the order
with Intelsat. Under the new decision,
which also terminates the weekly rotational system, a user may either choose
any one of the IRCs or AT&T and pro-

ceed as before, or place its order directly with Comsat. If a user chooses to
deal directly with Comsat, it is required
to arrange for its own terrestrial links.
According to the Commission, Com-
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the same basis.
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Blue chip ENG on a budget
If you thought that an Ikegami ENG camera's been beyond your budget till
now, take heart. The HL -78A approaches the high performance standards of the
HL -79A. But the price is encouragingly lower.
The HL -78A is the quintessential ENG camera -20 pounds complete with lens,
battery and ready for action. It is beautifully balanced, human engineered, with
BK-7 glass beamsplitter optics, and state-of-the-art electronics. + 18 and +9 dB
gain settings enable you to invade domains of darkness that daunt lesser cameras.
And with studio options like 41/2 -inch electronic viewfinder, remote paint box,
program microphone and intercom, it does double duty. What's more, it meets
EIA Std. RS -170A including SC -H phase criteria, with adjustable H&V blanking
pulse widths to meet FCC limits. Put the HL -78A on your ENG team. See your
Ikegami dealer/distributor or contact Ikegami Electronics (USA) Inc., 37 Brook
Avenue, Maywood, N.J. 07607; (201) 368-9171. West Coast: 19164 Van Ness Ave.,

Torrance, CA 90501 (213) 328-2814; Southwest: 330 North Belt East, Suite 228,
Houston, TX 77060 (713) 445-0100; Southeast: 552 South Lee St., Americus, GA
31709 (912) 924-0061.

Ikegami HL -78A

marking time. A typical TV newsroom

News Briefs

The NRBA and national radio publication Radio & Records will co -host

counted 13 full-time employees last

A black TV network that would
cover nine states has been proposed by
Applied Communications Technolog-

ies, headed by New York attorney
Angela Shaw. The net would own 10
developmental translators in southern
cities and would provide black -oriented

year; it had 10 in 1976 and only nine in

.

.

.

.

Hartford, Conn.

participate will be WFSB-TV of

.

.

vanced management program for

. RCA Americom has announced a

1972 to 1979, but radio seems to be

.

pres Sis Kaplan called the union "a.
very exciting and positive move for
radio in the 80s"
. NAB and
RTNDA will jointly sponsor an ad-

when news staff growth leveled off

joint effort with Viacom and Post Newsweek stations to test its
SMARTS program. First station to

.

take place October 5 through 8. NRBA

hand, averaged only one full-time and
one part-time worker in 1979. A jump
occurred between 1972, when many
stations had no full-timer, and 1976,

programming to the area; the proposal
has been filed with the FCC
. TV
news staffs are growing, according to
data compiled in RTNDA surveys from
.

NRBA's Los Angeles convention, to

1972. Radio stations, on the other

news directors, to be held June 22 to 28

at the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School. For information, con-

tact Ron Irion, director of broadcast
management, NAB, 1771 N Street
NW, Washington, D.C. 20036 or Len
Allen, managing director, RTNDA,
1735 DeSales Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
The NAB and the EIA have formed a

Broadcast media teams must be ready at a moment's notice. With
Christie's integrated system: the REFLEX° 20 Charger and sempiternal ni-cad battery packs, there is virtually no wait. Recharge? The
fastest in the industry. 12 to 20 minutes and you're completely

charged.
Because of the revolutionary "burping"

system the batteries remain cool, their
cycle life is extended up to 10 times that
of conventional ni-cads and 50 times
that of other rechargeable batteries.
The Christie System
reliable, effective
and 90-97% efficient.
.

National Radio Systems Committee
to investigate and recommend ways to
improve AM and FM transmission and
reception. Former FCC chief Wallace
E. Johnson will chair the committee,
whose initial consideration will be AM
stereo and FM technical standards; the

group will meet April 15 during the
NAB convention . . . Use of a "silent channel" utilizing aural subcar.

.

50 years experience
plus REFLEk20

riers should be allowed TV broadcasters for instructing remote news crews,
NAB urged in a recent filing with the
FCC. Suggestion originally came from
Boston Broadcasters, Inc.
RKO Radio Network has started de-

livering programming from its new
custom -designed studios in New York

City. The February 1 initiation of the
new facilities allowed the net to begin
offering material 24 hours a day to its

makes you:

affiliates via satellite. Before the move,
it transmitted 14 hours of programming

CHRISTIE-READY.

from the New York studios of WOR
.

.

.

. The hard -of -hearing got a boost

in March when ABC, NBC, and PBS

kicked off closed captioning for

4to

selected shows. PBS now offers 10

hours of captioned programming
weekly; ABC and NBC each offer five
.The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has announced
an international standard for mechanical and electrical measuring methods
.

.

.

for professional and home recording
equipment. The standard, IEC Publica-

tion 94-3, lays down minimum performance requirements for magnetic
tape recording and reproducing gear.
SMPTE will hold its 122nd Techni-

cal Conference and Equipment Exhibit this November 9 through 14 at the

New York Hilton. Information about

CHRISTIE
ELECTRIC CORP.

3410 WEST 67TH STREET. DEPT. V

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90043

(213)750-1151 TWX 910-321-3867
Write for valuable new information
or call toll free (800) 421-2058

the conference is obtainable from
SMPTE Conference, 862 Scarsdale
Ave., Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
.
.

.

.

"Video Communications: The State of
the Art" will be the theme of the twelfth

annual IT VA Conference April 16
through 20 in Las Vegas. Over 50
workshops will center around the three
areas of production, programming, and
management.
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Ikegami has its eye on the 80's
In 1977, Ikegami made a major con-

with a record of meaningful innova-

tribution to the performance of studio

tions and solid accomplishments during

shoot -from -the -shoulder delegate's view

cameras-the first microprocessor -

in color of the Democratic and Republican national conventions. Those two,

controlled automatic -setup camera, the

the last decade, what's most exciting
are the products in the Ikegami engineering labs. So keep your eye on
Ikegami. Ikegami Electronics (USA)

In 1976, two pioneering ENG cam-

eras revealed to a rapt world the

Ikegami HK -312. With hundreds of
HK -312's now in use, Ikegami has

the Ikegami HL -33 and the HL -35,
soon became the ENG workhorses of
the industry. The HL -77, Ikegami's
first self-contained ENG camera, contributed to a major expansion in the

expanded microprocessor control to its
HK -357A field/studio and HL -53 EFP
cameras.
Ikegami enters the 80's fresh from

use of ENG. And the current HL -79A,

its triumphs at the Winter Olympics

Belt East, Suite 228, Houston, TX

which opened up the era of the one -

where 50 of its cameras contributed to
the spectacular coverage of this event.
And while Ikegami enters the 80's

77060 (713) 445-0100; Southeast: 552

person ENG camera crew, has become
the standard of the broadcast industry.

Inc., 37 Brook Avenue, Maywood, N.J.
07607; (201) 368-9171. West Coast: 19164

Van Ness Ave., Torrance, CA 90501
(213) 328-2814; Southwest: 330 North

South Lee St., Americus, GA 31709
(912) 924-0061.

Ikegami

Business Briefs

and equipment manufacturers. The
firm is at 402 Tenth Ave. , Haddon
Heights, N.J. 08035
. Datatron,
.

Sony has established its Palo Alto

.

.

Video Technology Center as a separate corporation that will soon go into

Inc., has acquired a new 61,000 square
foot facility in Orange County, Calif.,
to house manufacturing and administra-

manufacturing in addition to its current

tive operations for several of its di-

R&D responsibilities. The center is
Sony's first R&D facility to be located
outside of Japan . . . CBS has formed
.

a new division to manufacture, produce, and market programming for the
videotape and videodisc markets. Cy
Leslie will be president of the new divi-

sion, CBS Video Enterprises
VCI Satellite, Ltd., has been formed
.

.

.

.

as a subsidiary of Video Communications, Inc., to offer satellite services to
the audio/video and audio nontheatrical
markets on Westar III. VCI recently
completed extensive remodeling at its
Tulsa, Okla., facility.
Bloomington Broadcasting's Computer Division and Automated Business

Concepts have agreed in principle to
merge into a new organization to be

visions. Move -in date is mid -summer
of this year. The company recently purchased design ownership and exclusive
manufacturing rights to Dytek Indus-

tries' line of video switchers, routing
switchers, and controllers.
Amperex Electronic Corp. has expanded the production capacity of its
Rhode Island manufacturing plant to
meet increased demands for its %-inch
Plumbicons®. The one million dollar

improvement gives Amperex the

largest clean -room facility in the U.S.
- some 13,000 square feet .
. Yves
.

Ill.; it will offer computer -based broadcast management systems for radio and
TV stations .
. Edward A. Schober

has formed a new broadcast technical

consulting firm, Radiotechniques,

specializing in services to radio stations

"I wanted
to control
my transmitter
from three

different
points"

QEI's
FM ATS
did it

.

.

.

MW -50A 50 kW AM transmitter, to be

used with its existing MW -50 in an
alternate -main configuration .
.
Chronicle Broadcasting stations
.

.

KRON-TV of San Francisco and

WOWT-TV of Omaha will upgrade
their technical facilities with RCA
VTRs, telecines, and ENG cameras.
The deal totals morethan $900,000.
Comsat reports that its net income
for 1979 was up 17.4 percent over 1978

levels, mostly attributable to greater
earnings from Intelsat services and
Comstar services . . Chyron's net

larger facilities at 946 Benicia Ave. in
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086. In addition,
the company has changed its name to
size of its manufacturing and administration facilities in Lionville, Penn., to
respond to the increased demand for its
broadcast transmitters
. Digital
Communications Corp. is now settled
at its new address, 11717 Exploration

.

.

lotte, N.C. will install a new Harris

.

Faroudja Laboratories, Inc.
Sintronic Corp. has doubled the

.

fessional audio and video equipment by
eight to 10 percent .
. WBT, Char-

Faroudja, Inc., has moved to new,

known as Broadcast Management

Concepts. The firm will maintain offices in San Diego and Bloomington,

Ampex has begun deliveries of its
new ATR-124 multi -track audio recorder; 23 units have been ordered by
U.S. customers since its introduction
late last year. The company recently.
raised the prices of its full line of pro-

.

.

income from operations increased 137
percent for the first six months of the
current fiscal year, to last December 31
. Ampex third-quarter and nine month figures for earnings, sales, orders, and backlog are the highest in the
company's history.
Kozo Hirayama has been appointed
chairman of the board and chief execu.

.

.

.

tive officer of NEC America, Inc.

Lane, Germantown, Md. 20767, tel.

Hirayama's former post was president
and CEO.

(301) 428-5500.

The fail-safe QEI FM Automatic Transmission System
provides complete station
control while reducing
equipment and maintenance
requirements. The availability
of a number of alarm points
allows you to use this control

flexibility from locations
limited only by your ingenuity.
The QEI ATS cuts weekly
transmitter maintenance to
monthly to give your staff or
contract engineer more time
for other work. It eliminates
the need for a studio modulation indicator, remote control
system as well as either
manual or automatic logging
of transmitter meter readings.
And it even frees your SCA
for programming instead of
meter reading.

D.,mn mm@-

9

What's more, the QEI ATS is
compatible with all FM transmitters, processors, formats
and STL and telephone links.
And installs easily in just
one day.

Call or write for more
information.

QEI

9

9

9

CORPORATION

Quality -Excellence -Integrity

Route 73 Kresson, NJ 08053 (609) 767-8052
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What does it take to be a champion?
To face the greatest challenges devised by man and
come out number one, among the finest competition anywhere. That ,ruly calls for unprecedented abilities.
Perhaps that explains why over 80 Canon lenses were
chosen to cover the 1980 Olympic Games: Faster. sharper
lenses with a wide variety of zoom ratios. Lenses with superior optical characte.rstics. Boasting lighter weight, smaller
size, far more ruggedness, reliability and flexibility.
Little wonder Canon lenses are superior for every application. Even the latest microprocessor cameras, thanks to
our built-in high-pe,rfcxmance diascope with unique illuminating system. Which provides a whole new standard of
camera set-up accuracy and picture quality.
Of course, setting new precedents is nothing new for
Canon. For years, we \..e been the number -one choice to
cover sports news, ct cumentaries, specials and more.
Why not put LIS on your team?

Canon`

Canon U.S.A. Inc. Head Office 10 Nevada Drive. Lake Su,:o.e:.,; N V 11040 (5161488-6700* 140 Industrial Drive Elmhurst. III 60126 (312) 833-3070
123 Paularino Avenu a East. Costa Mesa. Ca 926261714) 979-6000
Canon Optics I Business Machines, Canada Ltd., 3245 American Drive. Mississauga. Ontar o L4V 188 Can
Canon Amsterdam N.V., Industrial Pi °ducts Division De 8 oelelaan 8. Amsterdam. Nerherlands

AM STEREO NOW!
WHY WAIT? Our elegant stereo mixers have a metered mono output, so you can convert to stereo
now, but continue to broadcast in monaural until FCC System Approval. In the meantime you'll be
listening to shimmering stereo sound - imagine the impact on clients and staff!
Three expandable models are available, with as few as 6 mixers and as many as 16. Each version has a

(916) 635-1048

11355 PYRITES WAY
RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670

separate mono mixing buss plus stereo to mono summing. Base prices are $6250 - 8650 and additional mixers are $385 each. Delivery? Stock to 3 weeks.

,._47

INPUT

WHY WAIT? Start using stereo now!

0.0
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RADIO

PROGRAMMING & PRODUCTION FOR PROFIT

Choosing Shorts
the programmer of a
radio station will face the problem of
picking out what works for his station,
MORE AND MORE,

if anything, from the flood of short pro-

grams pouring onto the market. This
flood will grow to a vast inundation
when the satellite nets really get underway and when some large proportion of

radio stations have earth terminals,

spot is available at any time of day by a

call to (202) 659-2529. It is changed
late each night, except on weekends.
There are no restrictions on when or
how it is used: the radio programmer
can air it directly or record it for later
broadcast.

"HABARI's newscasts have a

breezy tone. Produced by 17 volun-

which now seem sure things.
This department from time to time
has noted short programs that look interesting, and the response from readers
has been especially strong. This month
we describe briefly several more, with
disparate topics. In future issues BM/E
hopes to put together lists or surveys of
syndicated shorts, grouped according
to general subject.
Progressive info/entertainment
Can short news spots be informative,
serious, and entertaining at the same
time? The Progressive Radio Network
says that a new syndicated series it is
launching about the time this appears in
print will have all those qualities. News

teers, they are compiled from overseas
radio broadcasts, the daily press, Congressional reports, and some first-hand
reporting," said the Washington Post

concerns, consumerism, politics, ad-

Mac, Paul McCartney and Wings, the
Who, and the Eagles. Each program is a

And over a hundred places in be-

"words and music profile, revealing

5 kW AM transmitter has established
an outstanding reputation for AM excellence and won scores of enthusias-

Spots will explore "environmental
vances in science and technology, pro-

files of exciting people, and interna-

tional trends. " Twenty-four of the

spots will be issued each week, aimed
for the 18-49 audience.
The Progressive Radio Network has
produced for several years the News
Blimp and Sound Advice series -News
Blimp wonBillboard' s Best Syndicated
Program of The Year award. Ohio State
gave PRN an award for "contributions
to the advancement of the art of broadcasting. "News Spots is clearly worth a
listen. To get demos write or call Progressive Radio Network at 321 Rider
Avenue, Bronx, New York 10451, tel.
(212) 585-2717.
Free news about Africa

HABARI is a Washington -based
outfit devoted to collecting information

about Africa for American broadcast
and print media and for politicians and

other influencers. A variety of transcripts and special reports are issued to

subscribers, at modest fees. Radio
broadcasters can get, free, a daily two to three -minute news program by phone

which covers global African affairs,
Congressional activities on Africa, African domestic and international eco-

nomic affairs, meetings, people, cultural events, and so forth. The audio
< Circle 114 on Roeder Sorvice Card

in 1977. The radio programmer who
needs something special on Africa can
listen to HABARI at the cost of a longdistance call.
Super -rock and super -talk

O'Connor Creative Services, one of
the oldest and most active producers of
syndicated shorts, keeps adding new
series to the long list assembled over the
years. Announced last fall were six new

music specials, each a two-hour stereo
recording on open -reel tapes. The six
programs feature, respectively, the Bee

Gees, Donna Summer, Fleetwood

the superstars behind the image. " The

material is arranged so that the only
voices are those of the musicians and of

the local station's host, for the "it's right -here" feeling.

Another two-hour special is "The

Rod Stewart Story," in which that rock

star talks about "his friends, his life,
and the singers who have influenced his

music most." Plenty of the music is

played, and the format is again one that
lets the local station host take over the
central role.
A third new series from O'Connor is

called The Senators. Aptly named, it
will present members of the U.S. Senate in 21/2 -minute talks on subjects of

their own choosing. The idea is to let
the senators "communicate their concerns, insights, and solutions to problems facing the American people." Already committed to the series at the
time of the announcement, last fall,
were Henry Jackson of Washington,
William Armstrong of Colorado, and
John Stennis of Mississippi. Invitations

are out to all members of the Senate.
For more info on any of the O'Connor programs, write to Box 8888, Universal City, Calif. 91608, or telephone
(213) 769-3500.

The Power Rock:"
Now on the air,

around the clock,
around the world.
Australia. The Amazon. Yugoslavia.
tween. The Collins 828E-1 Power Rock

tic users.

It's right for your station, too, with
the features you need most for lowcost, power -efficient operation and
outstanding audio performance. The
Power Rock is ready now with state of -the art technology. And it's designed with AM stereo in mind.
Find out more about the Power Rock
and what its advanced design can do
for your station. Call your Collins Dis-

trict Sales Manager, and ask him
about our full line of AM transmitters
and custom-built phasers, or contact
Collins Broadcast Marketing, Dallas,
Texas 75207. Call 214/996-5424.

Rockwell has the latest words in
communications: Collins systems.

Rockwell

41 International
...where science gets down to business
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write them at 7730 Carondelet Street,

Short -shorts on sports, etc.

862-5250.

St. Louis, Mo. 63105, or call (314)

Series consisting of 11/2 -minute spe- Prime -time talk

cials evidently have a place on the radio

A new program series that seems to

agenda. Gert Bunchez & Associates

shoot for time -format innovation is
called Coast to Coast, and will origi-

have produced a number of these
short -shorts on many topics. An-

nate in San Francisco as a live interview
show, three hours long each night. The

nounced early this year were several
new ones that radio programmers ought
to know about.

show will start at 7:00 p.m., San Fran-

cisco time, and be distributed live
nation-wide, according to the de-

A Moment in Sports brings Andre

-

Baruch, widely known for many sports

veloper, the Woodruff Organization.
The show will be built on an interviewer, Rick Forrester, who will invite

and other programs over the years
Your Hit Parade ,The U.S. Steel Hour,
The Shadow, the Brooklyn Dodgers
games, and others. In the new series he

in the whole range of "interesting

will relate memorabilia of sports greats:

accounts of their great moments, life
histories, and so on.
Another new Bunchez series is the
Baruch Department of Hysterical History, with Baruch and his wife, Bea
Wain, herself a media star as a singer.
Each program will cover a moment in
history with considerable humor.
Gardening Tips will be just that, with
Bob Thomson, already seen on a gardening program on public TV stations.

Critic At Large is 11/2 -minute movie
reviews by Frank Hunter, entertainment editor of the St. Louis Globe -

Democrat. Earning Money Without a
Job consists of tips on spare -time work
from Jay Levinson, author of a popular
book on the subject.
Bunchez has a considerable list of
other spoken -word series. For info,

nia, he had a two-year DJ stint starting

at age 20 with a rock station in
Bakersfield, Calif. "I found that after
two years in rock
. I still couldn't
.

.

pick the latest Danny and the Juniors or

Olympics hit from a miss

.

.

but I

.

knew Vince Guaraldi's 'Cast Your Fate

To The Wind' would be a smash."
So, following his own star, he went
to KGIL, in the San Fernando Valley,
where he established himself firmly in
the leading echelon of radio programming: he was named "Disc Jockey of
the Year" by the Los Angeles Times in
1967. He became the program director
of the station in 1968, and held that spot

through 1975. During that stint, in

people," the traditional mix of newsmakers, political and business leaders,
authors, stage and screen stars, foreign
dignitaries, heavy thinkers, and so on
down the line. Forrester is known for
interview programs on KIRO in Seattle, and KSDO in San Diego.
The show will also have experts on
family and personal problems, again
the standard mix of health, finances,
consumerism, and romance. Will a vi-

Billboard Radio Conference.
All this led very sensibly to Southcott's next objective: his own business

able number of radio stations want three
hours of talk starting at 10:00 p.m. (on
the East Coast) every night of the week?

each subscriber on a close personal

It is an interesting question, and the
show seems to put the whole talk idea to

a heavy test, perhaps unfairly heavy.
Programmers who want more information should write the Woodruff Organi-

zation at 453 Roosevelt Way, San

Francisco, Calif. 94114, or call (415)
621-6035.
BM/E

1971, he won the title "Program Director of the Year" at the Bill Gavin Conference. And the station won "Radio

Station of the Year" in 1974 at the

as a programmer for radio stations,
using adult MOR, naturally. Southcott
Productions got underway in 1976. He
says he wanted to keep the business to a
size that would allow him to work with
basis. At the time of writing he had 20
clients, making Southcott Productions
a viable entity. Southcott says his intended maximum is approximately 30
subscribers, the most he could give the
". . . service which I choose to provide
myself. "
This is Music is a full -service format,
with initial material provided on 71/2 ips
tape for a station's total format needs. It

is updated at regular intervals on a

BM/E's Program Marketplace

schedule worked out by Southcott with
the station management.
In addition to the music, a subscriber

Syndicators For Radio

automatically gets free copy service,
custom -produced station promos, format jingles, an operations manual, reel
rotation charts, and individual assistance with daypart planning. The tapes

Southcott Productions
Suite 218
5827 N. Sepulveda Blvd.
Van Nuys, Calif. 91411

Tel.: (218) 388-4938
"THE EIGHTIES are

bringing with them a

rediscovery of true, adult MOR," says
Chuck Southcott, founder and president of Southcott Productions. He is
adding more expert testimony to the
existence of a large upswing in attention to the over -30 listener. Several of

ment of the adult in the priorities of
radio demographics because he started
Southcott Productions in 1976 with the
purpose of putting out just one kind of
music, an adult MOR. His single format, This is Music, carries out this intention completely. A sample of singers
from one stretch of This is Music in-

cludes, among many others, Andy
Williams, Ray Coniff, Wayne Newton,

Al Martino, Sergio Mendes, Bobby

Goldsboro, Neil Diamond, Perry
Como, Simon and Garfunkel, and
Helen Reddy - there are a lot more,

the radio and advertising executives

but that will show the pattern.

"Strategies For The 80s" made this
point, and moreover said that pro-

Southcott came to his choice of material from strictly personal imperatives.
As a 15 -year -old disc jockey at WSTA

interviewed for BM/E's February

gramming is still scarce for the "older"
listener who has been neglected for so
long.
Southcott welcomes the reestablish22 BM/E APRIL, 1980

in the Virgin Islands, he learned the

business mainly on the MOR programming the station relied on. Later,
after finishing his education in Califor-

are all duplicated at one-to-one, and the

programs are available either an-

nounced (for automated systems) or
unannounced, for "live assist" operation.

If the station wants them, Southcott

will also supply custom time announcements and network join reels.
Southcott comments further on his

music, speaking of the instrumental
numbers that are part of it: "Of equal
importance is a return to the adult, aggressive instrumentalist, the brightness
of Herb Alpert
. the great strings of
Michel Legrand and Percy Faith, the
biting brass of Kaempfert
the
.

.

.

.

.

classic guitar work of Wes Mont-

gomery and Charlie Byrd." When you
feel that way about what you are doing,
the job is going to be excellently done.
Chuck Southcott seems likely to get
those 30 stations he will be content to
live with.
BM/E
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Pitedetoxl
-inclusive
automation system
for under $24,000!
Starting right now and ending June 1,
Cetec Broadcast Group will build you a
special System 7000 radio program
automation center for under $24,000!
The LIMITED EDITION comes com-

plete-absolutely no add-ons or extra
peripherals necessary. The three -cabinet
system includes our excellent System
7000 multiprocessor controller, 1000 event memory, real-time clock, 48 -cart
Audiofile IIA multi -cart machine, three
ITC 750 reel-to-reel tape decks, and a
computer -grade video terminal.
We'll install the LIMITED EDITION at

your station, check it out thoroughly,
and train your staff to operate it. We'll
provide spares kits, a performance
diagnostic module, a logic probe, and a
one-year warranty. All for the single
price - $23,900, all-inclusive!
That's a saving of $4715 under the
regular price for the same equipment
and services, and it's the lowest System
7000 price ever. And remember: This
system is plug-in expandable at any time.
The LIMITED EDITION System 7000

offer positively ends June 1. For complete details, fill out the coupon or phone

Andy McClure today (805)684-7686.

CCetec Broadcast Group
Cetec Broadcast Group
1110 Mark Avenue, Carpinteria, Ca. 93013
0 I want to know more about CetecS LIMITED
EDITION. Please have a Cetec regional manager
phone for an appointment.

111 Please send full System 7000 brochure,
including available options.

Name
Station

Address
City

State

Zip

No matter what
your company's
production specialty,
news, commercial,
programming, or
instructional television,
the American Data
complete line of video
production systems
have the features you'll
need to do the job.
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Iris Award Winners
Market size 1 - 25:
KBTV, Denver
"Ever); Child Has a Beautiful Name"
(public affairs)
KING -TV, Seattle

NATPE: Programming Dilemma

"Evergreen Express"
(public affairs series)

For Stations

KBTV, Denver
"Don Cherry Rocky Hockey Picture
Show"
(sports)

FROM THE EVANGELICAL keynote address by Richard O'Leary, president of
ABC Owned Television Stations, to the
petulant remarks of programmers from
the floor, local station program execu-

WSB-TV, Atlanta
"Super 2"
(children's)
WCKT-TV, Miami
"Showcase (Yacov Noy)"
(entertainment)

tives called for "new forms and new
ideas" and expressed dismay that this

KING TV, Seattle
"Reflections on China with Jean Enersen"
(other)

demand was not met in San Francisco.

Few of the record 251 suites, most
occupied by syndicators, offered local
program executives more than game
shows and a spate of new talk/variety
programs. Said WABC program director and NATPE president Chuck Gin -

Market size 26 - 65:
WAVE -TV Louisville

"School Daze"
(public affairs)
(tied with)

gold as he chaired one panel discussion,

"I think we've perfected something mediocrity."
The absolute demand for program
material, of course, found many syndicators expressing glee over the sales
made during the six -day annual conven-

tion of the National Association of
Television Program Executives
(NATPE), held at San Francisco's Hilton Hotel and Tower. Program execu-

tives may not always like what they
buy, but they must fill those dayparts
with something. Traditionally, prime
time access (7:30 to 8:00 p.m.) has
been where the action is, but the spectacular success of PM Magazine, the
Group W cooperative, and the decision

NATPE president Chuck Gin gold
(WABC, New York) suggested that the
bulk of syndicated programs had

achieved "mediocrity"

of many stations to strip game shows in
that slot turned attention to other day parts during this meeting. Morning and
especially early fringe
attention this year.

While syndicators promoted their
shows with some version of "the pro-

grams of the 80s," many of the record
3939 attendees (2637 paid registrants)
expressed exasperation at facing the
new decade with the same dilemma:
"We are being urged to provide `qual-

KGTV, San Diego
"Traffic in Sight"
(public affairs)

KSL-TV, Salt Lake City
"Dimension Five"
(public affairs series)
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati
"What's It All About"
(sports)
WWBT, Richmond
"Jack and the Juke Box"
(children's)
WRAL-TV, Raleigh
"Burger Baby"
(entertainment)
WHIO-TV, Dayton
"One Giant Leap for Mankind"
(other)

Market size 66 - 212 & Foreign
KVOA-TV, Tucson
"Target Tucson"
(public affairs)

KSHO-TV, Las Vegas
"Close Up"
(public affairs series)
KGUN-TV, Tucson

"Sports Page Nine - Tucson Rodeo"
(sports)

KGUN-TV, Tucson
"The New Reporters"
(children's)
KVOS-TV, Bellingham
"Vancouver Bach Choir: Handel's
Messiah"
(entertainment)

WMT-TV, Cedar Rapids
"Who Is Johnny Mann?"
(other)

KG UN -TV's Jack Parris accepted two Iris Awards for his Tucson station's programs

Tucson Rodeo"
"The New Reporters" (children) and "Sports Page Nine
(sports). Hal Linden (right) was MC for the awards ceremony
.
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TV 3lobo of Brazil, Rio
"Malu, A Woman"
(foreign - episode from miniseries)
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TV Programming

root causes of exacerbation in this area
than it did about new trends.

gram development from advertisers,

ity programming,' but damn little of it

Len Koch of Syndicast Services,
New York, blamed stations to some

develop programs for audiences or
dayparts that are not important to
them."

is being produced." More and more

extent for the paucity of "quality programming," pointing out that stations
have traditionally been unwilling to finance program development with up-

station managers seemed to be giving
greater currency to Post -Newsweek
president Joel Chaseman's exhortation
"to do it ourselves" as the week wore

front money. Madelyn Goldberg of

on.

Time -Life, New York, put some of that

A panel discussion chaired by John
Goldhammer, KABC-TV, Los

blame on advertisers. Frank Tomeo of
J. Walter Thompson took the floor to

Angeles, entitled "New Trends In

remind the syndicators that while

Syndication," revealed more about the

plenty of money is available for pro-

advertisers "would not spend money to

Post -Newsweek 's Chaseman took
the floor to suggest that, perhaps, the
panel should consist of producers rather

than syndicators if the object was to
develop creative programming. Koch
suggested that the problem wasn't the
absence of good programming ideas but

the absence of financial support from
stations for the development of such
programs. Said Koch, "How can you
judge something on an overnight?
they used to fix things [and] until we're
willing to stick with it . . ." good programs are going to fail to develop.
.

Introducing...
The New Dimension In Lighting Control

Berkey
Colortran
COLORTRACK

SEE IT AT NAB
Booth No. 1116

With a new Color Coded Display co-

ordinated with matching keyboard
modules providing rapid operator
oriented visual association.

Memory/Auxiliary sub -masters with

master, channel override without
matching. recorded fade time and

memory sequence, automatic

This new Micro -Processor Based

fade/chase sequences, library stor-

Control System with 200 cue storage
for 32, 64. or 96 channels includes:

age on disc, and Channel Track.

Timed & manual cross faders, 10

coupon.

For more information fill out the
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. 77' .....
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As the "New Trends In Syndication" session continued, it became

clear that syndicators did not wish to
take the risk of producing "quality"
programs entirely upon themselves;
they felt stations should offer up -front
support, and would, in all likelihood,
continue to produce those forms which

had proven successful and had relatively low production budgets.

Tay Voye, representing Post-

Newsweek's syndication effort, gave a
pretty clear indication of what his station group is planning to do about this
conundrum. Post -Newsweek, which

has experimented with a number of

children's programs and public affairs
programs and has a fine reputation for
locally produced material, obviously
feels that the hoped -for "quality" programming will result from station participation in the development process.
More consortia of stations and station
groups in Operation Prime Time -type
efforts, more cooperative formats like

PM Magazine, and more local pro-

111'1

gramming efforts independent of the
syndication industry are needed. Said
Voye, "I think some of the most creative people in our industry right now are

in local stations. Some of these people
can do marvelous things."
Supply and demand = big $

Other aspects of the syndication

js
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Berkey
Photo Inc

business producing tension are the supply of desirable programs, the demand
for them, and their ever -rising prices.

With off -network series such as
Three's Company and Laverne and

Shirley commanding $90,000 to
$60,000 price tags per episode in the
top markets, station managers are seriously concerned about the profitability of such programs even though they
may draw large audiences. With net-

works turning to mini-series production
for a couple of years now, and the difficulty of sustaining network series long
enough to develop a viable package for
syndication, there has been an absolute

decline in the amount of this kind of
programming available. Product scar26 BUE APRIL, 1980
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DEFLECTIONLESS.
O'Connor Hydro-Ped.
Computer -designed for
maximum rigidity during
panning and tilting.
the Hydro-Ped is
four times as rigid as
a conventional
tripod which
hinges at the top
of its legs. The
Hydro-Ped hinges
near the ground
and has short
legs which lock
hydraulically in
both directions.
This design
not only eliminates
deflection, but also
enables it to be
used in the toughest
terrain and
tightest

VISUAL WHIPLASH.
The Hydro-Ped is the ultimate
camera support, designed to
replace the conventional tripod
and correct the backlash
problem inherent in its design.
Backlash often occurs at the
end of a pan when the legs of
the tripod tend to "unwind"
slightly, jerking the camera the
other direction. This backlash
creates an image deflection
subjecting audiences to a visual
whiplash. The use of a telephoto
lens will tremendously
accelerate this problem.

LIGHTHOUSE
EXPERIMENT.

places.

An early experiment to
solve the backlash problem
included the filming of
a lighthouse

through a
telephoto lens from a
mile away using a fluid head and
a conventional tripod.The deflection of the image due to tripod
backlash was 32 inches on a ten
foot screen.
The Hydro-Ped was later put
to the same test and the
image proved to be virtually
deflectionless.

SOLID AS A ROCK.
In torsion and bending,

SAVES

LOTS OF
PRIME
TIME.
When
minutes

really count, the
Hydro-Ped takes
only seconds to
position. level and lock.
To adjust camera height, the
center column lifts 30 inches
vertically with hydraulic assistance for the heavy camera.

BUILT TO TRAVEL.
The Hydro-Ped is made of a
sturdy magnesium and aluminum construction weighing only
29 lbs. It folds to 30 inches long
and 10 inches in diameter. A
single centered handle with comfortable
grip makes
it easy to
carry.

STUDIO PROVEN.
Although the Hydro-Ped is
not ordinarily used to replace a
studio pedestal, quick release
wheels and casters are available
and many enjoy its ease of use in
the studio.

FLUID HEADS,
TRIPODS AND MORE.
O'Connor makes the world's
finest line of innovative
camera support equipment.
AL_
If you're interested in
learning more, let us know
what camera you have and we'll
let you know what we can do to
support it.

ARO,

FLUID CAMERA HEADS

O'Connor Engineering Labs., Inc., 100 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626 Phone (714) 979-3993 TELEX 685 641
O'Connor Engineering Ltd., 11 Rue des Moraines, 1227 Carouge, Geneva, Switzerland Phone (022) 42 79 38 TELEX 23 329

TV Programming
city and competition have ignited bidding wars first among the syndicators
going after the off -network series and
then among stations trying to buy the
programs. Improved financial conditions at independent stations coupled
with greater aggressiveness on their
part has helped push prices even higher.

In an appropriately titled session,

"Can You Afford To Be Number

One?" Ellen Sachar, an analyst with
Goldman -Sachs, New York, described

the syndication market as an ultimate
"auction." Sachar implied that there
was little hope of breaking the upward
spiral of syndicated program cost unless there was either a sharp increase in
supply or a sharp decline in demand.
While neither of these variables shows
any sign of changing, local program
production at the station level can have
an effect, said Sachar. If stations produced more, either locally or jointly,
less dayparts would need to be filled,
costs could be controlled, and the auction cycle might cool.

Voye of Post -Newsweek, when

asked how the dilemma of the

syndicator -station structure might be
solved, said, "One of the ways will be
station involvement
that's one of
.

.

.

the reasons we're involved. " Post -

Newsweek produces some of its own
programming, designed for use on all
or some of the PNS stations, and participates in consortia productions with
other stations, groups, and production
organizations. While production is expensive, there are compensatory aspects to this option. Stations can spread
the cost of production through cooperative financial backing, participate in the

shaping of the program for their individual audiences (to some extent), and
"fix" the program as it evolves.

PM Magazine, of course, is the

major pioneering effort and one type of
program offering some local station in-

volvement. Participating stations not
only produce some of their own segments, supply the local hosts, and promote the program as "local," but they
also benefit from the wealth of material
produced at other stations.
While market exclusivity obviously
limits the number of stations that can do

PM Magazine, other stations are developing their own prime -time access
magazine shows. Tom Dargan, executive vice president of Fisher Broadcasting, which owns and operates KATU,

Portland, Ore., and KOMO, Seattle,

"Producing Producers" panelists (top row, right to left) Warren Baker, Phil Arnone,
John Hutchinson, (bottom row) Steve Michaelson, Melanie Donahoe, and Ziggy
Stone

the KATU/KOMO resources and experience, explained Dargan.
While many managements are shak-

responsibilities to provide the audience

others have felt that the dismal syndica-

provide a profitable program schedule.

en by the cost of local production,

tion picture has left them no other
choice. At another session on "A Decade Of Prime Access," a representative of a station in Lubbock, Texas,
took the floor to tell how his station,
which had been airing Three's A Crowd
in prime -time access, reached the con-

grams with no earlier reputation or
well-known "stars," and the difficulty
of acquiring and retaining "good creative people."

The remark from the Lubbock representative was prompted by a blast from
panelist Jeff Greenfield, CBS's Sunday

programs since they are based on bestselling novels.

too."

Morning television critic and noted
freelance writer. Greenfield tore into
the delegates for purchasing programs
that "demean the human spirit." He
said that if programmers didn't buy
these "game shows" that are rife with
sexual titulation and innuendo, then the

shows wouldn't be produced. Television programmers have a special responsibility due to the scarcity of chan-

nels, Greenfield charged. He said that
such programs in the television medium

were like "flashers." To say that the
viewer can turn them off is like saying
that the victim of a flasher can turn his
head. The point is, said Greenfield, that
by the time the person turns away, "the
injury has already been done."
Saying that because they are watched
proves that the audience wants them is

no excuse, according to Greenfield.

"People will gather to watch

a

ducing its own access time magazine
show. KOMO currently produces such
a program, PM Northwest, and KATU
produces a morning show, AM Northwest. There will be a certain pooling of

Programmer, heal thyself
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motion involved in ballyhooing pro-

proach, which will begin work on its
first series later this year, helps solve
the problem of promotion. These pro-

suicide," said Greenfield, "but you

BM/E

-

The down side on program production usually comes from three areas
the cost of producing, the cost of pro-

clusion that even though the program
was getting good ratings, they felt it
was in poor taste. "We started our own
PM Magazine -type program in that
slot, and I think," said the representative, "that if we can do it in the 125th
market, others much larger can do it,

Wash., explained that KATU, of which
he is general manager, will begin pro-

28

with better material. Likewise, however, the program executive must be
concerned with his responsibility to

wouldn't air suicides or executions as
programs."

The Operation Prime Time ap-

grams use name talent and are produced

by top Hollywood studios. There is
often promotable knowledge of the
But the cost of such programs requires that they be "prime -time" efforts in order to maximize the potential

return on the investment, Since most
affiliated stations will continue to take

the vast bulk of their prime -time

schedules from network, there is a lim-

ited role the OPT -type program can
play. Other dayparts are not sufficiently
lucrative to warrant the level of investment associated with the OPT -type ef-

fort. So, with the Group W PM
Magazine approach in prime -time access, and OPT or similar in prime time,
there is still a need for other forms for
other dayparts. Voye felt that the talk/
variety format was beginning to blend
into the magazine approach and thought
that there might be opportunities in that

format for coop production and localism. A number of people pointed to
the new Hour Magazine from Group W
as suggestive of the evolving talk format. Hour Magazine host Gary Collins
anchors the studio portion of the show

while co -host Pat Mitchell tours the
country doing inserts of interesting

people, places, and things. Voye promThere is an obvious desire on the part ised that Post -Newsweek had some
of station executives with programming
projects in development that would
Circle 119 on Reader Service Card>

Harris'Clrantennas
lead the way to
vastly improved coverage
and signal strength.

WWL-TV, New Orleans, '_ouisiana, CPV omnidirectional antenna. No tower change required.

With the Harris CPV antenna, there's no
need to replace your present tower when
switching to CP - because it has windloading specifications con -parable to Batwing
and traveling wave antennas. The Harris
CBR (Cavity Backed Radiator) is designed
for a wide variety of directional patterns.
Both antennas allow multiple stations to
operate from the same antenna.
Harris CP antennas deliver excellent
circularity, low axial ratio and low VSWR.
And each may be tailored to your specific
coverage requirements.
Learn more about the Harris CP antennas.
Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast
Products Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy,
Illinois 62301, (217) 222-8200.
*Circular Polarization

HARRIS
COMMUNICATION AND

WAST-TV, Albany, New York, CBR directional
antenna. No tower change required.

INFORMATION PROCESSING

awprovides the best TV signal.
Harris provides the best CP system.

TV Programming
eventually refine the demand for coop
efforts and localism into a viable format.

Producing producers
Assuming for the moment that market conditions and public demand will

eventually make local production, or

-

station -controlled production, more at-

tractive, one remaining question is
can stations do it? A key concern expressed at the conference was where
and how do stations find good producers.
In a session chaired by Phil Arnone,

KGMB-TV, Honolulu, three major
methods emerged for acquiring good
producers: use outside producers; good

producers will find you; and "grow
your own."
Steve Michaelson of One Pass Video
was the major proponent of using out-

side producers. It was Michaelson's
opinion that while stations have been
reluctant in the past to take this tack,
"stations are limited in their ability to
develop people.
"Outside," said Michaelson, "there

are other sources." Specifically, the

outside producer can be chosen to fit the
task.

Melanie Donahoe, WDVM-TV,
Washington, and producer of that station's PM Magazine, said that PM will

assign outside producers to specific
segments but insists on using the PM
production unit and structure to insure
conformity with the program style.
B. Ziggy Stone, KRON, San Francisco, whose local production
achievements include "In Celebration

of Tutankhamun" (see BM/E, July,
1979), suggests that finding producers
has been no major problem. Most just

show up. KNBC's Warren Baker
pointed out that in Los Angeles there is,

if anything, a surfeit of talented producers looking for work in the television industry. He did point out, however, that there is a split in Hollywood
between the "manufacturing community" and the "broadcast community. "

Producers in the manufacturing

community are often insensitive to stations' requirements for timing,
standards and practices, and legal con-

siderations. This notion brought up

some discussion of the value of
graduates of the film and television
production programs given at various
colleges and universities. Said Baker,
"Give me an English or history major
anytime - someone that can read and
write." Comments from the floor and

by other panelists indicated that
graduates of such film and television
educations are often "too artsy and impractical." As if to underscore this division between the program manufac30 BM/E APRIL, 1980

Panelists (left to right) Kenneth Bagwell, Anthony Cassara, John Atkinson, and
Robert Kind shared their perspectives on "affording to be #1," while Ellen B.
Sachar, a financial analyst with Goldman Sachs, suggested that the spiraling cost
of syndicated programs could be eased only through a reduction in demand

turing community and the broadcast
community, a producer took the floor to

say that many producers from the
broadcast industry come to him looking
for work in the program industry. These
producers from television stations, said

the producer, know everything about
accurate timing and little about telling a
story or production values.

John Hutchinson, program operations manager at WBTV, Charlotte,
N.C., provided the clearest perspective
on the matter of producing producers by

stating, "We have to grow them."
Charlotte, not being a mecca for
creative types like Los Angeles or New
York, has instead addressed the problem head on. WBTV has devoted a lot

of resources, both technical and management, to developing a station policy
that attracts and develops producers
from within.
Hutchinson outlined the program,
which includes "hiring over -qualified

production people," an extensive
internal training program, and an active

internship program with several regional colleges "who send in perhaps
12 people a year; the good ones come

back."

WBTV's local production is respon-

sible for about a quarter of the pro-

gramming on WBTV. New people are
started on WBTV's sign -on program,
an amalgam of news, agricultural features, and cooking and home economics segments. Depending on success,

individuals move through WBTV's
local program list to ever more complex

programs including news, children's
programs, and magazine -format
shows. Moreover, WBTV produces

about 40 local specials per year in
documentary and musical formats,

among others.
Hutchinson realizes that often his station is producing producers who will
eventually move on to larger markets or
more challenging enterprises, but notes

that the Jefferson Pilot Broadcasting

Corp., which owns and operates
WBTV, expects this to happen. A surprisingly large number of WBTV producers, however, elect to stay with the
station. Much of the credit goes to the

station's Human Development Management program.
Donahoe of WDVM said that a lack

of feedback at many stations caused

many talented producers to defect, but

this would not seem to be a problem at

WBTV. The station holds a weekly
Monday morning meeting for producers. It is a closed -door, open forum type session where aired programs are
critiqued by the producers' peers and
on -going projects are discussed.
The need for such sessions was acknowledged by the panelists, who described the role of the producers as a
pressure -cooker situation that grows
more complex daily. The producer is
under great stress as creative manager,

financial officer, engineer, coordinator, sometime on -air talent, director, staff psychologist, and more.
The Iris Awards
So while the ruminations continue
over how successful local production
can be, the NATPE honored 17 stations
for 20 outstanding non -network television programs aired last year.

Thirty-eight programs reached the

final round of judging, from which the

20 winning programs were selected.
The Iris statues were presented to station representatives at a gala ceremony
held at San Francisco's Masonic Hall.
The categories were entertainment pro-

grams, sports, children's programs,
public affairs programs and series,
foreign programs, and "other." The
"other" category turned out to be a
potpourri of musical specials, historical

programs, Current affairs, and other
such subject matter not covered by the
specific categories.

Each category was further subdivided into small, medium, and large

market nominations. BM/E, which
viewed a number of the nominated programs, found that except for some apparent differences due to available resources, the market size of the originating stations seemed to play only a minor

role in the quality of the program.

Whether Tay Voye of Post -Newsweek

had viewed these programs prior to
making his claim that local stations now

have some of the most creative people
in the business is unknown, but ample
evidence supports his claim.

A number of program executives
during the conference expressed the

idea that when station management begins to give the technical support to the

programming department that it has
given to its news department, it may
find similar success is at hand. BM/E
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Harris' TV transmitters
lead the way to
greatly enhanced reliability
and performance.
For example, the TV -50H VHF 50 -kilowatt
High Band color TV transmitter combines a
solid-state driver with a three -tube design
for dependability
and reduced
tuning requirements.

In a 100 kW

High Band configuration for
CP* applications,
it occupies the
same space as
most existing
50 kW transmitters. Therefore,
converting to CP
doesn't require
an expensive
new transmitter
building or
complicated RF
switching.
The Harris
TV -50H uses a

Transversal Sideband filter which requires
no tuning. All control circuits are solid-state.
And all control meters and monitoring circuits
are designed for remote control and automatic operation. What's more, the
TV -50H provides field proven superb
color performance.
Learn more

about the complete line of
innovative Harris
TV broadcast
transmitters
which range in
power from 1.3
kW to 220 kW.
Contact Harris
Corporation,
Broadcast
Products Division,
P.O. Box 4290,
For color performance,
Harris TV transmitters are unsurpassed. For example...
VISUAL PERFORMANCE:
Visual Modulation
1% of sync peak.
Capability
0.5 dB or better.
Differential Gain+1° or better.
Differential Phase:
Signal -To -Noise Ratio

Quincy, Illinois
62301,
(217) 222-8200.
*Circular Polarization

-55 dB or better (RMS)
below sync level.

HARRIS
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CIrprovides the best TV signal.
Harris provides the best CPsystem.

ABC
THE WINNER IN
OLYMPICS COVERAGE
Extensive use of microwave, an elaborate communications system, easily
transported cameras, elaborate advance planning, and plenty of hard work
were responsible for the most successful Winter Olympics coverage yet.
THERE IS NO MYSTERY to good television field production:

the right mix of cameras located at strategic points to

provide complete coverage of the action; mobile production vehicles with enough controls and capabilities to be
able to add the right amount of production value; adequate
visual and aural contact with on -air commentators to keep
them tuned in to the director's needs; a staff that knows

how to carry out the engineering
particular event; and so forth.

ABC 's coverage of the thirteenth Winter Olympic
Games, from the hockey game on the night of February 11
through the closing ceremonies on February 24, demon-

strated the network's obvious leadership in this type of
production. For the casual viewer, the fact that the ABC
cameras never missed a shot, that there was always a slow
motion replay (often from several different angles) to
punctuate the action, the liberal use of on -air graphics to
add visual excitement, the constant flood of interviews
and "up close and personal" reports to give a personal
touch to the dramatic sports confrontations, and that ABC
always seemed to be there when something happened all
combined to present a program that was eminently professional. The ratings -a 24.0 average during the sweeps

period - help prove it.

There is too often, however, the inclination to dismiss
the large network presentation as being the result merely

of having enough money to make it come out right.

Certainly there is no doubt that the money was there. But

money was not the only element that made the show a
success; more important was the elaborate preplanning,
the carefully executed engineering plans, the hard work
that made it all come together. From this perspective,
even the smallest market station can learn something from
the ABC experience with remote field production.
This is especially true when the Olympics are perceived
not as a single mega -event, but rather as a series of smaller
sporting events, each with its own set of unique problems
and each engineered to reflect the most efficient way to
provide full coverage. That the events were ultimately tied

together into a single program theme by those at the
32 BM/E APRIL, 1980

broadcast center (to be covered in the following article)
in no way detracts from the work done at the individual
venues. Each venue was, in fact, capable of producing its
own complete program.
Skating events

One of the busiest units at the Olympics was the team
covering the massive number of skating events: the speed
skating races from the large outdoor oval in front of Lake
Placid High School; the two divisions of ice hockey competition from the new Olympic Center and reconstructed
Ice Arena; and figure skating from the Olympic Center.
Fortunately, all three areas were located in close proximity to one another right in the heart of downtown Lake
Placid so that a single technical/engineering area could be
set aside, tucked in behind the Olympic Center, to coordinate coverage from all three.
As was the case with most of the coverage, the complexity of the ABC setup was considerably increased by
the necessity of providing top -to -bottom coverage of all
events for use by world broadcasters, for whom ABC was
acting as the coordinating broadcaster. For instance,
while ABC was able to tape simultaneous events and edit
them into a single program to air later in the evening, for
the world each event had to be presented live from top to
bottom.
For this reason, a total of five large mobile production
vehicles were assembled into a miniature trailer court
behind the Olympic Center. A LaClede truck provided
international coverage of speed skating; ABC 's Phase 2

production van provided ABC unilateral coverage of

speed skating and Ice Arena hockey games; ABC's Phase
6 production vehicle provided international coverage of
hockey and figure skating from the Olympic Center; and a

van supplied by WSBK, Boston, was used to provide
international coverage of hockey from the Ice Arena.
In addition to the mobile vans, several semipermanently installed house trailers were linked together by
enclosed, raised wooden walkways to provide office
space, a small transmission center/master control area
Circle 121 on Reader Service Card

Harris' 9100
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lower operating expense.
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events in the three rinks, although the shots of Main Street
from a high camera on top of Lake Placid High School and

capable of sending seven simultaneous feeds back to the

from the camera built into the body of "Rocky Racoon"
for candid shots of passers-by were also controlled from
this area. Most of the cameras were the standard comple-

main broadcast center through telco circuits, three 3/4 -inch

editing suites for the ABC O&O crews working in town,
and a relay point for live microwave pickups being fed
back to the broadcast center from locations in Lake Placid
not fitted with standard telco hardwiring.

ment of Philips LDK-5s and Ikegami HL -77s from ABC's
production vehicles fitted with Canon 18x and 25x zoom

lenses; these were supplemented with several Philips

A total of some 20 cameras were used to cover the

PC -100s, PC -70s, and LDK-14s, and RCA TK-44s and
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Schematic diagram of interconnections among mobile production vans, videotape van,
commentator position, and interview area at ski jumping venue

Ski jumping was a relatively simple event to cover. Two
mobile vans (ABC's Phase 3 and a unit from WTCG, Boston) switched a total of 10 cameras to cover both the 70 and

90 meter jumps for international and unilateral coverage.
ABC, of course, added additional coverage to emphasize
our own athletes.
As simple an event as it was, the engineering diagram
above shows the tremendous attention to detail that characterized the ABC coverage. Five WTCG cameras plus a
PC -100A and HL -79A camera fed the WTCG truck with
top -to -bottom coverage of the competition. Additional inputs to the switcher in the truck included Swiss Timing; a
feed from one of ABC's unilateral cameras; three lines from
a tape van with HS -100 slow mos, VPR-2s, and a Chyron

IV; a microwave link from the broadcast center looped
through the unilateral truck; and results from the Texas
Instruments TI -Score computer. The WTCG van also carried its own set of VPRs and disc.
Feeding out of the WTCG mobile production van was an
even greater number of signals. The switched program was
fed to another van supplied by the Canadian TV network,

augmenting the coverage for its own and other world
broadcasters' needs. Four switchable lines were fed back
to the VTR van for effects, recording, etc. Program out was
also fed to ABC's unilateral van, delayed approximately 100
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to 150 nanoseconds to be synchronous with ABC's unilateral cameras.
ABC's Phase 3 production van, coordinating unilateral

coverage, had three of its own cameras for interviews,
staying with American athletes after their jumps, etc. It had
its own Swiss Timing and TI -Score inputs. The unilateral

van shared the Chyron, slow mo, and VPR units in the
videotape van with the WTCG truck, feeding them directly
and receiving feeds delay -timed to match with its cameras.
From the unilateral truck lines also went out to the commen-

tary booth and interview areas carrying the program, a
switchable preview channel for effects, slow mo, and the
TI -Score system. Of course, program out was also carried
back to the broadcast center.
Keeping the whole system tied together in sync so that
the cameras from both trucks and the VTRs in the tape truck
were completely synchronous required an ingenious sys-

tem of genlocking and delay timing. Leitch master sync
generators at the broadcast center fed the sync system in
the international van with a master locking pulse. The
locked sync was then fed simultaneously to the international truck's cameras, the VTR van, and the unilateral truck
for genlocking its own cameras. At the same time, a genlock
feed was supplied to the Swiss Timing system to insure that
its feeds, too, would arrive synchronously.
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Coordination plan of extensive microwave relay system for cross-country and biathlon events at Mt. Van Hovenburg. Irregular terrain
forced the use of 14 relay towers scattered throughout the courses, outfitted with a variety of H and V polarized dishes to enable channel
agility on the 2 GHz band. Two snow cats, equipped with three cameras each multiplexed into a single feed, were moved about before
the start of each race. Insert (top right) shows typical setup for cross-country event

TK-76s from the other production vans.
Although on paper it appeared that certain cameras
were assigned to provide the clean picture and natural
sound specified for the international feeds while others
were assigned to the ABC unilateral coverage, more often
the case was that the cameras were interconnected between the unilateral and international trucks directing
each event. The international cameras would be used by
both the international and unilateral program directors
during the actual performances to provide top -to -bottom
coverage of the event. When the U.S. scored a hockey
goal, of course, or when Eric Heiden was waiting in the
wings to begin a race, or when figure skaters came off the
ice and Dick Button interviewed them while waiting for
their scores, the unilateral director simply cut out of the
performance coverage cameras and used the cameras
under his own direction. Plainly the Soviet TV audience,
watching the Games through the efforts of the EBINOIRT
Joint Operations Group as it retransmitted the international program, would not have been interested in seeing
American fans go crazy and hoist U.S. flags all over the
bleachers. Also, it was plainly more important for Americans to watch the replays of the tragic Randy Gardner

practice session than to view the performance of the
twentieth -ranked East German pair on the ice at the time.
As many events as possible were carried live; since key
races often occurred during the daytime, however, extensive post -production was necessary so the events could be
presented during prime -time hours. Although Roone Ar-

ledge and those at the broadcast center had the primary
responsibility of packaging the shows for air, some post36 BM/E APRIL. 1980

production of individual events was accomplished at the
site itself, which then had the opportunity of feeding a tape
to the broadcast center over lines, bicycling it over, or
rolling the tape directly to air if time pressures mounted.
ABC 's Phase 6 tape van served as the principal postproduction center, equipped with four Ampex VPR-2s
with slow motion capability, three Ampex HS -100 slow
mo disc machines, and a Grass Valley 1600 1L switcher.
Two additional VPR-2s were configured as another one inch editing station and three additional HS -100s added to
the complement.
An interesting approach was taken with graphics and
special effects production. A total of two Chyron IVs and
three Chyron Ms were used to provide identifications,
rankings, scores, etc. (The IVs were assigned to unilateral
coverage, the Ills to international.) Although the electronics packages were left in the vans, the keyboards were
taken out and grouped together in a separate area. The

same was true for the two MCl/Quantel 3100 digital
framestores, which are standard on the ABC vans; the

control consoles were outboarded and located in the same
trailers as the Chyron keyboards, although no effects were
added to the international program. Only ABC's Phase 6
production van kept control of its DPE 5000, which was
used for on -air, live effects.

Whiteface Mountain a challenge to ingenuity
Those who drew the assignment of covering the down-

hill, slalom, and giant slalom races at Whiteface
Mountain some 10 miles away from downtown Lake
continued on page 40
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"Our Sony video recorders have not only traveled
the equivalent of fifteen times the circumference of the
earth, but they've logged more than 2,500 hours of
taping time," says Martin McAndrew, Vice President of
Operations for Continental Colour Recording.
"Not one of these machines has ever broken down:'
McAndrew adds. "What makes that even more
impressive is that they're constantly being used by different people with different ideas about how carefully
to handle equipment.
"Seventy per cent of the time, our equipment is

used by ABC and NBC, but we also rent it to local television stations and production companies:'
Continental Colour, the country's largest video
equipment rental company, has specially built trucks
and trailer trucks that are virtually television stations
on wheels. Two of these trucks are equipped with
one -inch equipment, including a total of two BVH-1100
and four BVH-1000 one -inch high -band video recorders. Continental has also purchased additional Sony recorders for its brand-new post -production facility.
"Sony picture quality is excellent," says McAndrew,
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"much better than its main competitor. And the slowmotion capability of the BVH-1100's means that each
can do the work of two separate machines, in less space,
at less expense. No one else's equipment can match
these 1100's.

"No wonder our Sonys are almost always on the
road. They've covered the World Series, the
Winter Olympics, the daytime Emmy Awards, the
Tony Awards, operas and symphonies for PBS, and the
Pope's visit to the U.S. And weNe had zero problems;
working with Sony has been delightful"

If you want one -inch equipment you can really get
some mileage out of, find out about Sony's full line. It
includes cameras, recorders, editors, and the BVT-2000
digital time base corrector.
Write Sony Broadcast, 9 West 57th Street, NewYork,
N.Y. 10019. Or call us in New York at (212) 371-5800; in
Chicago at (312) 792-3600; or in Los Angeles at
(213) 537-4300.
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Sum. is a registered trademark of Sony Corp.
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Placid were like a completely separate production team,

linked, of course, by audio and video circuits to the
broadcast center but otherwise in a world of their own.
The team included the cameraman and engineers who
staffed the camera/portable Farinon microwave stations at
Little Whiteface and another mountain to provide the
spectacular "Litzum" and master shots of the Whiteface
trails that preceded coverage from this area.
The two key problems at Whiteface were the enormous
scope of the coverage, with literally dozens of miles of ski

trails, and a relentless environment for equipment and
manpower.

The story of how the first was solved is fairly well
known by now. The farthest the mobile trucks could get
up the mountain was a small, cleared -out area just uphill
and to the side of the finish line. Lest anyone imagine that
this was an easy area to reach in the first place, consider
that it was already 1000 feet up from the base lodge, near
the first ski lift dropoff. Snow cats (tank -treaded vehicles
capable of carrying about eight passengers) and snow -

mobiles were the way the ABC crew traveled to work.
Three large production vehicles were parked in the
clearing: a Jefferson Productions truck to handle coverage
on the top half of the hill, ABC's Phase 7P to handle the
lower half of the slopes, and ABC's Phase 8 to coordinate
top -to -bottom coverage between the two.
The cameras covering the starting gates and upper
reaches of the various slopes, however, were some 13,000
feet away - a half-hour ride in the complex system of
chair lifts. With standard triax cable, of course, the
longest distance the LDK-5s could go was about 5000 to
7000 feet - not nearly far enough. Microwave was considered but rejected; each camera would have to have a
generator with it, and the engineers would have lost the
extensive CCU capabilities of the cameras. Also rejected
was the plan ABC had used during the World Cup skiing
coverage at Whiteface in 1978 whereby the CCUs were
physically taken apart and half of the units moved along
with the cameras, with control data sent by serial data
transmission. This, too, had involved taking a generator
along with each camera and was too unwieldy.
ABC therefore turned back to Philips, who devised a

Highly Sophisticated Production Vehicles
The third compartment back is for video and transmission, with full CCU control of eight Philips studio cameras
and two Ikegami HL -77s with base stations. The senior
video operator maintains joystick painting control of the
cameras, in addition to monitoring the clip levels for chroma
keys. The SVO also has control of an aux bus on the Grass
Valley switcher for monitoring any input. In addition, he can

delegate control of any of the cameras to other video

Typical ABC production van (Phase 8) as used at
Whiteface Mountain with Grass Valley switcher and
MCI/Quantel digital effects

operators, who have their own control boxes.
The matched -half videotape van is designed to be directly interfaced with the production van. A small room in
the rear is reserved for three HS -100 slow mo discs and
operators. The central area contains a normal complement
of four VPR-2s, a small production switcher, and an audio
mixer. Forward are two Chyron [Vs with keyboards and
control heads for either Quantel 3100s or DPE-5000s.

ABC's experience covering the Olympics was certainly nothing new for the network. Its extensive field operations see

it almost daily on the road covering sporting events, TV
specials such as the Academy Awards, the elections, and
so forth.
Some measure of the credit must certainly go to its large,
fully equipped mobile vehicles, which have been designed

to provide field production personnel with all the tools
necessary for their work.
The MVC-3P (Phase 3) van used at the ski jumps, completed late last year by A.F. Associates, is a perfect example. The 40 -foot custom-built Gerstenslager trailer is divided into three compartments with separate entrances.
The first compartment is for production, with stations for the
TD, director, producer, and other production personnel,
who face a large wall with monitors for eight cameras, color
program and preview, and 24 utility monitors. A built-in
console contains a Grass Valley 1600 switcher with several
aux buses, a control head for an MCl/Quantel 3100 frame store effects system, and an interconnect for a DPE-5000
that the truck shares with its matched -pair tape truck.
Behind the production compartment and separated from
it by a large glass wall is the audio position. The mixer sits
on a slightly raised platform to afford a better view of the
monitor wall. A 24 -input Ward -Beck console provides four
outputs plus a mono master mix.
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Matched half of Phase 8 videotape van with Ampex
VPR-2s. In separate compartment are HS slow mos, and,
in another compartment, Chyron character generators
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cameras from outside vendors. The cameras covering the
lower parts of the slopes, which converged into common
finishing lines, could remain in fixed positions from one
race to the next. But those on the upper parts of the slopes,
which changed from one race to another, had to be moved;
there was no advantage in having cameras permanently
installed on hills once the races were over.

ABC The Winner
triax repeater system. The repeaters enabled the cameras
to be operated up to 17,000 feet, with full power fed from
the mobile van. The repeaters, along with some 100,000
feet of 14 mil cable, allowed five of the LDK-5s to cover
the upper reaches of the slopes.
Also fairly well known by now are the stories about the
"flying cameras of Whiteface. " ABC used a total of 23
cameras at the venue - the 10 LDK-5s and two Ikegami

Several solutions aided in solving the problem. The
first was a series of interconnect/junction boxes placed at
strategic points along the hills. Some 50 miles of c able had
been buried the previous winter in underground troughs to

HL -77s from each of its production vans, plus three

Electronic Scorekeeping And Timing
Two systems were used at the Lake Placid Olympics for the
first time to present the TV audience with instant timing and
scoring results.

receive -only displays, and keyboard -operated receive/
display terminals, data was inputted from each of the venues, computed, and displayed.

The first was an interface with the official Swiss Timing
systems at each venue. The same official timing information that was shown on scoreboards and presented to the
judges was distributed to the production vans at the venues

For some of the events the software was rather complex.
In ski jumping, for instance, the calculation involved computing the "distance points" (determined from the actual
distance jumped), averaging the style points awarded by
five different judges, adding distance and style points, and
re -ranking the competitors based on their latest performance. In figure skating, the system took both technical and
aesthetic marks from the judges and computed the allimportant "ordinals" to determine the winners.
Results of the TI -Score system could be directly inputted
for on -air display, automatically formatted. Up to six competitors could be shown at once with rank number, country,
competitor name, and other data. ABC was also able to
show the standings of other U.S. competitors who had not

and to the broadcast center. An interface designed by
Texas Instruments fed the timing results to the production
switchers as simple camera inputs so that the information
could be colorized and keyed into the live image directly.
Timings on both the competitor on the course (sometimes
with split timings as in the case of alpine ski events) and
comparative timings of the leader versus the competitor in
progress could be displayed in this way.
Texas Instruments was also responsible for the design
and installation of an elaborate distributed data processing
system for scorekeeping throughout the Games, with the

placed in the top six on a separate page. The TI system also

results distributed to officials, athletes, and ABC alike.
Through a combination of dual microprocessor host systems, intelligent terminals, intelligent data terminals,

came into play in figure skating, where the judges' marks
were automatically inserted into the picture as soon as all
the judges had voted.
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keep the cables out of the way of skiers. But even this
wasn't enough to cable every part of every slope. The
interconnect boxes were used, therefore, to provide common cable runs wherever possible. The upper parts of the
slopes, naturally, each had to have its own run; but as the
slopes converged, common cable runs became more and

more practical. Before each race a team of engineers
would simply go out to the boxes and patch together the
cables that would be needed for the next race.
Along with the boxes was the carefully mapped -out
plan to transport cameras by helicopter before the start of
each new race. The cameras were securely fastened to
O'Connor Model 50 fluid heads and wooden -leg tripods
which, in turn, were attached by a sturdy chain to small
wooden pallets. When the time came to move the camera,

a protective "elephant blanket" was draped over the
camera and lens, and a chain at each corner of the pallet
brought over the top of the elephant blanket to wedge the
camera in place. The helicopter then simply dropped a
hook, the cameraman snapped the chains onto it, and the
camera was lifted to its new location where another team
of engineers was standing by to release it from the hook

and plug it into the triax connector. It took but five
minutes to move a camera, and the whole changeover was
accomplished within two hours.
The elephant blanket was critical for protection against
the elements, too. Each camera was fitted with an operating cover to help insulate it from the snow while allowing
the operator to see the viewfinder and the lens to see the

subject. The cameras were fitted with special internal
heating elements, powered directly from the triax. The
Canon lenses, too, had special internal heating elements
to help prevent condensation. At night, however, the
elephant blanket draped around the camera and lens pro-

vided protection against the sub -zero temperatures.
Cameras were never turned off, although the beams on the
Plumbicon® tubes were turned down; the heat generated
by the cameras was therefore sufficient to keep them cozy
inside the elephant blankets.
Back at the engineering/technical area, those who were
fortunate enough not to be out on the slopes still had their
hands full. Because the races themselves were effectively
divided into upper and lower courses, the ABC coverage
was also split, with one production van handling the upper
part and one van the lower part of the course. The trucks

were effectively independent, each feeding its switched

program and isolated cameras to a total of nine VPR
one -inch decks. Directors in both trucks had two Swiss
Timing inputs (one intermediate, one final composite) and

the Litzum shot and master shot from Little Whiteface.
Effectively, both trucks were used for both unilateral
and international coverage. For international coverage,
the switched program and some isolated cameras were fed
to a van provided by a Canadian network that assembled
the feeds into a live program fed back to the broadcast
center for distribution to other world broadcasters. Because of the extensive amount of post -production required
to integrate the coverage of a single ski run from both top

and bottom halves of the hill, however, ABC edited all
material from Whiteface at the venue rather than tying up
the broadcast center. The post -production coordination

was accomplished in the third truck, ABC's Phase 8.
During the races, Phase 8 monitored the programs from

the other two vans as they were being recorded on the
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VPRs, and also coordinated shots of the announcers.
Following the completion of the races each day, Phase 8
turned into a post -production center with direct interface
to all VTRs through its Grass Valley 1600 switcher and.
Ward -Beck mixing console. Phase 8 also added digital
effects through its DPE 5000 and graphics through its
Chyron IV.
The venue could feed three lines back to the broadcast
center simultaneously and could go live to air, though

tapes were bicycled back whenever practical. Pre prepared interviews and "Up Close and Personals" could
be integrated back at the center or edited in at the venue.
Other venues pose similar problems
Each venue presented a unique set of engineering chal-

lenges. At the biathlon and cross-country areas, for instance, the big story was microwave. ABC wanted to
provide live coverage to world broadcasters of the action

along the dozens of miles of heavily wooded trails,
changed for each day's race. A total of 35 camera scaffolds were installed in the two areas, prefabricated, and
then lowered into place by helicopter since large vehicles
were not permitted in the ecologically protected woods.
To get the signals back out, however, an elaborate
microwave network was required, utilizing 14 relay towers and powered by silenced gasoline generators, also
lowered into place by helicopter. Two snow cats were
fitted out with a multiplexed microwave system, built by
Farinon to ABC's design, that could send back three video
signals and program audio to the home base units covering

the starts and finishes. Three Ikegami HL -77s were
hard -wired back to each of the two snow cats, providing a

total of six cameras. At the end of each day's race, the
snow cats were simply moved to their new locations for
the next day's events, in plenty of time for the Olympic
Committee to prepare the trails for the skiers. A.F. Associates, which outfitted the snow cats, also installed
small Crosspoint Latch switchers in the vehicles in case
the microwave systems failed.
At the Opening Ceremony's venue there was the successful experiment with a fiber optic link using the Galite
Company's fiber cable and newly designed encoders and

decoders from Grass Valley. The cable run, some 1600
feet between the mobile van at the venue and the broadcast
center, carried four video signals (one to a fiber) and eight
audio signals (four multiplexed to a fiber). Each fiber had

a 1 GHz bandwidth.
At the bobsled and luge venue, the problem was how to
cover, with the same cameras, events on both tracks that
occurred within hours of each other. Continental Color
Recording supplied two large production vans that coordinated both unilateral and international coverage, providing 14 Fernseh KCK cameras (with ABC supplying four
HL -77 hand-helds). The only solution was to simply
hand -transport the cameras from one track to another -a
total of six times during the Games. Two of the moves had

to be accomplished within 90 minutes. Some post -production was also done at the venue on CCR's three Sony
B VH-1000s, one of them with a custom -designed computerized slow-motion controller.
In the end, of course, all the problems were solved, and

the diversity of the events and the styles of coverage
merged into the actual telecast. Somehow, perhaps inspired by the theme of the Olympics, some 400 operations

and engineering people managed to act as a coherent,
sensitive whole.
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Simply fantastic picture quality. Fantastically simple set-up. Get
both with our renowned TK-47.
Press a button, and it sets up automatically. In seconds, instead of
hours. File and recall six basic lighting situations, and get great

picture quality-instantly-under any conditions.
All RCA cameras are built to extend your creativity, lighten your
chores, and deliver the very best on -air product.
Our TK-76C is light, rugged and agile enough
to gc anywhere and start shooting right away.
Our TK-760 has enough heft for smooth studio
work, yet is light enough for easy transport to the
field as an EFP camera.
And with them all comes famous RCA TechAlert
service to keep you on
the air, come what may.

Your RCA Representative can tell you more.

RCA Broadcast Systems, Building 2-2,
Camden, N.J. 08102.
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The new RCA TR-800. It's everything you've
asked for in a one -inch tape system. And more.
When you called for gentler, more
precise tape handling, we were listening. When you asked for faster, easier
operation and control, we heard you.
And when you told us you wanted
better editing capability, we took note.
Our response is the new
TR-800. It's the one -inch
tape system you specified. In addition, we've
included some years ahead innovations of
our own.
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Designed for you.

A system that does it all.

Everything about TR-800 is engineered to make your
job as easy as possible, from the tape -end sensing
feature to the ultimate in microprocessor controls.
We've designed the tape path to give you straight through threading. And
tucked all electronics behind
a drop -down
panel for on air accessibility. This panel
includes all the
controls for the new digital Time Base Corrector
(TBC-8000). The TR-800 is equally at home in a van,
rack, T -cart or console. But the big feature is control.
Unprecedented control.

Use TR-800 as an instant replay, slo mo and freeze
frame unit. Use its superb editing control for special
effects and precisely programmed edits. Get full video
and sync record/playback capabilities plus three audio
channels. Get complete
video sync and audio
simulplay. Get complete
monitoring selection,
metering and two builtin speakers. In post production, the unrivaled acceleration
and easy operation of
TR-800 save time
and money,
while helping
you turn out a
superior product. Any
way you use it, you're ahead.

New editing precision.
TR-800 lets you expand or compress materials to fill
time slots with frame -by frame, field -by -field precision.

With our Supertrack option,
play back with
broadcastable
quality from
reverse
slow

motion
through
still scan to forward
fast motion. An LED digital
readout tells you the exact
tape speed. Edit with the
microprocessor -controlled pre viewable editor, a standard
feature. And we offer additional distributed processing
through such accessories as
Super Search Editor (SSE), a
Multi -Rate Video Controller

(MRVC), and a unique time
code editing system (AE -800)
that fully addresses C format
capabilities.

See for yourself.
I he astonishing new TR-800
system adds up to everything
you've ever wished for in a
one -inch tape system. Check
it out for yourself. And be
prepared to be amazed.
RCA Broadcast Systems
Building 2-2
Camden, NJ 08102
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ABC
BROADCAST CENTER
AT THE HUB OF
OLYMPICS COVERAGE
The $10 million broadcast center, located at the physical and emotional
center of the Lake Placid area, provided the massive coordination required to
put 51 hours of programming, much of it in prime time, much of it live, on the air.
Extensive communications, special effects, and graphics systems were the key.
WORK HAS ALREADY BEGUN on dismantling the contents

the loom at the appropriate time. In the Dubner system,

of the ABC broadcast center in Lake Placid; the huge

however, the threads are translated into raster lines and the
colorizing accomplished with a palette of 64 colors, each

structure, once all the electronics have been disassembled
and shipped out to ABC's O&O stations and other operations, will be bulldozed out and converted into a school
bus garage. For months, however, and particularly during
the Games themselves, the broadcast center was the coordination center of the whole ABC operation.

Certainly among the most visible elements of the
broadcast center's influence were the graphics used exten-

sively throughout the programs. The graphic material
originated from a separate room, just to the side of the
main production control room, containing two Chyron
IVs and a backup, an Ampex ESS, a graphics camera, two
HS -100 slow mos, and two Dubner character/color background generators.

The latter, the result of a joint development program
between ABC and Dubner Computer, were used at the
Games for the first time. Offering the same operating

digitized thread capable of being treated separately. The
disc -loaded fonts simply store the outline shape, which
can then be colorized, positioned anywhere on the screen,
provided with three-dimensional characteristics, tilted,
and so forth.
Another unique feature of the system is its ability to
weave backgrounds together. At any stage during the
writing process, the material on the screen can be captured

and transformed into a background, enabling other
characters or symbols to be written over it. The process

can be repeated any number of times to form highly
complex images.
Generally, pages created on the Dubners were transferred to the ESS system for instant access as needed,

flexibility as full-blown, computer -based character
generators, they effectively allowed operators to "write"

with graphic elements as they would normally with
characters. The symbols - Olympic rings, the hand holding a flickering torch, flags for each country, maps with
American and European cities, gold, silver, and bronze

medals, symbols for each event, and so forth - were
stored as single characters on floppy discs, loaded into the
system as fonts. Single keystrokes could call the charac-

ters up, and the software in the system could be used to
manipulate the character to position it and even animate it
with successive color changes (as was the case with the
flickering torch).
The basis of the system is a digitizing technique borrowed from fabric manufacturing. Black -and -white outline artwork is scanned and broken down into a series of
"threads," each a few ns long. In the fabric process, the
digitizing would be translated into instructions to the
weaving machine to throw its range of colored threads into
-in Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

Production control room B at broadcast center with Grass Valley
1600 7K switcher and Vital four -channel SqueeZoom. Audio
position, identical to control room A, had Ampex reel-to-reel and
ITC cart decks
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ABC Broadcast Center

compressed frames, size of the compressed frames, and
the rate of change measured in frames. The new system
was also able to assign priorities to the compressed frames
to allow them to pass in front of or behind one another, and
also to assign different degrees of transparency including

fade in and fade out in any frame.
Just as much attention was paid to audio capabilities,
with two Ampex reel-to-reel decks, an ITC cart machine,
and a turntable available to the audio man, who mixed on a
custom-built Siemens board. Interestingly, the audio position was not physically separated from the other positions
in the room to enable the directors and producers to keep

in verbal and visual contact with the mixer.
Not to be forgotten in the design of the broadcast center
was production control room B, which served as a backup

to the A control room and also coordinated post production. A Grass Valley 1600 7K switcher was installed, interfaced with a four -channel Vital SqueeZoom.
This studio, too, had a small announce booth and an audio
setup identical to control A.
One -inch post -production
Production coordination intercom system located in control room
A. Operator -assisted, it linked 57 remote locations with six trunks
handling up to 10 conversations per trunk

With the exception of two rarely used Ampex quad
decks and an RCA telecine, all broadcast center post production was accomplished with Ampex VPR-2 one inch decks on 3M videotape. An important exception was

the 12 Sony
although certain effects (such as the flickering torch or the

wipe pattern with the flag of each participating country
popping on or off in a seemingly random pattern) were
stored on the Dubner discs. The two -channel ESS system
could also be used to wipe from one Dubner-created page
to another. Each venue was provided with an Arvin/Echo
disc, and material needed at the particular venue would be

dumped from the ESS to an Arvin disc for local use.
Digital effects, plus...

Production control room A, the "Roone Arledge
room," was the hub of the broadcast center, visible in the
background from time to time as Jim McKay delivered his

-inch decks used for editing the ENG

material that was originated from the center. These decks
also came into play, however, during the power blackout
during a biathlon event. ENG crews were rushed out to the

venue where they shot on portable recorders (since the
mobile vans were blacked out, too); then they rushed tapes

back to the center where the power had been restored.
The 21 VPRs, many with forward and reverse slow
motion controlled with SMC-60 motion controllers, were
configured as seven two- and three -machine editing systems in a separate area of the center, adjoined by an audio
layover booth. Editing suites were equipped with the
Convergence/Ampex HPE editor/controllers, and three of
the suites had Grass Valley 1600 1L switchers. All editing

commentary from a small studio with a large, soundproofed glass window. The studio camera complement
consisted of three Ikegami 312 cameras. Also adjoining
the control room was a small audio announce booth.

suites naturally had outputs of the routing switcher for
both audio and video, and a separate Quantel DPE-5000
was assigned to the cubicles.
Almost all post -production for the telecasts was done at

The TDs were provided with an array of sophisticated
production equipment the rival of any large -market station, even though it was used for only 51 hours of programming. Central to the plan was a brand new Grass
Valley 300 switcher with full E-MEM capability; it had
never been on the air before the Olympics. ABC TDs were
not exempt from the feeling of being overpowered by the
almost limitless possibilities offered by such a switcher,
and spent several weeks practicing with it and storing
moves in the E-MEM. Built into the switcher console as

the center, sometimes at breakneck speed if events
finished late. An exception was events at Whiteface

well was one of the touchpad terminals of the Grass
Valley 440 64 by 96 matrix routing switcher, which
carried video as well as multiplexed audio channels.
Five output -selecting thumbwheels on the switcher
console were key elements in another major breakthrough
for broadcasting, the first use of the MCl/Quantel DPE5000 Plus. Handling up to five video channels simultaneously or independently, the unit was preprogrammed with
moves that were stored on a floppy disc and could be
activated by simply selecting the memory location of the
move. The moves described each channel separately and
contained information on initial and end positions of the
50 BM/E APRIL, 1980

Mountain, which were edited at the venue itself. Most of
the other venues, however, did have their own editing

setups - either VPRs or Sony B 'VHs - and post production responsibilities were often split.
Communications critical to operation

As important as the broadcast center was to the visual
coordination of the coverage, its elaborate communications systems played an almost equally important role in
getting the material on the air. If the switching and effects
systems at the broadcast center had broken down, the
mobile vans could have rolled directly to air; if the communications system had gone down, chaos would have
reigned.
No less than four communications systems linked the
center and its producers and directors with each other and

the production personnel and talent at the venues. In
control A was housed the largest of these networks, the
production coordination system. The internal -operator as continued on page 55
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Introducing the Panasonic 9000 G-2 Series.
Our competitor's 3/4'editing system sells for less.
But it could end up costing you more.
More in terms of the
accuracy of the edit and the
time it takes to make the
edit. And time is money.That's
why it pays to buy the only
system with microprocessor
technology. The G-2 Series,
a true second generation
3/4" editing system.
The new Panasonic
9000 G-2 Series: NV -A960
controller, NV -9600 editing
deck and NV -9240 source
deck. Compare it with any

system in its class-under
$20,000. And see how much
you get for your money.

At $14,445; Panasonic raises 3/4"
editing accuracy to a new high.

And brings editing time to a new low.
If you were to perform the
same edit on both the
Panasonic 9000 G-2 Series
and our competitor's
system, you'd get a faster,
more accurate edit with
us. That's because our
system is the only one with
microprocessors. In all
three components. They
give you the most accurate
control, the most precise
timing of machine functions, now available. And
that results in faster, more
accurate edits for you.
Accuracy comes natural

to the G-2 Series. Take the
NV -A960 controller with
its address time indicators,

which double as lap time
indicators to measure the
length of your inserts. The
indicators are accurate to
the frame, to 1/30th of a
second. That's more
accurate than our major
competitor. And that can
help make you more accu-

and seconds, even in fast
forward and rewind. And
that's far more accurate
than the competitor's mechanical tape counters.
You can also get a faster
edit than with any other 3/4"

editing system in its class.
Thanks to microprocessor
technology. And many new
and exclusive editing features. Like the NV-A960's
rate. Also, both the NV -9600 ten microprocessor -based,
editing deck and the
dial -operated, lockable
NV -9240 source deck have tape search speeds, plus
electronic tape counters
pause. All with picture. So
that read out in minutes
you can find what you're

looking for faster. Also the
controller lets you edit faster
with automated in/out
insert and assembly editing,
preview, review, fast
return -to -in -point and fast
go -to -out -point. A valuable

combination of features
that nobody else in its
class has, to help you save
valuable time.
Just when you're trying
hardest to save time, that's
when you're most likely to
make a mistake. And that's
where our automatic
instruction error diagnos-

Shown lett to right NV -A960 Controller. NV -9200 Recorder and NV -9600 Editing Recorder

tics comes in, another
Panasonic exclusive made
possible by microprocessor technology. It helps
you find your errors fast by
displaying a code that
shows what you did wrong.
E'ror diagnostics can also
keep you from compounding your mistakes, to help
bring edit time to a new low.
No matter how fast or
accurate your edit is, it's all
wasted if you don't get a
great picture. To help you
get it, only the G-2 Series
gives you the precision of

full direct drive, including
the video head cylinder
and capstan motors. Plus

doesn't: Our exclusive relocated video head switch-

ing-now entirely within the
vertical blanking area,so
it never shows up in the
alignment and long-term
picture. Our exclusive head
durability of our aluminum
amp frequency adjustment,
die-cast chassis. Plus
crystal -oriented HPF-heads. so you can compensate
for tapes recorded on other
Plus a lot of other high3/4" decks. Plus separated
performance "pluses" that
luminance and chroma
add up to picture quality
signals with direct transfer
that's second to none.
of chroma and a simplified
But what good is a great
circuit path for luminance.
picture and a great edit if
All this, and extraordinary
your dub looks like a dub?
versatility, too. Both decks
Panasonic has three new
can cetect time code on
features to make sure that it
the strength, stability -of -

audio channel 1. And the
entire G-2 Series will not
only interface with any other
3/4" Panasonic editing
equipment, but with our
solenoid -operated VHS"
decks as well. So you can
edit Y2" tapes, too. What's
more, it's the only system
with built-in voltage
selectors to give you a fast,
accurate edit, anywhere.
The new microprocessor based Panasonic 9000
G-2 Series. Compared to
anything in its class, it's in
a class by itself.
*Panasonlc recommended price, but
actual price will be set by dealers

Don't buy any 3/4" editing

system until you compare.
Panasonic
9000
G-2 Series

Competitor
System No.1:

Microprocessor -based system.
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2. Automatic IN/OUT insert editing.
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3. Automatic IN/OUT assembly editing.
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Competitor
System No.2 :

System features:
1.

4. Automatic STAND-BY (with picture) at out point.
5. Edit accuracy ± 2 frames.

6. 4.5 second pre -roll time.
7.

Multiple AC voltage applications
(100V/120V/220V/240V), at 60 or 50 Hz.
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Controller features:

Dial search control with lockable speeds.
9. 10 tape search speeds (5X, 2X, 1X, 1/5X, 1/20X forward and reverse) plus PAUSE, all with picture.
10. Automatic instruction error diagnostics.
11. Address time indicator for hr./min./sec./frames.
12. Lap time indicator.
13. PREVIEW function.
14. RETURN to in point function.
8.

tor

15. REVIEW function.

16. GO TO out point function.

17. Independent reset of entry and exit points.
Deck features:
18. Full direct drive, including video head cylinder

and capstan motors.

19. Annealed aluminum die-cast chassis.
20. Frame servo and horizontal phase adjustment.
21. Servo lock and frame lock indicators.
22. Relocated head switching to vertical blanking interval.
23. Electronic tape counter.

12"

24. Separated chroma (688 kHz) and luminance for dubbing.
25. Head amp frequency adjustment.
26. Chroma level adjustment.
27. Time code capability (audio channel 1).
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For more information, write: Panasonic Company, Video
Systems Division, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094.
.n Canada, Panasonic Video Systems Department,
Mississauga, Ontario.
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ABC Broadcast Center

57 remote locations (including mobile vans, announce
booths, and the edit cubicles at the center). Touch-tone
pads at each location were used to call into the broadcast

sisted system, running over telco lines, had six trunks that
connected up to 10 conversations per trunk at a time from

center where the operator would make the interconnect or
come on the line if additional conferencing was needed. A

"Up Close and Personal" Graphics

D

E

G
The graphics capability of the broadcast center would rival
that of any major -market station, with two Ampex HS -100
slow mos, three Chyron IV character generators, an Ampex
ESS-2 digital production unit, two Dubner/ABC color background generators housed in a separate area, and a five -

channel DPE-5000 Plus and four -channel Vital
SqueeZoom in the production control rooms.

Among the most effective uses of graphics were the
introductions to the 40 -plus "Up Close and Personal" pro-

files of major athletes. Putting the intros together, done
during the week preceding the coverage, required every
trick in the book.
Using the Dubner/ABC system, the Olympics logo stored
in a font was first stretched and shaped to correspond to the

shape of the TV raster, then positioned and transformed
into a border. The Olympic rings from another font were
written on top of the "hill" with a three-dimensional effect
(A). The stretching process caused the diagonal lines to
digitize badly, so the bit trimming capacity of the Dubner
was used to clean the image up (B).
Stored in the ESS system (C) were the flags of each

-4 Circle 128 on Reader Service Card
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participating country (on wall at left of operator), which had
originally been created on the Dubner system, then stored
as still frames. The second channel of the ESS had stills of
the participating athletes.
The Olympics border from the Dubner color background
generator (D) together with the appropriate flag were then
fed to the DPE-5000 Plus in the control room, where the flag
was compressed and positioned to fit into the box above the
Olympic rings (E).

Chyron-generated characters giving the name of the
athlete, age, home, sport, and other information were then

fed through another channel of the DPE-5000 and compressed into the area at the center of the border (F). Using
the Chyron's reveal mode, synchronized to the music, the
performer's vital statistics wiped into place (G). Finally, the
flag was wiped to the second channel of the ESS with the
athlete's photograph, then the whole image dissolved
through the Grass Valley switcher to the tape of the profile
(H). (The final on -air result, of course, had Linda Fratianne
associated with the American flag, rather than the Russian
flag used during the demonstration.)
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their own IFB systems to which the broadcast center

ABC Broadcast Center

Symbols for Olympic events, the Olympic torch which could be
made to flicker, Olympic rings, etc., were stored as elements in
disc -loaded fonts in a new system co -developed by Dubner
Computer and ABC

headset and pushbutton at Roone Arledge's desk gave him

automatic override on any of the conversations.
A completely separate interrupted feedback (IFB) system linked production with the talent at the venues, with
two stations located in control room A. Master control
would set up each day the 14 locations to be connected,
interfaced through a small control box in each mobile van
in the system. The mobile vans, of course, maintained

system was interfaced, though Arledge again had automatic interrupt on any circuit.
Though an IFB system normally relies on program
audio to carry the voice of the talent back to the control
center or mobile van, ABC used a specially designed
system to provide constant two-way communications. On
the audio mixer in control A, every incoming line had a
split -off just before the level control that would send the
audio onto line. Though the volume pot could be off,
keeping the announcer off the air, he could still talk to the
control room.
Within the center itself, two systems were used. One,
an engineering intercom with a 48 by 48 matrix, kept
engineers in the editing cubicles, studio, control rooms,
graphics area, and other areas in touch with one another.
The other system consisted of a small intercom between
the editing cubicles and the control rooms to allow assistant directors to communicate with directors.
As a final tribute to the broadcast center and everyone
involved, it must be pointed out that the entire production
came off without a hitch. No system was out of place, no
piece of equipment underutilized, no technician wondering idly what to do. The years of preplanning that began
almost as soon as ABC had its contract with the Olympic
Committee finally paid off. Now, barring unexpected

reversals in world politics, it's onwards to the Los
Angeles Games.
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See following pages for a graphic display
of ABC's Winter Olympics coverage.
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OPTIMOD-AM

orban
Hundreds of stations worldwide-in every format-now process with OPTIMOD-AM. An
integrated system design makes OPTIMOD-AM ideal for all fcrmats: it guarantees uniform
audio quality and uncanny definition on typical AM radios-regardless of uneven operator
gain riding or inconsistent source material. And our system standout-the "Smart Clipper"listens to clipping distortion like a human ear to definitively solve the long-standing conflict
between music loudness and voice distortion.
Regardless of format, you can adjust the field -proven, stereo -ready OPTI MOD -AM system
to give you the sound you've always wanted. Call us Toll Free (800) 227-4498, in California
(415) 957-1067 for the name of the Orban broadcast dealer nearest you.
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Orban Associates Inc., 645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
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N EC's new DM E offers

3 economical ways
to meet your digital
video effects goals. Sports, weather,

ENG, or real-time production applications, with
NEC's Digital Mix Effects you can now get in the
game with expanded production capability
economically. NEC has taken a proven winner,
DVE", with crowd -pleasing effects like Multi Freeze', and made significant advancements to
give you the go-ahead commercial edge. Choose
from 3 different DMEn systems to match your
needs and your budget.
DME"-B: This basic system offers Full
Frame Synchronization, basic Digital Video Effects,
and Programable Digital Controls at a starting out
price that's hard to believe.
DMEn-1: In addition to Full Frame
Synchronization, you get horizontal and vertical
flip, tumble, and a new, one -of -a -kind Mosaic
effect, all for 1/3 less than competative equipment
with less capabilrty.
t0411.1"
DME8-2: TWo complete Digital Mix Effects

systems allow you to operate with Full Frame
Synchronization in parallel, series, or
for maximum processing capability.
And if you already have NEC's DVE'n system,
contact us to find out how it can be updated to
DME" capability. Stop playing catch-up...Go for
it with DME", new from NEC Broadcast.
Call toll free 800-323-6656 24 hours a day.
In Illinois call 312-640-3792 or write:

independently.

NEC
NEC America, Inc.

Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

OLYMPICS
COVERAGE

Coverage of skating events
was coordinated through
mobile vans parked behind
new Olympic Center behind
Lake Placid High School.
Platforms on high school
itself provided master shots
of speed skating oval and
Main Street

MASTER
PLAN

Ski jumping coverage was coordinated
by two mobile vans parked under
70 -meter jumping tower. Both 70- and
90 -meter towers were completely
prewired shortly following the
construction of the towers themselves

MIRROR
LAKE

Cross-country and
biathlon events were
covered with
microwave -equipped
snow cats, with three
multiplexed video
signals plus audio
carried back to mobile
vans at the start line by

a complex system of
microwave relays

OLYMPIC CENTER

INTERVALE
MT. VAN

rat.

_A

/4-0

BROADCAST
CENTER

HOEVENBERG----A
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Whiteface Mountain
was the venue for
alpine skiing events,
coordinated through a
complex of mobile
vans parked 1000 feet
uphill from base lodge
in a small clearing.
Cameras on small
wooden pallets could
be transported from
one slope to another
by helicopter. For
longer cable runs,
special RF repeaters
developed by Philips
for its LDK cameras,
used extensively at
the venue, provided
triax runs up to 15,000
feet

WHITEFACE MT.

ABCs broadc 3st center was at the hub of the Olympics coverage. Control room A (upper left)
had a Grass Valley 300 switcher, MCI/Quantel DPE-5000 Pus dig tat effects, and a Siemens

audio console. Master control (upper right) ;ould monitor eight ncoming feeds
simultaneously. Graphics area (lower left) contained Chyron character generators, Ampex
ESS still stores, and the Dubner/ABC color background generators. Editing cubicles (lower
right) contained Ampex VPR-2s with Conve.-gencelArnpex editors and GVG switchers
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.
Regardless of whether your programs
originate from another city, a local
sporting event, or an ENG assignment,
your video transmission links have to maintain
the same high quality standards. Day in and day out.
No manufacturer of video transmission equipment is
more aware of that fact than Farinon Video. That's why we
offer the finest lines of microwave radios, receivers, and
related video transmission equipment available.
.

ENG Links

:

STL and Intercity Relay Links

FV-MP Series Miniature Portable Microwave
Radios are extremely lightweight, compact, and
completely self-contained.
FV-MF Series Miniature Microwave Radio Transmitters provide a high degree of flexibility for airborne
or vehicular installation.
FV-CR Series Central Receivers feature synthesized
channel selection, unsurpassed dynamic range, superior

selectivity, and excellent inherent RFI protection.
FV-F Series Heterodyne Microwave Radios provide
To satisfy the particular requirements of your sysalmost transparent signal transmission in all available
tem, we also offer a variety of ancillary equipment,
spectrum allocations worldwide.
including low -noise preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and
portable test units.
FV40 Transmission Equipment provides extreme flexYou can depend on Farinon Video for transmission
ibility for conditioning video and audio signals applied
links where quality is never missing. For more informato any transmission medium.
FV43 Audio Transmission Channel System allows simul- tion, contact Farinon Video today.
taneous transmission of high fidelity mono or stereo
Main Office: 1680 Bayport Ave.,
sound with the video signal.
San Carlos, CA 94070

Remote Pick -Up Links
FV-P Series Portable Microwave Radios offer frequency
agility, fingertip tuning and rugged construction.

Farinon
VIDEO
A Farinon Company

Phone: (415) 595-3500; Telex: 34-8491
Canada: 657 Orly Ave., Dorval, PQ H9P 1G1
Phone: (514) 636-0974; Telex: 05-82-1893;
TWX: 610-422.4122

MOBILE
STUDIOS HANDLE
EVERY RADIO NEED
At the CBC in Vancouver and at KUSC-FM in Los Angeles, mobile studios
make finished stereo tapes of concerts from right outside the halls. At WKBN
in Youngstown, Ohio, the mobile studio goes with the DJ to any spot in town.
All have proved themselves in hundreds of sorties from the home studio.
THE FM STEREO NETWORK of the Canadian Broadcasting

Corporation is one of the world's longest. It stretches
across Canada's 3000 miles from coast to coast, serving
many FM stereo stations.
The programming includes a large proportion of concert music, from opera to rock, recorded at actual per-

formances and put on the network with stereo tapes.
Distribution is by a terrestrial microwave net.
One major source of CBC concert music is the Vancouver area on the west coast. The city and the surrounding territory produce a large quantity of concert music of
every kind; there is an annual music festival that brings
dozens of top Canadian and foreign artists and groups to
the area.
For a number of years the CBC radio group in Vancouver recorded concerts for the FM network on typical
remote pickup equipment that could be lugged to the
scene. But the engineering department, under the leadership of director Don Reagh, were unhappy with the quality of their concert recordings.
Finally, in 1976, Reagh and his colleagues persuaded
CBC to underwrite a rolling studio that would be at the

very top of current audio quality. Reagh designed a
mobile studio on a stripped -down GMC 26 -foot truck.

Into the truck went the following basic equipment: a
Ward -Beck console with 32 inputs and 16 outputs; an
Ampex MM1200 16 -track tape machine; a Studer A80
two -track machine; JBL 4313 monitor speakers, driven by
Crown DC -300 amplifiers; UREI equalizers; digital delay

units from Eventide; an AKG-B10 reverb unit; and a
battery of Neumann and Sennheiser microphones.
Connectors were provided for quick installation of up to
32 microphone cables that could be led directly into the

concert hall. The studio wiring also allowed for immediate connection of the Ampex to the output of the
Ward -Beck, for the original multi -track recording; then to

the input of the Ward -Beck, for a mixdown onto the
Studer two -track machine. Digital effects, equalizers, and

reverb can be cut in for the original recording or the
mixdown whenever wanted.
In addition, connectors were installed on the outside of
.0111CIrcle 131 on Reader Service Card

Mobile studio used by Canadian Broadcasting Corporation to
produce stereo tapes of concerts for CBC FM network is parked
in front of Vancouver studio building

the truck so it could be driven back to the CBC studio for
adding either an AKG BX-80 or EMT plate reverberator
to the circuits.
But an important part of the design philosophy was that
the entire job of producing the final stereo tape should be
carried out in the truck. Thus, even when the large reverberation units at the studio are used, the actual mixdown is
done in the truck. Don Reagh points out some advantages:
the acoustic and instrumental balance of the recordings
can be consistent (and consistently high); a great deal of
time is saved because the truck operators can do a large
part of the job right at the concert or just after it - in some
cases the mixdown and the original recording can be one
and the same; since multi-miking of live concerts has to be

done on the spot, there are strong basic reasons for not
breaking the job in two by bringing multi -track tapes back

to the studio for final program production.
This implies that highly expert monitoring is needed in
the truck, and for this function, too, a no -compromise

philosophy was followed. The electrical monitoring
equipment, as already noted, is top grade. To make the
acoustical quality equally high, the inside of the truck is
carefully treated so that the operators can really hear what
they are doing and know what a program sounds like.
BM/E
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Radio Vans

Close view of van shows entries and comparatively high ceiling,
put to use in the acoustical design so that monitoring of mixdown

balances will be proper

View of interior looking toward the rear shows, left to right, the
Studer two -track machine, Ampex 16 -track, and AKG reverb unit.

Walls have acoustic treatment (see story)

It is an accepted idea that a poor acoustical environment
for radio monitoring can lead to seriously erroneous balances, both in the original recording and the mixdown.
But in too many cases radio program producers have not
pushed this idea to its logical end by installing high-grade,
uniform acoustic environments for studio program production. This is even more true for mobile studios - of

course, high-grade acoustical treatment is less often

needed in mobile rigs because not many such rigs are used
for concert program production.

The CBC truck includes carefully designed acoustic
treatment of the whole interior, including a "sound trap, "
a highly absorbing area, at the end opposite the monitor
speakers. As Don Reagh notes, this prevents acute coloration of the sound by strong bass reflections from the rear,

and also allows the stereo image to be perceived much
better. In highly reverberant spaces stereo directionality
tends to get lost.
The truck crew, with three years' experience in using
the mobile studio, has become highly expert in post production for a consistent on -air quality. The crew mem-

bers know that what they hear in the truck will come
through virtually unchanged when the program is put on
the air. They have a firm conception of what quality they
want, and good ideas about how to get it in most of the live

situations that come up.
The truck has become a day-to-day workhorse, producing an astounding number of programs for CBC. Don
Reagh reports that during one nine -month period in 1978
the truck went to concerts 292 times. He hasn't made a
more recent count, but there has been no falling -off in use

At the front of interior is the Ward -Beck console, which provides
mixdown from up to 32 microphone inputs, or from the 16 tracks of
Ampex recorder

- rather, an increase. During the week of the Victoria
Music Festival the truck averages two shows a day.
The range of material covers totally the music produced
in the area. There are choral groups, recitals by soloists,
symphony orchestras, chamber music, rock bands from
stage, jazz and pop from night clubs, folk music - quite
literally, everything.
This versatility seems to BMIE the main lesson to be
learned from the success of the CBC mobile studio. The
higher the quality built into such a rig, the more different
things it can do. If a radio management wants to produce
taped programs on the road - and some reasons for doing
that have been outlined here - the equipment ought to be
top grade.
As to costs, although the CBC has no profit line, it does
have careful budgeting. Don Reagh says that the mobile
studio brings in concert programs at a lower cost than the
old hand -carried remotes did because of higher efficiency.
The whole job can be done without any shift from one
crew to another, or from one set of equipment to another.
There is no time lost in setting up for production with tapes

brought back to the studio. CBC is convinced that the
money spent on the truck, while raising the quality of the
concert programs substantially, has saved them money.
WKBN, WAAM, and the "remote DJ"

Floor plan of CBC van shows disposition of equipment and
interior space, including storage, etc.
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WKBN in Youngstown, Ohio, has made a success with
a careful mix of MOR with some country music in this
industrial city. The management also gives strong attention and much time to community affairs of many kinds.
Both for commercial pickups and for covering community events with immediacy and live style, the management decided two years ago to build a mobile studio from
which a DJ could originate a show, achieving the same
efficiency and quality he would have right in the studio.
The station bought a GMC motor home and stripped down
For Information circle 222 on Reader Service Card la.
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wins again!

The Convergence ECS-90 Editor shoots
the competition down In flames. Our joystick,
a product of American ingenuity, lets you fly
circles around those inscrutable pushbutton
editors. Our new Convergence Pulse Scan'"
variable speed control* delivers

continuously variable video
tape speed from stall through
supersonic, even on your
stepped -speed VTR. (Try that

with an imported
Zero!)

Best of all,
it's easy to get
into action. Just
plug an ECS-90 into the remote
connector of your standard
VTR's and soar to new heights

of editing freedom.
The ECS-90 microprocessor based video
tape editing system gives you the maneuverability of a P-40 "Flying Tiger" and the precision
accuracy of the Blue Angels -at less than
the price of a Piper Cub. ($3,990!)
Give your Convergence dealer the
"thumbs up" sign, and you're well on the way
towards "Ace" status. Join the ECS-90 Aero
Squadron! Ask for a plug-in hands-on demonstration on your own VTR's today.
Contact: Convergence Corporation,
1641 McCaw, Irvine, CA 92714;
(714) 549-3146.
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CE
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See us at NAB Booth No. 704.

*Pat. Pending

Editing means Convergence

Radio Vans
the interior. A good part of the rebuilding with studio
cabinets, and installation of the studio equipment, was
carried out by Grinnan Fixture Co. of Minerva, Ohio, a
specialist in this field.
There is a Pacific Recorders console, three ITC cart
machines, and two turntables. A Marti STL transmitter on

460 MHz is installed in the truck, which takes program
material off the console and back to the home studio. It
also carries control signals from DJ to studio, cueing from

studio to DJ.

In addition, there is a short-range receiver that can
convert the transmitter in the truck into a relay, sending
back material picked up with a hand-held Marti "brick. "
The DJ or reporter can move around at a considerable
distance from the truck and have the output of his microphone relayed directly back to the home studio.
On top of the truck is a 28 -foot pneumatic tower that can

be raised and lowered from inside the truck. It carries the
Marti antenna on its top. The receiving antenna is 800 feet
up on the TV tower owned by the station management.

The WKBN van for "mobile DJ" use has station identification
prominently displayed on exterior, along with station's slogan for
operation, "Rollin' Radio"

home studio in a semi -automatic "DJ assist" mode, with
a string of commercials started off by a button pushed in
the truck.
The truck is sent, in the first place, to many kinds of
commercial happenings, such as supermarket openings or
special sales of car dealers or furniture stores. The leading

personalities can be interviewed right on the spot and

This gives excellent STL coverage throughout the area
ordinarily covered by the station.

persons in the crowd interviewed to give proper flavor to
the event, along with eyewitness descriptions by the DJ.

The DJ assigned to the truck carries with him the

These commercial specials, promoted as "Rollin'
Radio," have become enormously popular in the city,

recorded jingles and IDs and the music, mostly on carts, to

be used in the program. Commercials are played in the

station manager J.D. Williamson told BMIE. The retailers

and others sponsoring them have almost always experi-

enced large boosts in sales as a result of the special
excitement the remotes generate.
The other general class of show developed with the
truck is a visit to some community event. In this case the
objectives are to give maximum exposure to a valuable
activity and to identify the station as a supporter of that

activity and of the community in general. Again, the
sponsors of the events have been strongly enthusiastic
Hugh R. Paul (left), director of engineering, KUSC, designer of the
studio, and W.W. Weide, president of Fleetwood Enterprises,
builder of the interior on a Fleetwood body, show one end of
studio. Behind the Auditronics console is window to "announce
booth," acoustically separate area for announcements and
interviews. Recording space is tuned acoustically for accurate
monitoring

about the results.
Williamson reported that the truck had originated more
than 250 shows in the course of a year. It has brought in
substantial amounts of money, adding noticeably to station profits, at a level that makes the investment in the
truck an excellent one.
From another point of view the truck has been a fine
success, Williamson noted, in making the station known
simply by its presence at so many local events. He thinks
the attractively decorated van has done more to promote
and identify the station than any other effort the management has made, including billboards, newspaper ads, and
other material aimed at spreading the station's name.
The WKBN management recently bought another sta-

tion, WAAM in Ann Arbor, Mich. , and has already
bought a truck and gotten it nearly ready for use at the new
station. It will be somewhat more elaborate than the original truck, incorporating the experience the station has had
with the first venture. Both trucks use a Nova inverter for

power, running off the truck batteries. Each also has an
Onan emergency generator; further, the trucks can run off

Outside of mobile studio built at KUSC-FM, University of Southern
California, for production of stereo tapes of concerts, and also for
feeding the concerts live to the National Public Radio satellite net.
The van has top -grade control, monitoring, and recording units,

including Auditronics multi -channel console, Studer tape
machines. NPR uplink transmitter will be reached with a
microwave system
64
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commercial power if that is close enough at hand.
Asked what WKBN had learned from the construction
of the mobile studio, chief engineer Lanny Nass said,
"Keep the controls simple! This is a combo operation
we want any competent DJ to be able to run the show. "
The lesson here is that a mobile studio can be easy to
operate. Whatever the management's objective in building the van, the design can reflect that objective successfully.
BM/E
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PORTABLE VIDEOTAPE RECORDING WITH THE AMPEX VPR-20:

Bringing Back TapeYou're Sure
You Can Use Calls for a Tough,
"Smart" Portable Recorder.
The Front End of a Special Effects Production.
Tapes recorded on a VPR-20 are fully compatible with
every trick in the VPR-2 special effects book. Once you
bring your material back to the studio, you can slow it
down, speed it up or stop it on a selected frame with a
VPR-2. And if you haven't seen the quality of VPR-2
special effects yet, you're in for a surprise.
If You Can Take It, Your VPR-20 Can, Too.

Environmentally, your VPR-20 can take nearly any-

thing that your operator can. It shrugs off dust and sand
in the air, tolerates a cloudburst, and stands up to heat
and cold. Oblivious to the way it's held or positioned, the
VPR-20 has an amazing resistance to the kind of gyroscopic conditions that go along with field recording. So
you can take the VPR-20 for granted.
Enough Power to Finish What You Start.
The VPR-20 battery pack has more than enough capacity to record and rewind a full hour of tape. Then, when
you're ready for more shooting, the quick -change battery pack gives you quick -change power. There's even a
battery/charger system that brings you up to full power

again in less than an hour. You'll really value the

Finally, you can videotape remotely without compromising the considerations that apply to studio work.
Because Ampex engineers went far beyond the usual
definitions of portable acquisition when they designed
the VPR-20 one -inch helical.

Confidence Is Paramount.
On location, you have to know that you're capturing

VPR-20's power -down memory. It keeps the tape timer
operational during battery or power changes for up to
two days if need be. This is portability with a punch.
If The Specs Don't Convince You, A Demo Will.

Somewhere within reach of your station, the tough,
"smart" VPR-20 is turning the impossible into an every-

day affair. Call us for the technical information, and
then get your hands on a VPR-20. You won't want to
let go.

good material. So Ampex built a confidence feature into
the VPR-20 that actually plays back the picture from the

When you see it in the viewfinder, you know it's on the

tape. And you can have color playback in the field,
thanks to the color stabilizer option, which mounts
inside the VPR-20.

Production Flexibility for All Situations.
When the assignment is commercial production in the
field, your VPR-20 can backspace itself for a flawless
assemble edit. And color framing is standard. The
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tape into the camera viewfinder during recording.
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VIDEO MONITOR
h

advanced cueing system allows you to go back and look
at the last shot, and either go on from there or retake the
shot and eliminate unwanted material. Right in the field.
As simply as pushing the appropriate button.

AMPEX MAKES IT OCCITING
Ampex Corporation, Audio -Video Systems Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 (415) 367-2011
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15" viewfinder

Battery pack
VTR cable
AC/DC adapt

NTSC composite video

VTR start'stop
VTR malfunction Ind.
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Battery

VTR return
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Battery belt

Video tape
recorder

video/audio
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Interphone with isolate switch
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belt
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Adapter

Remote servo zoom CTL

Black Burst in (Genlock)

Remote manual focus CTL

Optional return video for VF

Interphone audio headsets
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AND FANCY
The Microcam' 601. For double duty-electronic
journalism, and studio -quality colorimetry. It's
just plain beautiful.

operator concentrate on getting the shot
while a director, at the remote panel, makes it
picture perfect.

ENG. Microcam Plain. Simply the best value
there is in a shou der -mount camera. Low -power
consumption wish an easy -to -mount 12 AH
battery that allows over 6 hours of continuous
use on a single charge Easy operation, with all
controls conveniently situated on the lens or
front end of the camera. Lightweight to give
operators the freedom to pursue shots that have
hitherto been inaccessible.

Microcam. Plain or Fancy, it's your key to the
beauty cf studio broadcasting and the drama of

EFP. Microcam Fancy. When you wart to go
where the action is. And bring it back alive. With
color to studio -quality standards. Precise framirg and focus from a 41/2" modular viewfinder.
And a remote control system that lets- the

on -the -spot coverage.

Seeing is believing. If you'd like to know more
about the remarkable Microcams, ENG or EFP,
arrange for a hands-on demonstration. Call:

Thomson-CSF

Broadcast, Inc.

=77 Brownhouse Road, Stamford, CT 06902

Tel. (203) 327-7700/TWX (710) 474-3346

CONRAC
INNER VIEW:

A closer look at Conrac Monitors
Active Convergence:

Registration made simple.
Conrac's Active Convergence System gives you
complete control over color registration adjustments
and greatly streamlines convergence checks.
It uses 36 independent controls
to individually adjust nine separate
areas on the CRT screen -including

Conrac's unique system uses a keyed back
porch video amplifier and beam current sensing that
occurs during the vertical interval.
The video signal is ac coupled
to the video amplifier, thus
eliminating the de component and
retaining the level between black
and white. It is then amplified
and applied to G1 of the CRT. The
feedback loop is completed when a
sample cathode current (gated by
the brightness pulse) is applied
to a sample and hold circuit.

1

corners!

You spend less time on

convergence checks and the adjustments you
make will be much more
accurate.
Conrac's system uses
24 operational amplifiers to independently control red, green,
and blue in each screen area.
Vertical and horizontal waveforms are referenced for shap-

ing the signals that excite the
convergence yoke assembly.
Dynamic blue lateral convergence
is achieved with operational
amplifiers.

If the cathode current
Conrac's Active Convergence system
lets you adjust color registration on nine
separate areas of the CRT.

changes for any reason, the video
amplifier's do level is automatically adjusted. Result: reference
black level will remain constant.

Conrac Technology:
Conrac's exclusive Beam Current
Feedback system automatically maintains
black level stability.
VIDEO SIGNAL
11.,
INPUT
IDEO PROCESSOR

Beam Current Feedback:
The Ultimate in Black
Level Stability.
Conrac's unique Beam
Current Feedback system
maintains a more stable picture
for a longer period of time.
It automatically maintains
black level stability-regardless of
CRT aging or component drift.
In fact, black level is held to
within 1% of peak luminance
level between 10% and 90% AP L
(Average Picture Level).

11111111/11
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Quality you can take for granted.

30 years of leadership.
Conrac's track record
of technical innovation stretches
back nearly three decades.
And what we've learned since
then goes into every monitor we
make today. That's important
to you. Because the more
technology we pack into each
monitor, the more performance you'll receive from it.
Active Convergence and
Beam Current Feedback are just
two ways Conrac technology can
save you time and money.
For the complete inner
view of Conrac technology, call or
write us today: Conrac Division,
Conrac Corporation, 600 North
Rimsdale Ave., Covina, CA 91722,
Telephone: (213) 966-3511,
Telex: 67-0437
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OPEN -REEL TAPE MACHINES:

HIGHEST FIDELITY,

PRECISION, AGILITY
Radio broadcasters are still voting the open -reel tape machine the unit they
are most eager to buy, and the industry has responded with the finest
machines in history. This article surveys the principal analog and digital
machines on the industry's shelves at the present time. Most broadcasters
will be able to find an excellent machine of the kind they want.
categories. Chart 2, "Broadcast Audio Recorder/Player
Comparison Chart," shows important characteristics and
features of the analog machines up to four -track capability.
Chart 1 includes machines of more than four tracks, and

also the only two brands of digital machine being sold at
THE RADIO MANAGERS and chief engineers in BM/E's

latest Panel of 100 survey, in the February issue, put the
open -reel tape recorder at the top of their buying interest
list, as earlier Panels of 100 have for a number of years.
So this machine, which was a radio workhorse before it
was anything else, starting more than 30 years ago, is still
a highly desired item in a broadcast plant. The open -reel
tape machine has stayed on top of the game for so long not
only because it is an excellent basic idea, but also because
it has moved far ahead technically, keeping up with the
general advance in broadcast technology and sometimes,
in fact, leading it.
Right now, as everyone knows, is one of those times

when the tape recorder is leaping ahead, with digital
techniques taking it to quality levels far above any we had

before. But digital recording is only part of the story of
technical excellence at this time. Digital machines are still
very scarce and very expensive. Most broadcasters will be
buying analog machines for some years to come. In fact, it
seems likely that we will always have analog machines for

broadcasters (and others) who don't want to spend the
larger sums of money for tape recording.
BM/E has collected the most important data on the
principal open -reel machines now suitable for broadcast
use. The list includes most of the machines to be shown at

the National Association of Broadcasters convention in

Las Vegas, which will get underway just after this
magazine is printed. However, there will be a few new
ones there for which the makers did not issue advance
information. To be completely up to date, study BM/E's
June Show -in -Print report, and add the two or three new
models to the survey printed here.

the time BM/E prepared this survey, those of 3M and
Sony. It is important to note that the Sony machines are
"converters" that turn an audio signal into a PCM digital

signal in "pseudo -video" form: a videotape recorder
must be connected to the converter to put this signal on
tape, with playback coming from the videotape and back
through the converter.
After finding one or more machines on the charts that
seem to fit, broadcasters, as always, must study the full
characteristics of each one as furnished by the manufacturer. Generally speaking they will want today, and can
get, electrical characteristics that used to be considered far

up on the "high fidelity" scale.
However, machines do differ greatly in the smoothness, ease, and sureness of handling the tape mechanically. Prospective buyers should put any machine that
interests them through every possible change of mode,
including any special modes for making editing easier (a
mode for edit dump, for example, is now fairly common
and helps a lot in the production studio).
Broadcasters won't forget, either, that in many cases
their machines are likely to be on the job 24 hours a day, so

ruggedness and precision in mechanical parts are
paramount. On this score it is often useful to ask fellow
broadcasters about their experiences with any machines
they may have.
A large proportion of the available machines now incorporate motion sensing: the control system is always
"aware" of how the tape is moving and can make mode
shifts with a minimum of tape breakage and spillage.
Another advanced function that is becoming standard is

servo control of tape tension, both before and after it

guidelines. Chart 1, "Quick Guide To Broadcast Audio

passes the heads. This is a big help in reducing flutter and
modulation noise, the noise that rides up and down with
the signal as a result of jerky tape motion across the heads.

Tape Players/Recorders," shows the models that are
likely to interest broadcasters, divided into five price

microprocessor control of all tape handling functions.

The two charts are intended to help broadcasters
quickly locate machines that come within their own
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Some of the more expensive machines now have
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Of course, there are some functions in broadcast operation for which elaborate and flexible control systems are
not required. If a tape machine is for use in putting news
programs together, for example, the broadcaster can save
money by getting a basic model without the elaborate
control features. The same applies even more to an open reel machine to be used for playback only in an automa-

Open -Reel Tape Machines
This fancy operational feature will become more and more

common as the price of microprocessor units drops
further. It can provide nearly error -proof tape handling,
and with a little memory can supply automatic sequencing, as well as other conveniences that are getting familiar
in broadcast equipment.
The auto -locator, both outboard and built-in, is also
getting more common. It is a fairly expensive option but
pays for itself rapidly in a busy production studio, or in
on -air operations built around heavy use of tape programs.
Sync systems are also more and more available options,

tion system. A few "stripped down" models are made
specifically for the automation function.
The three main functions, however, manual on -air pro-

gramming, program production, and live recording of
concert material for later broadcast, all demand the topmost control flexibility as well as high electrical quality.
On -air program playing needs very low mechanical noise
since the tape machine may be in a studio with an open mic
from time to time. Quick coming up to speed is obviously

for tying tape machines to other audio or video tape
machines.

CHART 1-QUICK GUIDE TO BROADCAST AUDIO TAPE PLAYERS/RECORDERS
CLASS

MANUFACTURER

A

B

C

U

E

Under $3000*

$3-6000'

$6-10,000'

$10-20,000'

Over $20,000'

AS2600

AS2600
4t, 8t

Accurate Sound Corporation,
114 5th Avenue,
Redwood City, Calif. 94063

Studer A80 shows
exceptionally "clean"
top -panel layout, straight-line
threading

it, 2t

AEG-Telefunken,
Gotham Audio Corp. (Dist.),
741 Washington Street,
New York, N.Y. 10014

M12A
2t

M15A

8t, 16t, 24t, 32t

Allen and Heath Brenell Ltd.,
Audiotechniques, Inc. (Dist.),
652 Glenbrook Road,
Stamford, Conn. 06906

Mini 8
8t

Ampex Corporation,
Audio -Video Systems Division,
401 Broadway,
Redwood City, Calif. 94063

ATR700
2t

ATR1O1

1t

440

1t

255 1t
250 2t

270
280

ATR102
ATR104

2t
4t

440
8t, 16t

ATR124
24t

Amprp/Scully,
826 Newtown -Yardley Road,
Newtown, Penn. 18940

2t
2t

280B

2848

4t

8t

Consolidated Electronic Industries,
1925 N. Lynn Street,
Arlington, Va. 22209

2025"
2525"

International Tapetronics Corp.,
P.O. Box 241, 2425 South Main Street,
Bloomington, III. 61701

750
2t

850
2t

Lyrec Manufacturing Company,
Go Rupert Neve, Inc.,
Berkshire Industrial Park,
Bethel, Conn. 06801

TR352
24t

3M,

Mincom Division,
St. Paul, Minn. 55101

Control panel for Studer A80 or
A800 has full auto -location

function, sync mode

79
8t

79 16t, 24t
Digital 4t, 161, 32t

MCI,

4007 N.E. 6th Avenue,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33334

JH110

JHI10

JH24

JH24

11, 2t

8t

16t, 241

(portable)

(portable)

4t, 8t
IVS 2t
(sync)
(portable)

ARS1000 2t
MX5050 2t, 4t

MKII
8t

MX7800
8t

Nagra/Kudelski,

E

IVS

2t

19 West 44th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10036

2t

IS

2t

Oteri Corporation,
981 Industrial Road,
San Carlos, Calif. 94070

MTR90
16t, 24t

Technics (Matsushita Electric),
One Panasonic Way,
Secaucus, N.J. 07094

RS1520
2t

U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
85 Oxford Drive,
Moonachie, N.J. 07074

2022
2024

2t
4t

Sony Corporation,
9 West 57th Street,
New York, N.Y. 10019

TC510 2t
(portable)

Digital
PCM1

Digital
PCM100 2t

2t

Digital
PCM1600

2t

Studer/Revox America, Inc.,
1819 Broadway,
Nashville, Tenn. 37203

Revox B77

867

2t

2t

A8ORC
2t

A8OVU
2t

A80

A800

4-16t
4-24t

Teac Corp. of America,
7733 Telegraph Road.
Montebello, Calif. 90640

35
40

2t
4t

80

85

8t

161

Telex Communications, Inc.,

Ampex ATR-100 has one to
four tracks in top -most quality
performance, convenient
stand
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9600 Aldrich Avenue South,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55420

1400

1400

It, 2t

.4t

United Research Laboratory Corp.,
681 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022
t = number of tracks

Model S
1t

'Price ranges are approximate only, based on US market

Model S
2t, 4t
"Estimated price
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WHEN YOU HAVE A
REQUIREMENT TO
ANIMATE, STORE STILLS,
SQUEEZE IMAGES,
RECORD AND PLAYBACK
IN REAL TIME TO SINGLE

FRAME, AND MORE ALL
IN ONE COST-EFFECTIVE
PACKAGE:
Arvin/Echo has the Innovative Solution
THE IMAGE MAKER:

All the advantages of our
EFS-1 and much, much
more. The Image Maker is a
compact, versatile software
based unit which delivers
random access to 500 images
on line with our exclusive
Discassette.' It also has the
capability to do several
motion loops from 1 second

to 16 seconds. Serial digital
interface is standard.

into itself or key it over
another image.

THE SQUEEZER: A unique

LOW COST TBC: To round

and affordable production
tool which can reduce images to four discrete sizes

off the package, a CCD
based analog Time Base
Corrector. Used in conjunction with our Discassette,
Arvin's Low Cost TBC
meets broadcast requirements in one affordable unit.

( 1/4, Vs, 1/16 and 1/25 of origi-

nal) with complete positioning capabilities. The Squeezer can also insert one image

Innovation in Intelligent Video Production Equipment.

ARVIN/ECHO 485 East Middlefield
Tel: (415) 961-7145

Ari

ARNII

Road, Mountain View, California 94043
TWX: 910-379-6499

APPLIED
TECHNOLOGY
GROUP

model of tape machine in a broadcast plant. The spare

Open -Reel Tape Machines
handy for tight cueing. A quality still somewhat rare is
quick coming up to phase coincidence on stereo playback.

Slowness in reaching phase coincidence can give mono
listeners a ragged sound at the start of taped programs.
The on -air machine should also be remotable, for operation from the control position. Desirable is remote control with digital signals or low -voltage dc for compatibility with the latest automated consoles.
Original live recording of music for later broadcast
demands the highest possible electrical characteristics.
The old rule still holds, that no matter how good your

equipment, there will be some loss of quality as the
program passes through your plant. To end up with a
high -quality program on the air, you have to start with a
super -quality program.
It will turn out in many, if not most, cases that a single
model of tape machine meets the requirements for all main
functions. There are many advantages in having a single

A bank of the new Enertec
The Nagra E portable is designed
Schlumberger F462 machines specifically for radio
showing elevated controls
news -gathering

parts problem is greatly eased, of course. Also, the ability
of the engineering department to supply fast maintenance
and repair is strengthened.
A tape machine has another vital quality impossible to
show in tables of specifications, probably more so than
any other unit in a broadcast plant because it has precision
mechanical elements as well as electrical. It is quick, sure
maintainability and repairability. An expert consulted by
BM/E during the preparation of this survey illustrated the
point in a dramatic way. During a recording session with a

pop singer the capstan motor in the recording tape machine became uneven in action; this was quickly diagnosed as serious bearing wear. A new motor was dropped
into the machine in about three minutes: the singer did not

even know that a repair had been made. The same engineer, a professional of many years' experience, spent
more than three hours to change the capstan motor in
another machine. The point doesn't need belaboring: the
broadcaster considering a tape machine will do well to get
repair history from actual users.
BM/E

The ITC 850 is ruggedly

built for heavy use in
broadcast operations

Technics (Panasonic) RS1520
has isolated -loop tape drive,
crystal -locked capstan speed

CHART 2 - BROADCAST AUDIO RECORDER/PLAYER COMPARISON CHART
Number of
Tracks
Record/Play

Ma nufacturer/Model
(up to 4 -track, analog)

Tape
Speed
IPS

Maximum
Reel Size
Inch

Capstan

Equalization

Inputs

Outputs

Motor

Shuttle
Time

Features

Accurate Sound AS2400/Inovonics 375

1, 2, 4

33/4-30

14

NAB

line

line

hyster syn

Floor cabinet

AEG Telefunken

2

33/4-15

101/2

NAB, CCIR

line

line

syn

Sync; remote control; varispeed

AIR 700 2
ATR 100 2, 4
AG -440C 1, 2, 4

33/4-15
33/4-30

7

NAB
NAB

line, mic

33'4-30

101/2

line
line
line

direct dc servo 1200'/1.5 min
2400'/1 min
ac servo
2400'/1 min

Search to cue; function indicator, each track

1, 2, 4

101/2

1, 2

33/4-15
34,4-15

1, 2, 4

33/4-15

101/2

2

71/2-15
71/2-15

101/2

2

101/2

NAB, CCIR
NAB, CCIR

M -12A

Ampex

Ampro/Scully

CEI

250 Series
270 Series
280B Series

2025/2525
Cuemaster 77 MKV

14

14

line
NAB, AES, CCIR line

NAB, CCIR
NAB, CCIR
NAB, CCIR

Switched equalization; motion sensing; sync control
Bidirectional
1/4" or 1/2" tape; varispeed; remote ready
line

line

line
line

line, phones

25 Hz sensor
Portable

ITC

750 Series
850 Series

1, 2, 4
1, 2. 4

33/4-15
33/4-15

101/2

NAB

101/2

NAB or CCIR

MCI

JH-110B

1, 2, 4

33/4-30

14

NAB, CCIR

E

1

71/2

71/2

NAB, CCIR

line, mic

line, speaker servo

IV -S

2

3314-15

71/2

NAB, CCIR

line, 2 mic

line, speaker

ARS 1000

2

31/4, 71/2

101/2

MX -5050-B

2

71/2-15

101/2

NAB, CCIR
NAB, CCIR

line, mic

line, phones
line, phones

hyster syn
dc servo

Play only, for automation; 25 Hz sensor op.
2400'/1.5 min Return to zero: edit control; overdub sync;

Mk II

2, 4

71/2-15

101/2

NAB, CCIR

line, mic

line, phones

dc servo

2500'/1.5 min 1/4" or kr" tape; plug-in heads

RS -1520

2, 4

33/4-15

101/2

NAB, CCIR

line. mic

line, phones

direct dc servo 2500'/2.5 min

Indicators all modes: closed -loop tape;
tension control; auto edit functions;
fine adj. bias and equalization

RT 2022
RT 2044

2

71/2-15

101/2

NAB

4

71/2-15

101/2

NAB

line, mic
line, mic

line, phones
line, phones

hyster syn
hyster syn

Cont. variable bias; sync for overdubbing
Cont. variablebias; sync for overdubbing

34'4-71/2

101/2

NAB

2 line, mic

B-671

1, 2
1, 2

2 line, phones ac

33/4-30

101/2

NAB, CCIR

line

line

ac servo

A-80

1, 2

71/2-30

12

NAB, CCIR

line

line

ac servo

TEAC

35-2

2

71/2-15

101/2

NAB

line

line

dc servo

Telex

1800'/2.6 min Two -track head, additional four -track head for
auditioning; VU and peak indicators; pitch control

1400

1, 2

17/e-15

81/4

NAB

3 line, mic

line

dc servo

1200'/1.3 min Solid state logic control; crystal control capstan
speed; indicators for mode settings

1, 2, 4

33/4-30

101/2

NAB, CCIR

line

line

Nagra

Otari

Panasonic (Technics)

Pioneer

Studer/Revox

United Research Labs

Revox B 77

Model S
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.

line

direct hyster
direct hyster

2400'/1 min
2400'/1 min

dc servo

Rip top head cover
Console or rack mount
Transformerless electronics; variable speed;
auto sync; servo tension control

For broadcast remotes; one mic, one line input;
convertible to two miry, mixing; full track mono
Pilotone track, two stereo tracks;
built-in monitor speaker; wow/flutter .05 percent,
THD approximately 1 percent

VU and peak indicators

740m/2 min
740m/2 min

3600'/2.1 min Integrated logic control; editing cutter
2300'/2 min
Crystal capstan control; inductive tension control;
auto rewind and restart; mode indicators
Zero locators; varispeed; electronic tension control;
mode sensing; programmable logic

Dual capstan closed loop; also 1/2" tape
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Qwetly. you have made the
OTARI tape machine a standard for reliability and performance in literally hundreds of
stations and thousands of production

studios-worldwide' The legendary
5050 series were the first compact
professional recorders accepted by
the industry and remain. dollars for
dB s. the best tape recorders made
Whether moving '4" or' 2" tape.
these SMPTE adaptable machines
are complete with every necessary
production feature.
Our ARS Series Reproducers
have been accepted by the most
prestigious automation manufacturers in the business. These people
must have a reliable product before
they put their name on it. Our MX -7800
1" transport production machine
remains the most functional eight
track on the market.
The OTARI pre-eminence in engineering is more than fifteen years old
and encompasses tape formats from
full track to twenty-four track and tape
speeds from 334 to 240 ips. To the
broadcaster. OTARI has earned its
envied reputation for reliability with
technological leadership and 100°,4
pre -shipment check-out.
Behind our product is a further
commitment: factory support with
a large domestic parts inventory.
thorough documentation and communicative personnel. A qualified
and dedicated dealer network is the
final link in OTARI s comprehensive
approach to the broadcaster.
You have made OTARI-The New
Workhorse. We have made them the
most comprehensive line of tape
machines in the world.
Call or write today for your nearest dealership. They will be happy to
put you on top with an OTARI.

Otari Corporation
1559 Industrial Road
San Carlos. CA 94070
(415) 592-8311

In Canada
BSR (Canada. Ltd )
PO. 7003 Sta. B
Rexdale. Ontario M9V 4B3

M

Models 50SOB X is

cab
army, .

,.,.1
'

,

blown in option3I
Rus Lang Corporation,
;'03, 384-1266

/,,,
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ANYONE CAN MAKE
ONLY SHARP MAKES

-4.,.
18:

Introducing the Sharp XC-700. The
first fully loaded prism camera for
under $12,000:
It's got one of the best optical
systems around. Prism optics (F/1.4)

to help you make the best use of
available light. Even at night.
And an automatic beam optimization circuit. Because "comet tailing" is great for shooting comets,

.166

--

but not tne 6
o'clock no\ S.
Then there's
some of the most
innovative
human
engineering
you ve ever seen.
Because it was
designed by tile people
who use the camera. Not
the people who buit
And to make ENG
a brec.-c. you get
Auto White Balance with
memory. So whether
you're indoors or out. the
camera can be automatie.111\
adjusted for the
changes.
And there's more.
H and V enhancement to give you the
sharp detailing that
makes a documentary

ai'Li

encoder.

/ebra pattern.
L..)lor Bars.

An optional 7"
sftfdio view tinder with

underscan and
a remote
operations
No wires or cables
to get in the way.

Now that's
a lot of camera.
And it that's what you need to cover
the elections this year or that sales
meeting next month, see the Sharp
NC -700.

To have it all demonstrated to
ou. call your Sharp
dealer. or in Los
\ iigcles, call Ron Colgan
at

Manutacturer's sugg,eszed retail price le:k: lens.

S:10 1 170, in

At lant;.1. call Jim Freeman
I) 1 IS 5'230,
at
in Paramus. N J, call Bob
lcNe (ND 265-55 IS,

an eve -opener.

An attached
Attached 14
battery that lets the
camera wear the battery pack
instead of you. Tim c's Gen Lock.

panel.

or write us at
sharp Electronics Corp..
R keystone Place

AH battery.

Paramus, NJ 076.77.2

p

MOBILE
UPLINKS TAKE FIELD
PRODUCTION FAR OUT
In what has been called the ultimate field production trip, broadcasters are
seeking a direct link to the satellite network from anywhere. While recent
mobile uplinks prove that the technology works, the FCC remains
unconvinced about the concept.
SATELLINK OF AMERICA, INC., the new subsidiary of the

Robert Wold Company, will begin landing their "Flying
Saucers," mobile satellite uplinks, at remote production
sites around the country early this month or next. Trinity
Broadcasting will first use its new Compact 42 unit to
transmit its Prayer Day activities in Washington, D.C.,

this month to its other stations. Later, the unit will be
moved to Trinity's Florida station where it will operate as
a production facility and earth station until completion of

their permanent facility at that location. After that, the
Compact 42 will move on to routine field production
tasks. Western Tele-Communications Inc. (WTCI) will
be moving its 40 -foot tractor/trailer unit around the country for remote broadcasts as it has been doing for the past
year.
The result will be a massive increase in the number of

remote broadcasts originating via the satellite network.
Most of these remote satellite broadcasts will be major
sporting events and political conventions. At first the
networks will be the largest clients, but eventually individual stations and pay TV are likely to get into the act.
What we have is a booming business - but it is hanging
by a regulatory thread.
Currently, each use of such a mobile uplink requires a
Special Temporary Authorization (STA) from the FCC.
Compact Video's Compact
42, the first of which has
been sold to Trinity
Broadcasting, offers a
complete transmit/receive
earth station on a 42 -foot
trailer body
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The Commission currently asks for 10 days' notice prior
to granting an STA, which means that the user must know
at least 10 days in advance of the event exactly where he is
going to transmit from. Frequency coordination must be
done for each site and while the spectrum traffic information at many sites is stored on computer so that coordination can be done quickly, there are many more sites that
will require a complete work -up before making an application.
All of the mobile uplink operators BMIE spoke with
agreed that obtaining an STA was no major problem. The
problem is that the FCC is not bound to grant an STA, so
that as more of these remote satellite broadcasts are done
the statistical chance that interference problems will occur
increases. If there is an increase in interference either with
adjacent satellites or with terrestrial microwave communications, the FCC can decide to stop issuing STAs.
With the blink of an eye this exciting new communications channel can be shut down.
Such a shutdown is viewed by most of the operators as a

very remote possibility. Instead, operators are looking
forward to some procedural changes at the Commission
that would allow some type of "blanket authorization. "
Such a blanket authorization or license was the object of
an application made by United Video of Tulsa, Oklahoma

INTRODUCING PAGBELT.

IT'LL COST A LITTLE MORE.
BUT YOU'LL THANK US.
No matter what portable power source
you've been using for
video equipment, accessories or lighting,
we're about to make
you unhappy. Very
unhappy. Because
we have something
better. And safer.
Meet Pagbelts. Quite simply, we believe, the best engineered, most reliable, fast -charging Nicad powerbelts in
the world. By far.
Sound shocking? Then start by considering safety and
reliability. Pagbelts' exclusive safety lock that (unlike some
other belts) makes it impossible for you to hurt yourself-or
your equipment-by using them while charging. The individual thermal cut-out protection provided on every pair of cells.
The flexible, unbreakable wire "loom" network used instead
of conventional wiring. The special des, designed exclusively for video systems' higher power drain. And the
sturdy leather belt that houses them.
But that's only the beginning. Because Pag's intelligently -designed belt systems feature chargers with a "brain"
that considers temperature, pressure and voftage conditions, to precisely deliver full charge, and by connecting to

virtually any AC line in the world without special equipment.
Besides being the safest, Pagbelts are super -fast. Our
Speed Charge 4000 units, for example, deliver a record setting full charge in just 40 minutes for the 4AH model and
70 minutes for the 7Aii.
And when you need location lighting, consider the
ingenious Paglight: an illuminating experience from many
viewpoints. An ultra -lightweight 12V system that's equally at
home hand-held atop a camera or on a light stand. Activate its
quiet, heavy-duty rocker switch and FA it for bounce: control it
with the four-leaf bamdoor, filter with a dichroic filter ,n its
holder-Paglight will supply ample, uniform illumination for
up to 45 minutes with a 7A1-1 belt. And, should the unforeseen
happen, there's a spare 100W lamp and two fuses neatly
tucked into its handle!
There's a lot more to know about the many breakthroughs built into this exciting portable power and lighting
system. And we'll be glad to give you the details.
For more information contact your Comprehensive
dealer or call us TOLL FREE at 800-526-0242. In New Jersey
and Metro New York call 201-767-7990. Telex: 13-5139.

Conn0 Alknifiw
VIDEO
SUPPLY CORPORATION
148 Veterans Drive, Northvale, NJ 07647

In Canada 1441 St. James St.. Winnipeg, Man . R3H OW9

CHIEF ENGINEER -

Mobile Uplinks

"Thank God, it works. We've tried

everything and we're really
pleased."

DIRECTOR "It's a wonderful sense of
security for a director to have
access to the people he
works with."
TALENT "Without the Comrex, I would
have been lost."
Are you entirely satisfied with your ENG

communications?
We've just finished talking with every Comrex
Cue System user and, after talking with them,
what we can't understand is why every station
who does ENG, EFP, sports, or live studio

programming hasn't at least considered our
Cue System.

The Comrex Cue System is an RF system that
goes in a van, helicopter, press box, studio

control room, etc., and sends both program
and instructions to small, rugged, pocket
receivers.

Give us a call. We're happy to tell you more or
to send it out on a free ten day trial.

OAK/II 191MY

%M.11111111kiA
P.O. Box 269 60 Union Avenue
Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776
TEL: 617-443-8811 TWX: 710 347-1049

more than a year ago.
According to Roy Bliss, Jr., chief executive of United
Video, his company was prepared to spend about a half million dollars to build a mobile uplink. Designed by
Rockwell -Collins, the unit would be a tractor/trailerbased system using a 6 -meter dish. But before making the
investment, Bliss wanted some sort of assurance from the

Commission that he had a viable business.
While United Video was told by the Commission that
there "would be no trouble obtaining STAs," the uncertainties were too great to go ahead. Ron Lepkowski, head
of the FCC's Satellite Radio Branch, said of the license
application, "It's not a high priority at this time, though
we are looking at it."
The dilemma faced at the Commission is that these
mobile uplink earth stations use small aperture dishes, 4.6
meters to 6 meters. Such small dishes are prone to interference problems since they have wider beams, which
increase the chance of adjacent satellite interference, and
greater side lobes, which increase the chance of terrestrial
interference.
According to Lepkowski, only two licenses for small
aperture transmit dishes have been issued, "to off -shore
oil platforms where there is less chance of interference
with terrestrial microwave." Of the licensing approach,
Lepkowski points out that only one other application has

been filed, United Video's. The other operators seem
content, at least in the short term, to go through the STA
procedure.

Gary J. Worth, president of Satellink, said that his
discussions with the FCC lead him to believe that they are
"desirous of doing something" about some type of blan-

ket authorization. Lepkowski said, "We would like to
find a way of making it work (mobile uplink policy) but
we are not certain of all the technical considerations."
So far, the track record for small aperture mobile uplinks is good. Lepkowski could not recall a single instance
of a serious interference problem with any such installation to date. Nevertheless, Bob Ottman, director of mar-

keting for WTCI, expressed some concern that as the
number of operators expands, the chance of a serious
problem increases and Commission attitude could change
rapidly.

The technical picture
Technically the situation is this: the essence of a mobile
uplink is "mobility." The smallest practical dish antenna
is required to maximize mobility. WTCI's system, designed by Rockwell -Collins, uses a 4.5 -meter dish manufactured by Andrews Corp. Satellink's unit, manufactured by Microwave Associates, uses a 4.6 -meter dish by
Scientific Atlanta. The Compact Video Systems unit, the
first of which has been purchased by Trinity Broadcasting, uses a 5 -meter dish designed by Compact Video and
built by Scientific Atlanta.
Given that these smaller dishes may be more prone to
interference, transmitter power is critical. Both WTCI and
Compact have opted for 3 kW output, while Satellink uses
a 700 W TWT. The WTCI and Compact Video transmitters are capable of saturating the transponder under nearly
all conditions. According to Worth, Satellink opted for
Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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less power to reduce the size of the earth station and
protect against interference, and because they felt that
Circle 140 on Reader Service Card

Meet the
Genius in
the Hitachi
Family.
Actually, we didn't set out to

build a smart camera. We "just"
wanted to make the best camera

that had ever been made. But
meanwhile, another group of Hitachi engineers were
working on a computer like none that had ever been
created for a camera. Add it to our ideal studio camera,
and the results are astonishing. The name: Hitachi SK -100.

The camera
The SK -100 comes with your choice of tubes. You can
have our new 1" (25mm) low -lag Saticon (no tube in the
world has greater resolution: 65% depth of modulation
@ 400 TV lines) or a 30mm Plumbicon* or a 25mm diode
gun tube. Choose the Saticon with its pin -lead target design, and you also get the highest S/N ratio of any cam-

We made extensive use of

LSI processing circuitry
for stability and reliability.
And modular construction
makes serviceability tops.

There's plenty of special
effects capability, including the ability to switch ably invert horizontal or
vertical deflection, individually or together, and to

invert the RGB signal

era to date: 56 dB!

polarity. The DCU/triax option allows you to remote con-

There's an Automatic Beam Optimizer that gives you a
wider dynamic range -four f/stops more light -handling
capability. A full linear matrix masking amplifier lets you
make fine adjustments of hue and color saturation. Other
built-in features include a VIT color bar generator, automatic detail circuit, and high performance G/R contour
corrector. The camera can be driven by discrete pulses

trol the SK -100 from up to a mile away.

or genlock.

Hitachi SK100...

The most advanced
computer ever put in
a camera.
The most advanced
camera ever, with or
without a computer.

The computer
This is a zero -reference computer that gives you a dramatic reduction in set-up time, yet requires no technical skill.

Just push a button and green, red, and blue channels are
set up so you can be air -ready in moments.

There's complete fault diagnosis displayed on the picture
monitor, and even an optional printout. You get six built-in
memories for lens distortion correction. Plus a full remote
control panel for painting and contrast adjustment.
Just as important, unlike some computer cameras, you can
take over full manual control of the SK -100. Or select a
single set-up function and bypass the others for fast custom
adjustments after initial set-up. The SK -100 computer gives
you the best of all possible worlds.
We're proud of the genius in our family. We're so sure that

we have the most advanced computer and the most advanced camera ever, that we invite you to compare themfeature for feature, capability for capability-with anything
in the world. And the SK -100 is available for immediate
delivery. From Hitachi...who else?
'Registered trademark N.V. Philips of Holland

9 Regional Centers for Parts & Field Service

New York Chicago Los Angeles Atlanta Cincinnati Dallas Denver Seattle Washington, D.C.

HITACHI

Hitachi Denshi America. Ltd.
175 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, N Y 11797

(516) 921-7200

Mobile Uplinks

WTCI's transportable earth
station has been in use for
more than a year

clients for the system would have access to the larger earth

receive -only stations (10, 11, and 15 meter) needed to
achieve network quality signals at lower power.
Since most cable TV operators use five -meter RO earth

stations, there is some question about their capacity to
participate directly in a network situation where the uplink
is one of the smaller mobile stations. Mike Sayovitz, chief

engineer for Compact Video, however, states that small
RO earth stations would be shut out only if the transmit
signal fails to saturate the transponder. "As long as the
transponder is saturated," said Sayovitz, "the satellite

B

doesn't know if the transmit dish is 5 meters, 11 meters, or
what. "
If reaching small aperture RO earth stations were the
objective, according to Worth, Satellink would simply set
up a "double hop. " In this situation, the signal is sent up
from the small transmit station to the satellite and down to
a large earth station. The large earth station then returns

the signal to the satellite and sends it out on another
transponder to the small earth stations.
Worth does not, however, see this as a major problem

since his clients - which include the three networks,

ubbelitee
"Quartz" Lighting Kit

...a unique soft softlite
for motion picture and
television field production.
El Features a uniquely designed
parabolic reflector constructed of
a special fabric to provide extremely
smooth and uniform illumination.
El Highly -efficient Bubbelite luminaire utilizes
two 600-watt"quartz" lamps (with independent
on -off switches) to provide the equivalent of a
2000 -watt throw in a conventional softlite!
[I] Complete kit is easily set up in less than 30
seconds.
CI Compact carrying case (measures only
61/2" x 7" x 303/4").

ENTIRE KIT

WEIGHS LESS
THAN 12 LBS!

For further information, please contact:

cinema

04 products
F.0 Ft A-1-10

2037 Granville Avenue. Los Angeles, California 90025

Telephone (213) 478-0711 (213) 477-1971 Telex 69-1339
Bubbelite' is covered by U.S. Patent No 3.851.164
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APPLIED TECHNOLOGY GROUP

ANNOUNCES

ARVIN -APPLIED
SPACE AGE
TECHNOLOGY

TO ENHANCE
iiq

oil

ilk

through automatic
colorizing direct display
products like...

.

.

COLORED SATELLITE VIDEO
Let Ary n/Com'cepts color your world while cutting your

Aff7YVea'kk
COLORED RADAR VIDEO

costs! Tel -Weather radar receivers and Sat -Weather satellite
receivers produce vivid color video signals automatically

from NWS data to show precipitation intensities and storm
systems (respectively).

booth 1001- NAB
4490 OLD COLUMBUS ROAD, NW, CARROLL, OHIO 43112 TEL (614) 756-9211

Mobilo Uplinks
Satellink's "Flying
Saucers" are
air -transportable, though
most uses are expected to
be accomplished by
surface means

---

Storer Broadcasting, and others - have access to the
larger earth stations. Received video S/N for the Satellink

system is 52 dB for the 10 -meter RO, 52.5 dB for an
11 -meter RO, and 55.2 dB for a 15 -meter RO dish. Audio
S/N ranges from 62.6 dB for the 10 -meter dish to 65.9 dB
for the 15 -meter dish.

Another side to mobility

pounds, and the cases take up just 650 cubic feet of storage

Since it appears that all three systems have beaten the

technical problem of antenna size in order to achieve
mobility only the less esoteric question of transportability
remains. Both WTCI and Compact Video have opted for
the tractor/trailer approach. Transmit and receive capability for radio as well as television is provided by each of the

units though Satellink's design differs. The Satellink
"Flying Saucers, " however, are considerably more compact. The entire system breaks down for shipping into 11

S -D

instrument transportation cases. Total weight is 4.050
space, small enough to be shipped in the smallest commercial jetliner, the DC -9.
Worth predicts that most transportation, however, will
be short -haul surface trips, in which case the entire system
can be carried in a standard 14 -foot enclosed truck. On
site, the unit can be set up in 4- 5 hours, with the transmit
electronics housed in a five-foot rack at the base of the
antenna. This, according to Worth, fits in with what he
perceives as a desire on the part of broadcasters to be as

uts the s ueeze on time code!

Systron-Donners new compact -sized family of precision time Code.
equipment offers you everything you could possibly need in generators,
readers, and remote displays. All 8700 series models measure just 13/4"
higt- x 91/2" wide. These advanced instruments generate, read and display
13:23:20.
standard modulated serial time codes. Both the time code reader and generator
Model 8781
may be powered by either 115 VAC or 12 VDC. For digital system operation, a parallel
Compact
BCD output with computer read command is available as an option on the reader and generator.
Remote
Display

For complete details on the ve'y latest in time code technology. contact your local Scientific Devices
office or Systron-Donner. 2727 Systron Drive, Concord, CA. 94518, U.S.A. Phone (415) 676-5000.
Model 8730

Model 8720
Compact Time
Code Generator

Compact Tine
Code Reader

32bo 13.23: 20c
0imoilliUms el
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SYSTRON DONNER
A Member of the THORN EMI Group
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OUR SATs BRING
YOU A NEW SPECTRUM
IN PROGRAMMING
The California Microwave Small Aperture Terminal (SAT) can make
you a superstation in youi market. From world news to stereo disco and the MET,
the broadcast networks using satellite technology pioneered by California Microwave
will deliver a new spectrum of program diversity and quality right to your local
studio And that means delivering audience, economically, anywhere in the country.
Our nodular SAT assures you unmatched flexibility at a surprisingly low cost
with features such as these:

Greater than 70 dB audio dynamic range
Impeccable stereo delivery nationwide
Cue, automation, hard copy, and wire service data channels
Multiple channels per carrier (MCPC) for regional sports
The SAT that has set the standard for the broadcast networks and wire services is
a aila)le now.
v.-

F'CALIFORNIA MICROWAVE, INC.
990 Alreerior Ave. Sun,,,vate, Cel,f. 940E16

(409 732 4000

TWX 910 3399231

Ext: 016n

Go ahead

. . .

make a big production out of it!
Excellence in Telecommunication Systems Design and Engineering.

We make a "big production" of achieving human comfort
and superior technical performance in the construction of
mobile and fixed television facilities.
See why, visit our booth at NAB.

NAB BOOTH 1832

Centro
C

ENGINEERS

4848 Ronson Court, Suite J
San Diego, California 92111
714/560-1578

Mobile Uplinks
unobtrusive as possible.
The tractor/trailer units, on the other hand, set up in
about an hour. Since the likelihood is that destinations will

be known well in advance both Compact and WTCI feel
that transportation via airfreight is superfluous. Worth
agrees that most jobs will be met using surface transportation and points out that Satellink will have units in Washington, D.C. and Los Angeles, but to him it is the fact that
the system can be transported by air that is important.
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THE GENUINE ARTICLE

THE ADR COMPEX-LIMITER
Another original from audio & design recording.
Combining a top-quality multi -ratio compressor a fast peak limiter with optional pre -emphasis
a full -function expander/gate. Including dual mono/stereo capability bypass switches on all
functions meter for visual indication of all gain reduction. Featuring excellent specs
to provide the clean, quiet, dependable Signal
Processing that has been ADR's
hallmark for more than

15 years
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Mobile Uplinks
Another important point that should not go unnoticed is
that Satellink and WTCI are in the business of supplying
the uplink service, but Compact Video is in the business
of constructing Compact 42s. It is very possible that, if a
particular user wanted to use one approach or another, or
some combination of both approaches, Compact would be
more than willing to listen to a design proposal. As Oscar

Wilson of Compact Video Systems said, "We want to
build vehicles and systems for other people to use..."
There are advantages and disadvantages to both the air
cargo and tractor/trailer approaches. While the trailer puts

the system's transportation squarely in the hands of the
operator, there are occasional hassles with federal and
state trucking regulations governing weight and load size.

Nevertheless, such trucking problems are encountered
rarely, and since the Compact 42 is completely selfcontained on the trailer, any fifth wheel tractor can be
contracted to do the hauling. Other advantages of the
trailer approach are that the trailer provides storage space
for other equipment, can be employed with other production facilities, and provides housing for both the equipment and its operators. Such concerns as electrical power,

air-conditioning, and temporary shelter for the "flying
saucers" are handled separately by Satellink and should
be of little concern to Satellink users.

Uplinks are common carriers
Both Satellink and WTCI are common carriers and as
such charge for their services based on tariffs filed with

the FCC. Satellink will offer the basic one -day use to
occasional users for $10,000 per day, a $250 per hour
transmission charge, and a $.50 per mile transportation
charge. Contract users will pay $7000 per day, $150 per
hour of transmission, and the same mileage transportation
charge.
Worth currently has agreements with the CBS and ABC

networks and is contracted with NBC for the political
conventions. Says Worth, "I expect we'll be filing for 60
to 70 STAs this year." The schedule he is already looking
at is booked for events running into 1981.

Ottman at WTCI explains that use of their unit costs
$1000 per day, $450 per hour transmission charge, and a
construction fee. Typically, use of the WTCI unit costs
about $12,000 for the average event. About 90 percent of

WTCI's uplink business is generated by the networks,
according to Ottman.
While use of the services is expensive, Worth believes
that more usage will lead to a lower per -use cost and the
system will become more affordable for routine events.
The great hope of the mobile uplink service is that the
FCC will devise some other regulatory procedure than the
STA. Worth is confident that they will. He points out that
when he spearheaded Mutual Broadcasting's effort to gain

approval for some 500 earth stations at radio stations
around the country, the Commission looked at having to
handle a flood of applications or streamlining its procedures. The result -a permissive ruling allowing stations
to install RO earth terminals without prior FCC approval.
If demand for mobile uplink services escalates, the likelihood of the Commission finding a regulatory alternative
to the STA procedure is increased.
BMX

NEW
BROADCAST
STUDIO
FURNITURE
FROM
RUSLANG

If you're building or remodeling, add the elegant look
of expensive furniture for much less than you would
expect. We build electronic racks in various heights,
consoles for any size tape deck, and control stations
that put you on top of things. All are constructed of
quality materials, including high pressure laminates,

making them sturdy as well as attractive. They are
available in either wood grain finish or various solid
colors. Send for literature showing dimensions, etc.

THE RUSLANG CORPORATION

247 Ash Street, Bridgeport, CT 06605
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Vital today for big-time
real-time production
The latest in production switching, the last word in production switcher
automation systems and the best in movie -style special effects
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THE ALL NEW

THE NEW MULTI -LAYERED M/E

VIX-1 14 SERIES

PSAS-2

Production Switching
Automation Systems

VIDEO SWITCHERS

12 to 24 Inputs and 4 to 17 bus systems
Chroma key and 2 title keys on each Mix/Efte:t
Nix or Wipe behind chrome key
Auto Transition Control programmable in frames
Interface for Editor and Computer control
RGB or Encoded Shadow Chroma Key
Varikey for Soft, Ha'cl, or See-hru keys

Digital controlled

Controls the VIX-114 Series Switching
Systems and SqueeZoom with smart
microprocessor systams
Autolearn and Endpoint Plotting
Unlimited floppy dis< storage
Analog signal control
Re -store capability f Dr altering aralog
and digital paramerrers
Display of event description

THE INCREDIBLE

SQUEEZOOM®
Optical Effects
Synchronizer
Up to 123 effects available
Frame Freezer
Video Compressor
Electronic Zoom
Avoid FCC violations with
blanking correction
Up to 4 channels on one
screen

Many more advanced features sully described in our brochures. Contact office nearest you.

Get it all together or one at a time!

We're ready to make a Vital contribution to your operation today.
ERIC KING Southeast -804/384-7001
MORRELL BEAVERS Midwest -812/466-3212
ROBERT McALL Northeast -518/966-5180
BARRY ENDERS Northeast -315/589-9289
BARRY HOLLAND Southwest -714/497-4516
JIM MONEYHUN Northwest -415/561-9130
GORDON PETERS SouthCentral-817/467-0051
MIKE BARSNESS NorthCent-a1-612/447-4453

HI TECHNOLOGY VIDEO PRODUCTS INNOVATORS

.1411'7"
VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
MAIN OFFICE: 3700 N.E.53rd Ave Gainesville, Fla. 32601 U S A.
Phone 904/378-1581 TWX 810-825-2370 . TLX 80 -8572 -Vital -A -Gain

1980 -the year Vital doubled its sales -personnel -plant facilities.
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AES, London, Demonstrates
Audio Advance Is World -Wide

IN ATTENDANCE, in exhibitors, and
especially in the topics and quality of

the technical papers, the sixty-fifth

Convention of the Audio Engineering
Society, held February 25 through 28 at

the Hilton and Park Lane Hotels in

London, showed that intense activity in

audio is not just a United States phe-

nomenon but is spread around the
world.
There were nearly 2800 persons reg-

istered for the convention, an increase

of about 40 percent over last year's
European AES convention in Brussels.
There were 120 exhibitors, also an all-

time high for a European AES show.
The 50 -odd technical papers were im-

pressive for seriousness and com-

prehensiveness, addressing many of the

topics that are in the center of audio
interest today.
Of the seven papers describing work
in the forefront of the advance to digital

recording, three were from English
laboratories, one from Japan, two from
the U.S., and one from Austria. One of
the English papers, presented by F. A.
Griffiths of the Decca Record Company

General view of exhibit floor, AES Convention, London Hilton Hotel,
indicates the heavy attendance

in London, told about the fully developed system in use there to make

digitally mastered commercial recordings. Workers from the Victor Company of Japan described their development of a converter for putting PCM
audio onto videotape recorders, indicating that the digital mode represented by
Sony's PCM-1600 will grow even more

rapidly in the future. Matsushita has
also shown prototype units for this
function.
Heinrich Pichler and Paul Skritek of
the Technical University, Vienna, gave
a detailed account of sample -and -hold

design for the highest quality in A/D

and D/A converters. Significant in
another sense was the paper by M. J.

Hawksford and K. J. Wood, of the
University of Essex, telling how to construct high -quality conversion units at
low cost.

The question of the cost of digital
recording, in fact, dominated a seminar

on the subject at which leading manufacturers of digital equipment and of
high-grade consoles discussed the potentials of digital techniques with a full
house, including many prospective us-

ers. The chairman was K. 0. Bader of
EMT -Franz, West Germany. On the
panel were representatives of Sony,
Enigma and Decca Records, Harrison
Systems, Neve, Studer, the BBC, and
the 3M Company.
A strong consensus emerged that dig88 BANE
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invitation brings out strong response from exhibit viewers

ital techniques can now do just about
anything wanted, not only in recording
but in the control and processing of the

ple, at this price, and we will build it."
The prices mentioned were many times

signal. But the potential makers of digital control and processing units said to
potential users, in effect, "Here is how

tems; the promise of all -digital signal

much it will cost. We cannot afford to
develop such expensive equipment on
the chance that somebody might want

substantially.
Two papers were concerned directly

console -processing system, for exam-

been prepared by Kresimir Jakupek of
the Yugoslav broadcasting organiza-

to buy it. Order from us a digital

those of the best current analog sys-

handling will apparently be hard to
realize until costs have settled down
with broadcasting. One of them had

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card Y.-

THE INTERCOM SYSTEM
A closed circuit headset intercom system for small, large, portable or fixed installations.
AUDIOCOM, for concerts, stage productions, film or TV studios, sports stadium and race
track, industrial, military or public safety applications.
AUDIOCOM, for short or long distance (over five miles), requires only simple wiring and
readily interfaces with other sound systems including telephone circuits. Options include
tone or light signaling, paging, program feed and rechargeable battery packs in case of
power failure

NOM
10411

TICE*

P I-1I

TELEX- AUDIOCOM

F--;.
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AUDIOCOM

a

AUDIOCOM SWITCHBOARD, portable or rack mount,
segregates six external intercom lines into three separate

non -interfacing circuits; or stage, lighting and sound
crews can communicate independently, jointly, or may
be mixed. Contains 24 Vdc power supply with optional,

rechargeable battery pack. Smaller power supplies also
available.

,

C3.°

team ic 1r

AUDIOCOM INTERCOM STATIONS, belt pack or wall
mount, can be "daisy -chained" by the dozens without
degradation in signal quality or strength. Listening con-

trol and mike switch ircluded. Unused inputs mute
automatically to prevent system noise.

Quality products for the audio professional

AUDIOCOM PAGING SPEAKERS, portable
or wall mount, feature volume level switch.
Also serves as a paging station.
AUDIOCOM ACCESSORIES. Noise cancelling boom mike headsets or hand mike, even
for high noise environments. Interface unit
adapts to 2, 3 or 4 wire systems with balanced

or unbalanced circuitry.
Cables, extension cords and "T" connectors
for convenient, virtually limitless system layout.

TELEX.
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS, INC
9600 ALDRICH AVE. SO., MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55420 U.S.A.
EUROPE: 22, rue de la Legion-d'Honneur, 93200 St. Denis. France,

NEWS FEATURE
tion. The AES got an advance copy of
the paper but Jakupek had to cancel his
appearance just before the convention.
He describes an elaborate switching
system for audio used at Split in Yugo-

slavia in September, 1979, for the
Mediterranean Games. (Large-scale
sports events have stimulated broad-

casters mightily to develop highly

elaborate control and switching systems.) The Yugoslav response to their
sports coverage problem included a

console had to be inexpensive but also

two -section switcher with 80 inputs and
64 outputs, one section for program ma-

ideas seem well directed.
Several papers, plus one of the seminars, were concerned with subjective
testing of audio devices, a subject that
has long been high on the interest scale
in England. A very strong "high fide:Iity- push in England goes back, in fact,
to the days of the acoustic phonograph,
when the hi-fi enthusiast built his own
horns from thin wood or plaster. It is

terial and one for cueing and control.

Other features would be similarly
familiar to American nroadcasters.
A paper by Andrew Munro of MBI
Broadcast Systems tells about a console
inspired by a coming generation of new

local radio stations in England. Because of very strict budget limits the

BASF was one of tape makers on exhibit floor from the U.S.
and many countries in Europe and Asia

operator to run. Mr. Munro's design

Fer nheiserVocoder, E rtificral "voice," gers attentive ;rstenin g

3110.....
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flexible and easy for the combo

A DRI_, 1980

$4,

in more than
40
production
houses
the world over.

fascinating to see the English hobbyist
fanaticism on sound, strong ever since

the 1920s, transmuted into the great
sophistication of today's schemes for
making subjective testing accurate.
Some other topics central to today's
audio that were covered in the papers
were: "surround sound" schemes, in-

cluding the "Ambisonic" system

under development at England's National Research Development Corp.;
measurement of distortion of various
kinds; multipurpose sound reinforce-

ment in large halls; and a flexible sys-

tem of "variable acoustics" at the

audio processing units of prime interest

IRCAM Center in Paris.

to broadcasters. Power amplifiers,

There were altogether between 20
and 40 papers that any engineer in-

loud -speakers, microphones, and test
equipment were also present in plentiful quantity. Both Sony and 3M, the
two firms now selling digital recorders,

terested in audio, whether for recording

or broadcast, would probably want to
read. The interested engineer should
write the Audio Engineering Society at

60 East 42 Street, New York, N.Y.
10017, for a complete list of the articles
available in preprint form.
On the exhibit floor there were many

Intense consideration of one of many audio consoles at show

That number will surprise a bunch o' folks.

This marvelously efficieit, compact EFP
b-oadcast colcr camera has quietly sneaked
ir to -he world of .x.padcast production in a
b g way.

Ycu'll find CEI cameras d Ding their thing in
Niev York, Ft Laud3'cla e Los Angeles,
Hong Kong, 1h.9 Twin Cities, Italy, Englanc,
France, Dallas Sar Francisco, Canada,
Grand Forks (ND) .. Venezuela
and do and cn.
.

consoles, analog tape recorders, and

.

showed their digital lines. The exhibitor list included U.S. and English
firms that are leaders in audi manufacture, plus a number of smaller British

firms and firms from countries of
Europe and Asia.
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Test gear, as always, gets careful demonstration as viewer follows

That's because our electronicE unit ccntains
all the funct ens you expect .. arxi then
it has mere than other
some. Fact
cameras. Wait to expand? 'Simply add an
additional board for iris windcw shace, auto
pedestal, etc. For on cable r_ ns, add the
330 conversion in rr nutes.
Contact us about the AEI story. We'll provide
user names and co-nplete secs . or a
cemo rr ich- be in c rder.

.

Anc for good reason.

CEI. Where professional picture
quality begins

The CEI 310 is ligh-.

I's easy to opera:e.
behaves itself ..

r.'s highly sable.
find, most imporant,
the picture zuality is superb.

8E0 %laude Avenue
Mourrta n e iew, 7.-.A 94043
(415) ,c69-1c1C (Telex: 348-436
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SPEAK OUT
Editor's Note: Bebe McClain is president of B.F McClain Productions,
Asheville, N.C. McClain produces and
.

directs broadcast, industrial, educational, and commercial productions.
ONE GREAT DRAWBACK of being con-

stantly involved in production is that,
although you do have opportunities to
view other's finished productions, you
rarely get the chance to observe them in

action. Because of this I have often
wondered if the atmosphere and means
of accomplishing the end product varies

from group to group, or if there are
some things common to production and
engineering crews everywhere.
It is my opinion that despite the varying factors of a production, be it feature

filming, industrial production, or live
TV network broadcast, there is one key
element found in every crew no matter

"Humor
Is Necessary

but saving their stance in case of difficulty, at which time they will stand and

Behind
The Scenes

feeds but also 10 or more waveform
monitors. Everyone's eyes are search-

In

TV Production,"
Says
Bebe McClain

demand action - and answers.
During a live video broadcast, the

technicians, especially the EIC,

monitor not only the 10 or more camera

ing, almost frantically, for any warning

sign, any slight irregularity. If any of
them were to ponder the myriad possibilities of equipment failure - from
the cameras and mics through the miles
of cable to the switchers, the discs, re-

corders, microwave beaming, phone
lines, etc. - they would undoubtedly
exit shrieking.
Having been involved with both film
and videotape production, I think that
broadcasting live must be the most frustrating.

I believe this is due to the highly

where they are located around the

technical nature of the equipment. Unlike film cameras, where you can actu-

world. And that element is humor.
This humor is not blatant frivolity,
nor is it at any time inattention to one's
duties on the job. What it is is an attempt by everyone on the backside of
those cameras to cut the tension and
become one cohesive unit. It is an almost unconscious attempt by everyone
involved to build morale and build it

ally hold the film, examine it, unjam
the camera, etc., videotape's elusive
signal can find a million electronic rea-

sons to distort - and try as you may,
you'll never hold that signal in your
hand.

This is the very reason why humor
plays such an important role behind the

strong enough that when technical

scenes. It can alleviate those constant

trouble appears (and rest assured that it
will), the group can handle it together.
I have seen this seemingly spontane-

tensions and worries that, if not put

aside - at least temporarily - can
eventually have everyone screaming at
each other.
I was privileged to visit a CBS crew
at the Kemper Open Golf Classic this

ous humor on every production I've
ever worked on or visited and have seen
how necessary it is to break the tension.

It is only an observation, but read on
and see if you recognize any of your
group in this story.
Anyone who has ever visited a production set, or anyone who has ever
worked in any capacity on a film or
television broadcast, knows that the
tension is so great during the actual

past June in Charlotte, N.C., and not
only watch the live broadcast, but also

watch them rehearse. The broadcast
was flawless and thrilling - but the

rehearsal was unforgettable. As I

watched them throughout that day it
dawned on me that those cut -ups and
harmless jokes were not unique to my

filming or taping that it often borders on

And, when those cameras roll, their

productions. Suddenly I started watching for the signs of humor and began
writing the incidents down. I realized
that even though production methods
might vary, there are and must be some

expertise and their jobs are on the line.
They are like cats poised for the strike.

constants. Humor is one of them and
tension is the other.

the unbearable. All people involved in
the large films and broadcasts are pro-

fessionals - experts in their fields.

The directors typically hang inches
over their chairs, often refusing to sit,
92
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Producer/director Chirkinian gets a "happf
birthday" surprise from his crew

CBS is fortunate to have a grand master of humor on one of its remote broad -

All those
in favor of patch panels,
raise your right hand.
Wrestling with those patch cor
is cumbersome, awkward and
very good engineering.
But now there's a way to ro
audio signals with pushbutton
ease. Without the patch cords.
Without the separate amps, the
noisy pots and the mad scramble
to adjust levels every time
you switch inputs.

Introducing the
"electronic patch panel:
Meet the incredible
new Ramko ARA-1612

Audio Router/
Amplifier.

It lets you use front
panel and/or remote
control pushbuttons
to route 16 inputs
to any of 12 outputs,
simultaneously or
individually, with an
instant LED display
of what signal is going
where.

Each balanced input
has its own gain
adjustment. The balanced
outputs are buffered so you
can feed a single input to all
12 outputs with no interaction,
In addition, each output module
contains stereo/mono switches
enabling operation in either mode.
And, incredibly, you need only a single
shielded twisted pair to make all 16 inputs
available at a remote location.

performance specs. Expandability
up to 45 in and thousands out.
Remote control capability. A
dual instant-switchover
power supply for 100%
on -air reliability. And
it's backed by the only
two-year warranty
in the industry.

Our unique twoweek free trial.
My the Ramko
ARA-1612 free for
two full weeks

(with prior credit
approval) so you
can pushbutton
it through its paces.
Write
Ramko Research,
11355 Folsom

Boulevard,
Rancho Cordova,
CA 95670 for the
details. Or just call
916 635-3600 collect we'll set you free.

More good news.
The Ramko ARA-1612 system also
features solid, broadcast -level
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Brains, not brawn.

Speak Out

Bebe McClain, president of McClain
Productions
-A.

cast crews. His name is Howard Purnich, better known as Howie, terror of
the Vidifont. Without so much as walking a step, or engaging in direct conversation with even one person, Howie can
keep the majority of the crew in stitches

- lessening the tension - by moving

BM/E's June Show -In -Print Issue

Hits the Jackpot

his fingers.

Before going on the air, the CBS
crew covering the PGA golf tour rehearses by having everyone man their

equipment; the camera crew their
BM/E brings you unparalleled coverage of NAB' s
58th Annual Convention in Las Vegas.

You get more than just the Sights and the Sounds

- you get the perspective.
BM/E's editors will bring you a complete rundown
not only of what's new in technology but also an
analysis of how that technology affects your plans,

your decisions, and your business.

cameras, the Vidifont operators their
keyboards, and directors and their assistants their switchers. As the 11 camera operators found various sites around
the course to home in on, Howie came
up with appropriate comments on the
Vidifont. I found them amusing, but I
could soon see that there was method in
this merriment. Obviously, practice is

necessary. All the various equipment

must be checked out and operable.
What better way to do this than to let the
camerapersons pick their own subjects?
There was never any question concerning what they were training those 42:1

zoom lenses on as hundreds of young
women, interspersed throughout the
crowd, tripped about in brief attire befitting the 85° temperature. What better

way to test all the equipment? And,
what better way to relax Chirkinian, the

producer/director, who was nervously
pondering the mysterious malfunction
of a switcher earlier in the day?
As another cameraperson came in
close on a worker hopelessly trying to

shovel six inches of water out of a
sandtrap, Howie typed onto the screen:

"Yalu River"; switching to another
greens worker bailing out another rain

drenched trap with a bucket, Howie
chose to super: "Ole Man River, he
don't say nothing."
A few moments later, after Chirkin-

ian had lost communication with a
94 BM E
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Retrozoom: Front bayonet mount.
Maximum horizontal angle: 70°
Changes focal length to 7 - 105mm
retaining f/1.8 aperture.
Retains fwll zoom capability.
M.O.D : 0.30 meter
(1 foot).

focal length to 24 - 360mm, f/4.7.

Second Range Extender (1.6X)
may be mounted in tandem
providing 2.56X factor, changing

focal length to 15 - 225mm, f/2.9

wish model of
camera

VTR Switch

Note. Location of
controls may vary

1 5 seconds.

tht.mb control.
Maximum speed

Servo zoom
rate/direction

Servo/manual
zoom switch
enables either
servo or marual
zoom operat on.

VTR Switch

Range Extender
1 6X Range Extender changes

subject to background differential
lighting conditions.

Momentary Auto Iris button for

Auto Manual ms swoon

Adjustable back focus
mount with indicator

Rear Mount

implicity in engineering reliability of performance

anginieux's 15x system

"(Armenian word for cruel vicious

Throughout the rehearsal, I wit-

Speak Out

misanthrope .)"

cameraman and had verbalized his disgruntlement with the situation, Howie

out and tempers had been kept in check

nessed many small signs of humor. The
roving cameraman set up his camera on
the lunch tent - so all could see exactly

while the engineers and technicians
traced down the troublesome cables.

Tony Filipi, the truck supervisor, had a

All the cameras had been checked

popped this message on the screen:
"Memo to Chirkinian: Your vocabulary is crude and impoverished, but sufficient to express your thoughts. " And,
when the crew learned that it was Chirkinian's birthday, Howie appropriately

penned across the monitor: "Happy
Birthday, Kachadour" - and added:

how the preparations were coming.

The report also came through that the
slight interference observed was due to

sign that read: "Tony Filipi, Wagon
Master." Near it another sign read:

God." Nothing could be done about it
but pray the storm moved out before
airtime. And believe me, they all did

next trip."
As they rehearsed the show's opening, Howie flashed up the name of a

lightning in the area - an "act of
pray.

"Want to lose 40 pounds? Ask us how,

competing insurance company to

Kemper Insurance Company and listed

some of its special policies - such as
those covering Idi Amin's reign and
Richard Nixon's second term. When
the cameras were trained on the big name announcers, Howie relentlessly

listed their names and added such
things as "specialty - boring comments."

The clincher of the day came when a
sound man, testing the parabolic mic,
aimed it toward the two workers draining the sand trap just as one actually
said to the other, "You can take this job
and shove it!"
Soon it was airtime and every single

piece of equipment had been put

through its hilarious paces. As Howie

told me later, "This humor serves a
purpose. We go through rehearsal twice

as fast, so when we're actually on the

It's
showtime
in Tokyo.

1980
JAPAN BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT
EXHIBITION
The time:
October 22 to October 24
The Place:
Science Museum, Kitanomaru Park, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo.
The going -on: 4000 square meters of exhibit space-see all the newest
advances in broadcasting equipment.

air we feel we've slowed down. It's
easier that way. It also gets the crew
relaxed. They're soon tense enough they don't need to begin that way."
Yes, there is method in that merriment. The show was flawless. And, as
the birthday boy, Chirkinian, stepped

from the production van for the first
time in five hours, 10 cream pies hit
him in the face, all from his adoring
crew - the same crew he yelled and
cursed at during the broadcast. When
the show is over (if it all comes out
okay), all is forgiven and forgotten.
The humor cancels out the stress - the
show is better for it. It's truly a necessary ingredient.
This illustration is not unique. Every
day all over this country and around the

world production crews are out there
working and facing constant technical
problems. If anyone should ever wander onto such a set for a brief encounter
and should protest the seemingly needless frivolities, do not let him leave but
insist he stay all day. By the end of that
day he will not begrudge the group its
fun. He will see the important role this
humor plays in maintaining morale during an otherwise tense production. Yes,

the presence of humor behind the

Sponsor:
Co -Sponsor:

Electronic Industries Association of Japan.
The National Association of Commercial Broadcasters in Japan
NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corporation).

Management:

JAPAN ELECTRONICS SHOW ASSOCIATION
No.24 Mon Bldg., 23-5, Nishi-Shinbashi 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

scenes seems universal no matter what
the subject of the show. Everyone has
to work together as a team and solve

problems quickly. The humor is the
catalyst that makes the group a friendly

team. Everyone knows, "You can
Circle 153 on Reader Service Card
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catch more flies with honey than with
vinegar. "
BM/E
Circle 154 on Reader Service Card I.-

EVERYTHING YOU'VE
ALWAYS WANTED IN
TRANSMITTER PLANT

MONITORING
and couldn't
afford.
TFT ftgl..12f

A tiny microprocessor now makes
it all possible.
The microprocessor is reshaping
all areas of electronic systems ...
everything from microwave ovens
to test instrumentation. And nowhere is this more apparent than
with the new Model 7840 Data
Acquisition, Logging, and Alarm
System from TFT.

A1111111111111111
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Just a year ago you'd be lucky to
buy the capabilities of the 7840
at twice the price. Today, even the
small radio station can afford these
capabilities, thanks to the microprocessor's cost reducing effect on
technology.

Greater capability and flexibility.
The Model 7840 is a completely

DA -A LOGO

autonomous system. It can operate
independently because it has its
own data modems, or with our
Model 7610.
It can log up to 60 channels, and
displays a full 120.With the optional
CRT it will display up to 30 channels per page in full alpha -numerics,
and will notify you of an alarm

condition on the screen, no matter
what page you're viewing.
The 7840 does a great deal to
simplify the job for studio personnel.
For example ...
- Selective channel muting to disable unused channels.
- Separate logging intervals allow
for more frequent logging under
alarm conditions.
- Four limit levels provide time
for corrective action before a
critical limit is reached.
-Automatic computational
ability for up to 20 channels adds
power and integrity to the system.

71141

-A keylock prevents unauthorized usage.
The Model 7840 is capable of
multi -site operation and can also
operate an additional teletype
or CRT at the studio.
No other data acquisition, alarm,
and logging system offers as much
for the money. It's another example
of microprocessor power and TFT
know-how.

For more information write us
or call.

TIME& FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY INC.
3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR., SANTA CLARA, CA. 95051
(408) 727-7272 TWX 910-338-0584

INTERPRETING THE
&

REGULATIONS

Commission Terminates
Plugola Proceeding
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett; Lovett Ford and Hennessey, P.C., Washington, D.C.

NO DOUBT, MANY READERS recall the payola scandal of the

1960s and 1970s, involving prominent disc jockeys and
major record companies. The Commission dealt with yet
another aspect of the problem of undisclosed financial

conflicts when it recently terminated a long-standing
rulemaking proceeding on the subject of plugola. In this
proceeding, the Commission decided not to issue new
rules on the subject of plugola. Instead, the FCC chose to
rely on the previous ad hoc procedures. This article will
address the distinctions between plugola and payola, outline the case precedents, and suggest ways to avoid the
trap of plugola and the risk of a forfeiture.
Plugola vs. payola

What makes plugola different from payola is how one
profits from a promotion. As the Commission explains the
matter, payola cases involve the direct payment of money
or other valuable consideration to persons who have influence in the selection of program matter for broadcasting

certain material. For example, record company A pays
program director B to include an inordinate number of
recordings by company A's artists. The relationship only
becomes an illegal one if program director B's station fails

to disclose his relationship with the record company.
While payola involves a direct financial gain, plugola
violations concern indirect rewards. These rewards are
violations if they result from an undisclosed relationship
between a broadcast licensee or employee on the one

hand, and a company whose products or services are
98 BM/E APRIL, 1980

promoted on the other.
A situation of plugola exists if a disc jockey receives no
direct payment for playing or promoting a recording company's records, but the disc jockey holds an undisclosed
interest in the company and plugs the record to increase
his financial return.
The Commission has been concerned with this problem
for a long time. It opened the docket in this proceeding
almost 20 years ago.' In the meantime, the Commission
has issued some supplementary notices and even a "Tentative Report and Order." By its recent decision to termi-

nate this proceeding, the FCC decided to continue to
review questions of plugola on a case -by -case basis,
rather than issuing any new rules.
A right to know

The underlying principle of Commission decision on
this subject has been that "the public is entitled to know
by whom it is persuaded" with regard to advertising and
promotion.
Sections 317 and 508 of the Communications Act, as
amended, speak directly to this right. Section 317 of the
act outlines that whenever any consideration for a promotion is involved, the station must announce the relationship. Section 508 specifically requires disclosure of payments or other considerations received by the licensee or
'Notice of Proposed Rule Making, Docket No. 14119. FCC 61-637.

Circle 155 on Reader Service Card Iri.

Take A Close Look At The New ST -25
FM Transmitter, And Our Full Product
Line At NAB Booth No. 501 Las Vegas
Convention Center April 13-16, 1980

VOL

Conservative I Capable I Affordable
CCA Electronics Corporation Box 5500 Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034
Call toll -free: 800-257-8171. In New Jersey call collect: (609) 424-1500 Telex: 845200

FCC Rules And Regulations

The new Allsop Video Cassette Cleaner is totally
non-abrasive. It completely deans the (1) Audio
Head, (2) Video Head, (3) Pinch Roller and
(4) Capstan. Gently. Retail it for $30. Sell a
replaceable cartridge for $9.

those in his employ for advertising or promotion.
The thrust of the Commission decision, in the absence
of formal rules which prohibit plugola, has been to emphasize the importance of licensees avoiding a conflict
between economic interests and the right of viewers and
listeners to know who pays for their broadcasts. In the
Crowell -Collier case, the Commission said:
[I]f conflicts of interest in the form of outside economic
interests of station personnel are not prohibited, then the
personnel involved should be insulated from the process
of program selection. When complete insulation cannot
be effected, a licensee should take extraordinary measures to insure that no program matter is presented as a
result of such practices.2

The Commission has not limited its findings on plugola
to entertainment programming. In the Gross Telecasting
case, the FCC cited a broadcaster who editorialized on a

controversial matter. The licensee stood to gain by a
particular decision. The Commission did not restrict his
right to broadcast editorials, but did call on him to keep the
public informed:
Although the licensee's obligation to serve the public

A LL6OP
WHAT WILL THEY THINK
OF NEXT?

Circle 156 on Reader Service Card

Ready to go...

interest would not preclude it from editorializing on matters in which it has a significant personal interest as in this
case, its decision to do so would impose a responsibility to
reveal to the broadcast audience the extent and nature of
its private interest.3

In yet another case, a network was cited for not exercising "reasonable diligence" in determining whether or not
a news employee had legitimately performed his assignment. The commentator in question, who had interest in
certain enterprises, broadcast commentaries favoring his
interest while failing to disclose it.4

Conclusion
The Commission decision that terminated the plugola

proceeding failed to communicate specific rules on

H

plugola. The Commission indicated, however, that licen-

RGLI-1 and you can
take it with you!
0
The brand-new portable
graphics & titling system to go.
Use it in the field as well as for
in-house operation. Ingenious.
Incorporating many features of
the matchless CHYRON IV.
Exactly what you'd expect from
CHYRON -the electronic graphics people.

CIHOPFOINI TELESYSTEMS

sees should exercise all reasonable diligence to avoid
conflicts on their own and ascertain whether or not their
employees have potential conflicts between financial gain
and decisions on programming material. Where potential
conflicts exist, the licensee should insulate the employee

from programming decisions or, alternatively, exercise
special care that the listening and viewing public is not
deceived as to the motivations of the broadcaster. Section
317(c) of the Communications Act requires this of licensees in the case of payola. The same applies with respect
to plugola.
In sum, as the Commission explained the matter,
We do not expect licensees to become guarantors that no

undisclosed conflicts of interest exist; only, that they
exercise reasonable diligence to ascertain whether they
exist and, if they do, to make sure that disclosure of such
interests is broadcast.

Whenever licensees are unsure as to a possible disclosure problem, they should review the Communications
Act and the Commission's rules in conjunction with their
communications counsel.
BM/E

DIVISION OF CHYRON CORPORATION

265 Bethpage-Spagnoli Road, Melville, New York 11747
Telephone: (516) 249-3296 Telex:144522 CHYRON MELV
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'Crowell -Collier Broadcasting Corporation, 14 FCC 2d 358-9, 8 RR 2d 1000
(1966).

'Gross Telecasting, Inc. 14 FCC 2d 239-40, 13 RR 2d 1067 (1968).
'National Broadcasting Company, 14 FCC 2d 713. 14 RR 2d 113 (1968).
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How
to condition
problem power.
Line voltage is subject to fluctuations.
Fluctuations which decrease the efficiency and reliability of such sensitive
and costly equipment as computers
and peripherals, medical diagnostic
and monitoring devices, and sophisticated broadcast equipment.
Condition your power with Superior
Electric's power conditioning team.
STABILINP Automatic Voltage

Regulators, Shielded Isolation Transformers, Transient Voltage Suppressors, and Computer Regulators.
In series or individually (depending
on your particular needs), they
intercept and virtually eliminate unexpected fluctuations before they
damage components, cause erratic
operation or reduce equipment life.

power problems you are facing.
Superior's power conditioning team
can provide you with a safe, economical solution.
For product literature or technical
assistance, contact your nearest
Superior Electric representative. Or,
call us direct. (203) 582-9561.
The Superior Electric Company,

Use our simple chart to identify the

Bristol, CT 06010.

Power problems and solutions
Problem

Impulse

Sag/Surge

Drop -out

Hi/Low Line

Common -mode Noise

Description

Short duration
transient in
voltage

Multi -cycle varia-

Total loss of volt-

tion for voltage
amplitude

age for part of the

Voltage amplitude
long-term average
variation

Voltage signal
occurring between
either line and
ground where no
signal is expected

Load switching
on/off such as air
conditioners,
machine shops,
transformers,
ovens...

Momentary line
fault, utility
switching
operations...

Brownouts and
other power cutbacks due to
shortages, daily
demand fluctuations, long line
regulation
problem...

Lightning, impulse
noise, grounding
faults, poor
grounding practices, radio
transmitters...

Voltage Regulator

Computer
Regulator

Voltage Pegulator

Shielded Isolation
Transformer

Typical Causes

SCR's firing,

welders, ignitors,
switching for load
or power factor
correction, fault
clearing...

Solutions

Transient Voltage
Suppressor

sinewave

+Superior Electric
8 We want you to know.

The Superior Electric Company POWERSTAT" Variable Transformers SLO-SYN* Motors and Controls 5 -WAY! Binding Posts

GREAT

IDEA

telephone -type relay operated by 48 V dc. To add another
set of low -current, normally open contacts to this relay,
we glued a small glass -enclosed reed switch to the outside
of the coil, opposite the normal relay contacts. Since the
reed switches can be purchased for about 20 cents each (in
a package of 10), this was a very inexpensive solution to
our problem.

CONTEST

long as they are operated by dc and the reed switch can be

This idea should work with many different relays as
mounted near the coil, in its magnetic field.

8. Matching Nuvistors In TR7Os

VOTE FOR BEST IDEAS

Martin Persaud, VTR Technician,
Global TV Ltd., Don Mills, Ont.

Ballot On Reader Service Card

Problem: Intermittent banding and noisy video in our
TR70 recorders.
Solution: There are a number of variables that affect
the response of the recorded FM signal, including head
wheel panels (tip penetration), RCO, and different kinds
of nuvistors. During tests between head wheels and
VTRs, I found that intermittent banding was caused when
head wheels changed to another VTR for editing or dub bing or during normal use. Because of different tip pene-

7. Normally Open Relay Contacts
Glenn P. Smith, Chief Engineer,
WBEA-FM, Elyria, Ohio

Problem: Need for another set of normally open contacts on a relay already in use.
Solution: The existing relay is a medium frame,

THE SUPER MODULATION AUDIO PROCESSING GROUP
THE INSTA-PEAK II THE LEVEL GUARD THE WIDE BAND LIMITER

11:2

,

Insta-Peak II - AM -FM -TV
Split Spectrum Optical Control
1

Keyed Integrator - Low Distortion Limiting
Peak Ceiling Control Circuit
AM and FM Response Shaping

Wideband Composite Limiter Model WBL
Stops all stereo filter and pre -emphasis wave -form over -shoot
Increased FM modulation 40% and 15% over any other system
Phase coherent wide band for composite stereo
WBL-M for mono to stop pre -emphasis overshoot
Level Guard Mod. AGC
AGC for AM -FM -TV -recording

Optical gain servo for inaudible control
Optical control by modulation flasher
Meets FCC ATS rules
Good audio processing does not have to be expensive and complicated. ESP products are value engineered, have operational
simplicity and are maintenance free. Prices start at $495 for the WBL-1, the original wide band composite limiter. The "Level
Guard" $545, the "Insta-Peak II" $575. Add second unit for stereo applications.

ELCOM
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC.

2810 REDDING AVE., #E
SACRAMENTO, CA 95820
1916) 453-0859 CABLE "ELCOM"
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This newsman is wearing two
Beyer MCIE-5 microphones.
Find them; you might win them.

Not too long ago, the man in
front of the camera was often
hidden behind the microphone.
Now you can hide the microphone.
The new 6.5 gram electret condenser Beyer MCE-5 measures
just 7 x 23 mm, yet it's a true
broadcast -quality transducer that
outperforms many of the giants.
Frequency response is guaranteed 20 - 20,000 HZ ± 3dB
and SNR is 62dB. Pickup pattern is omnidirectional, with or
without the detachable metal windscreen which reduces
wind noise by 20 dB. Impedance of the MCE-5 is 700 ohms
and EIA sensitivity is -142c1Bm with a maximum input of
116dB SPL. A special highly charged back electrode converter gives the MCE-5 a high output of -49dBm, unmatched
in a mic of this size.
The MCE-5 can be connected directly to a Beyer pocket-size
wireless transmitter, or an optional battery pack for use with
12 or 48 volt phantom power lines. Two special versions of
the MCE-5 accept 5.6 volt batteries in their connectors for
direct connection to any amplifier or recorder.
Voice quality is excellent, when used indoors or out. And the
frequency is contoured to eliminate chest and clothing noises.
The MCE-5's dark matte finish won't reflect even the hottest
studio lights, and its tiny size makes it easy to conceal or
camouflage, like on the newsman in our photograph.
Ten Microphones Awarded! Take a good look. Study
him closely and tell us where you think the mics are. If you're
right, your entry will be part of a random drawing and you

may win one of five pairs of MCE-5s. (Each MCE-5 normally
sells for $160.)
Send this entry form (or a photocopy) to "Contest" c/o Burns
Audiotronics, at the address below. Enter as often as you
wish, but only one coupon per envelope. All entries must be
received by June I, 1980. No purchase is necessary. Contest
is not open to employees of Burns Audiotronics, its sales
representatives, dealers or distributors.
Winners will be announced in professional broadcast publications, or for a list of winners, send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Burns after June I, 1980.
I think the Beyer IMCE-5 microphones are hidden
and

Name
Title

Station

Address
City

Zip

State

Beyer)))) BURNS5-05

5DBulOrnTs

Dynamic

Avenue,

Hicksville,516)3 5N-Y8 01 10800 1

Great Ideas

neW

tration and RCO, there is no control over the gain of

multi -phase meter/
VI RS inserter

00 0

nuvistors in the preamp.
I found that matching the FM levels (RF) by changing
the nuvistors during a head wheel lineup with test tape can
result in a very good picture. Nuvistors for the required
head will go a long way because if they are low or noisy
for that head, they can be used on another head wheel.
Keep bins marked "new" and "old" for your nuvistors
and select between the two for the best match.
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ENGINEERS....
BEFORE YOU BUY ANOTHER SCOPE
TO MEASURE PHASE... (BURST, VIRS,
H) REMEMBER WHO WILL BE USING

ITI)
If

it's you, great! Because you know proscopes are expensive, not very

fessional

Figure 1. Before matching nuvistors.

.

portable, and take lot's of skill to obtain
the correct measurements.

NEW MULTI -PHASE METER: If it's not you,
consider buying VACC's new Model 4000 Multiphase Meter to measure BURST/VIRS/H-Phase.
You get five times more resolution and your personnel will find the dual lighted analog mete -s

0

easier to read, easier to use and an ideal aid for insuring consistent, high quality color video.

VIRS INSERTER: With the Model 4000 you car
insert VIRS downstream manually or automatically, and if you like, you can insert external lire
19 video, such as color bars to equalize video tare
playbacks.
LOW COST:

-1111.-.

20

40
2* MM MO 4* it VACUA .4111$SEC IT Put!!

You will like the low price of the

Model 4000 at only $1295, which is a lot lower m
price than those professional scopes, more accura-e
and easier to use.

OTHER MODELS: If you do not need VIRS, consider VACC's BPM-1. Ideal for use at the output

Figure 2 .

.

. and after

Figure 1 shows normal FM for any VTR; the operator is

NEW TECHNICAL CATALOG: Free for the ask-

complaining of banding (head wheel tip is around 1.9).
Figure 2 is the same VTR and head wheel after matching
the nuvistors.
I know it takes more time to match the nuvistors, but it
is worth it for the TR70

ing, VACC's new 1979 catalog is loaded with technical articles and products.

9. Multi -Pair Interstudio Cables

of a switcher, your director can tell you that Bur;t
is off phase in keys or special effects. Or, if ycu
need Burst and H -Phase simultaneously, VACC's
BPM-1 Option:03 is a great choice.

VIDEO AIDS corporation
of colorado
phone USA 1303)-667-3301
Canada (8001-261-4088

325 East 7th Street, Loveland, Colorado 80537
Circle 161 on Reader Service Card
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Jim Purcell, WFHRIWWRW,
Wisconsin Rapids, Wisc.

Problem: To organize interstudio audio cables.
Solution: After removing all nonessential cables from

our over -stuffed cable troughs I installed a multi -pair
shielded cable, tying down the ends to terminal blocks in
Circle 162 on Reader Service Card

Come up to

World Class
Television
Come up to Philips "World Class Television"
exhibit at NAB. You'll see the World Class
cameras and broadcast equipment that have
made Philips the Innovative Leader in World
Television. With cameras like:

The LDK-25 Camera Family-Introducing the
latest version, LDK-25B, plus innovations in
automatics and triax as used by ABC in
world coverage of the Winter Olympics.
LDK-14-New, World Class stancard for
ENG/EFP/Studio cameras. Now with triax
capability.

VIDEO 80-Latest version of the modular
camera anc expandable produc:ion system
in Broadcast and Institutional use around
the world.

You'll also see:
Philips Exciters and Transmitters. Over 1300
world-wide. Now the fastest growing UHF/VHF
Transmitter line in North America.
Innovations in Digital Noise Reducers, Tape
Synchronizers, Sync and Timinc Systems,
and Video Tape Recorders.

Don't miss Philips live and "hands-on"
demonstrations including excerpts of
exciting television production from around
the world. Booth 837, NAB 1980.
Philips Broadcast Equipment Cop.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY

91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, N.J. 37430

Innovative Leader in World Television
PHILIPS

PHILIPS'
TM N V Ph,I,D of Holland

Great Ideas
the equipment racks. Then, in painless "bite -sized"
chunks, I transferred the audio lines to the multi -pair cable
and removed the old wiring. Now nothing remains in the

troughs but the multi -pair and a few power lines.
I used Executone intercom cable for this job. The cable
comes in various sizes, depending on the number of pairs.
It crams more individual shielded pairs into a small space
than individual cables and has only one shield wire to be
concerned with. It also has non -shielded pairs and a pair of

heavy (size 16) wires for power for relay chassis, etc.

10. Tower Beacon Flasher

is made to flash without the aid of breaking mechanica
contacts. This device fits into a standard light bulb socket,

J. P. Robillard, Chief Engineer,
KLUV-AM, Haynesville, La.

or it can be wired into the circuit by soldering leads to each

side. The flash rate is 42 flashes per minute. This im-

Problem: To ouild a tower beacon flasher with no
moving parts.

Solution: This is my improvement on a circuit that
appeared inBM/E in September, 1974 and January, 1975.
Unlike those two presentations, it has the unique feature
of having no moving parts. A quick look at the schematic

will reveal conponent FL1. This little device, not much
larger than a quarter, is the same flasher unit found in store
display cases where a standard 110 V ac 25 to 100 W bulb

Rules for BM/E's
Great Idea Contest

provement should eliminate the electric motor, cam, and
switching contacts.
Parts for the circuit are as follows: F1, 30 amps; PC,
photoelectric cell; FL,, flasher (see text); RL1, 120 V ac
DPST relay; RI, 200 ohms 20 W; R2, 4.7 K 5 W; TR, , SK
3522 or ECG 5695 Triac; C1, 0.4 m F 600 V dc; Si, DPST
30 amps capacity; Lpi, 15 W bulb; Lp2 and Lp3, 3000 W
beacon. S, is included in order to switch from one beacon
to the other in case one fails.
BM/E

1. Eligibility: All station personnel are eligible. Consultants to the
industry may enter if the entry indicates the specific station or
stations using the idea or concept. Manufacturers of equipment or
their representatives are not eligible.
2. How to Enter: Use the Official Entry Form on this page or simply

send BMIE a description of your work. State the objective or
problem and your solution. Include diagrams, drawings, or glossy
photos, as appropriate. Artwork must be legible but need not be
directly reproducible and not exceeding three in number. Camera
reproducible material is preferred. Length can vary, but should not
exceed 500 words. BM/E reserves the right to edit material. Entry

Mail to:
Editors, BM/E
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Name

1980

Entry Form

published.

State
Zip
Telephone No
Licensee
Class of Station at which idea is used (check one)
TV

FM

Category: Audio

AM
RF

you.

3. Material Accepted for Publication: BM/E editors will make all
decisions regarding acceptability for publication. If duplicative or
similar ideas are received, BMIE editors will judge which entry or
entries to accept. A $10 honorarium will be paid for each item

Title
City

Station Call Letters

should include: Name, title, station affiliation, and the class of
station - TV. FM, AM. Indicate if idea is completely original with

Video

Control

Objective or Problem: (In few words; use separate sheet

4. Voting: Every reader of BMIE is entitled to rank the ideas
published. This can be done on the Reader Service Card in the
magazine or by letters or cards sent to the BM/E office. To vote,
readers should select the three ideas they like best and rank them
1, 2, or 3.

5. Winners: Top rated entries in the year -long tally will become
winners in each of the three major categories (AM, FM, TV). Final

winners will be picked in February, 1981, and announced in the
March, 1981, issue of BM/E.

for details)

6. Prizes and Awards: Three top prizes will be awarded: a

Solution: (Use separate sheet -500 words max)
I assert that, to the best of my knowledge, the idea submitted is

original with this station; and I hereby give BM/E permission to

publish the material.
Signed
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Date

programmable electronic calculator will be awarded for the highest
rated entry in the respective categories of AM, FM, and TV. Ten
engineering slide rule calculators will be awarded as secondary
prizes for the highest rated entries in the following additional
categories (top three winners are not eligible for these prizes):
audio (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and TV categories);
RF (three prizes, on each in the categories of AM, FM, TV); Control
(three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and TV categories); Video
(one prize in TV).
Circle 163 on Reader Service Card >

FINALLY: A Broadcast Logging Recorder

with all the features of sky-high systems
at a down-to-earth price.

THE NEW -GENERATION,
COST-EFFECTIVE
MAGNASYNC /MOVIOLA TR-2004
Magnasync/Moviola's all new four -channel
TR-2004 with time multiplexing is specifically
designed for 24 -hour broadcast logging and
communications recording.
It offers the same high quality and reliability
you've come to expect of Magnasync/Moviola's
other outstanding products at a surprisingly
affordable price. The TR-2004's design is based
on over ONE MILLION HOURS of reliable,
trouble -free operation by thousands of
Magnasync/Moviola customers throughout the
world under the most demanding conditions.
The following exclusive features offer higher quality performance and greater reliability
than in any other system available:

Four Channels Plus Time
"Simul-Scan" Fail -Safe System
Square -Wave Bias Technique

In -Line Vertical Tape Path
LED Audio Channel Monitoring
Time Multiplexing with High -Speed
Search

No matter what your broadcast logging application, you'll find the cost-effective TR-2004
the perfect choice.

Compare the TR-2004's specifications, performance and price with any competitive
system. Find out why Magnasync/Moviola is the only choice.
Call or write today for complete specifications and prices.

magnasync/moviola corporation

magnasync
moviola

5539 Riverton Avenue, P O Box 707 / North Hollywood, California 91603
(213) 763-8441 / Cable MAGNASYNC / Telex: 67-3199 MAGNA/MOVIO

See us at NAB Booth #1825

BOADCAST

EQUIPMENT
Audio Console

250

with a single adjustment to any two
satellites in the 90° to 136° arc with no

pointing error. Similar pointing adModel 8108 offers up to 56, 48, or 32

justments can be made in the 70° to 90°

prehensive equalizer, filter, and up to

arc with a single strut change. The
maker also offers a pier foundation

inputs, each with parametric comThe Vinyl Biscuit

Stanton -The

Professional
in the
Recor

Ind

48, 32, or 24 track inputs. Micro-

processor -controlled signal routing is
via a touch -sensitive control assignment panel that includes entry and re-

call facilities to any of four integral

Color Monitor/Receiver

assignment patterns can be called up
from memory at the touch of a button,

Model JD-975WV 19 -inch diagonal

and a unique interrogation system gives
the operator instant readout of channel

and track configurations. The unit is

253

solid state color monitor/receiver is designed for use in TV stations and production facilities, as well as for educa-

ed mixdown system. NEVE ELEC-

tional and industrial applications. A
front -mounted, three -function mode

TRONICS INTERNATIONAL, LTD.

switch provides a full selection of off -

fitted with the NECAM computer -aid-

air viewing, electronic -to -electronic
recording, and line preview monitoring
AM Signal Enhancement

The record pressing process
begins when a premeasured amount
of poly vinyl chloride preheated to
300 degrees is dispensed in biscuit
form and sandwiched between two
record labels. The biscuit is then
squeezed between two nickel plated
stampers by a hydraulic press
spreading the vinyl to form the
record, which is then trimmed and
stacked for testing and packaging.

costs. SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA, INC.

memory stores. Complex control

Application- Stanton
Monitors the Quality of
the Pressing

mounting kit to minimize installation

251

Non-Symmetra Mod enhancement system for AM signals is designed to allow
the broadcaster to custom -enhance the

signal for increased coverage. It accomplishes this by producing a more
fully modulated signal with a clean,
low distortion sound and significantly

from an auxiliary CCTV source. Other
features include an electronic keyboard
varactor tuner with LED readout, precision in -line slotted mask picture tube,
automatic light sensor, and an exclu-

sive new comb filter with charge © 1979 STANTON MAGNETICS

Engineers then rely on Stanton
cartridges for playback of the
pressing. Stanton's 881S
Professional Calibration Standard
Cartridge features the patented
expanded contact area
Stereohedron® stylus tip for truest
fidelity and gentlest possible
treatment of the record groove.
From disc cutting to disco to home
entertainment your choice should be
the choice of the Professionals...
Stanton cartridges.
For further information contact:
Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal
Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
47-;
goy

sTaNTon

THE CHOICE OF THE PROFESSIONALS'"
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purer sideband structure than that produced by the use of clippers, according
to the manufacturer. The unit, Model
NSM-125, produces 125 percent positive modulation and is compatible with

coupled delay line to enhance vertical
detail, improve bandwidth, and eliminate cross -color and edge dots. About
$400. RCA SERVICE CO.

normal audio processors. It directly
feeds the AM transmitter, making it the
final step in the modulation processing
system. $1965. KAHN COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

Satellite Receive Antenna

252

Model 8006 is a three -meter satellite
earth station antenna for data, audio,
and video receive -only applications. It
consists of compact components that
can be economically transported and

assembled, and requires no special
handling equipment for installation at

remote sites and on rooftops. The single
axis mount provides structural rigidity

and allows the antenna to be pointed

Video Support System

254

The Sachtler video support system includes fluid heads, tripods, and shoulder supports, all designed for professional use in a wide variety of climatic
and environmental conditions. Fluid
heads incorporate the patented, encapsulated Hydro -Disc vernier for pan and

tilt control and touch-and-go quick
release/attach plate. Tripods are made

For more Information
circle bold face numbers

on reader service card.
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MINISTAB brings home

the perfect shot...
turbulence or not.

It's late in the day. A fast breaking news
helicopter.
story calls for live coverage
The sky is crystal clear. Photographic conditions excellent. But strong, gusty winds
have grounded all the "eyes in the sky''
except yours
Yours is equipped with a MINISTAB Flight
Control System by SFENA. Yo.fre able to
lift off and, moments later, your camera is on
the scene. Despite the turbuleice, your pilot
hovers rock -steady, with little or no effort.
The cameramen, free to concentrate on
his shot, zeros in on the tiny ground target.
Racking the zoom lens out to telescopic

extreme, he holds the subject motionless in
the center of the crosst-airs. At the same
time, your pilot does a slow, 360 -degree turn
around the area, finishing with a side pull away so bring home the perfect shot. Get
the picture?
With MINISTAB stabi ity, you'll always get
the best picture. MINISTAB Flight Control
Systems provide a rock -steady platform for
ENG and cinematograply by eliminating
virtually all inherent and external vibration.
Call or write today fo- a descriptive
booklet and complete details.

SFENA
Sfena Corporation
385 Reed Street, Santa Clara, California 95050
Telephone (408) 727-3362 TWX: 910-338-0187

(800) 538-8145

pact electret condenser microphone

Broadcast Equipment

with an unusually small diaphragm (0.2

of aluminum, steel, or lightweight carARRIFLEX CORP.

memory unit with a unique mode that
allows preprogramming of up to 100
program steps. Intended for use with
the maker's D-2000, D-2500, D-3000,
and D-3016 character generators, it

255

The model VAS -10 self-contained
broadcast -quality audio -follow -video
switcher is intended for use as an input

ij

selector for VTRs or as a monitor
switcher. Video switching is in the vertical interval by means of a signal derived from outgoing video. In the absence of vertical drive, the switching

are featured when used with the D-3000

or D-3016. Second disc drive is optional, and a second keyboard and re-

line 6 to line 12. Video inputs are bridging loop -through: An internal eleventh

panel switches or from an optional remote control panel. Crosspoint tally is
returned to the remote panels via the
same wires. AVL DIGITAL LTD.

Condenser Mic

mote keyboard are available. 3M CO.

transient response and transparency,
according to the manufacturer. It can be

easily positioned to take advantage of
the enhanced sound pressure field near
reflecting surfaces, while eliminating
the associated sound coloration. Fre-

quency response is 20 to 15,000 Hz
± 1.5 dB; noise level is 25 dB SPL A
256

Model EM -101 is an extremely com-

cess for up to 4000 individual lines of
titling. Program mode allows the stacking of addresses in or out of sequence;
tion mode and roll or crawl from disc

mode. Switch point is adjustable from

momentary ground from either the front

stores up to 400 pages of text. A subtitle
mode provides storage and random ac-

the only step required for playback is to
depress the unit's READ button. Anima-

automatically reverts to a random

crosspoint and control allow up to 10
frames to be interconnected for input
expansion. Crosspoint control is by

257

The D-4500 mini -floppy storage device
is a random-access character generator

bon fiber materials in varying sizes.

AudioNideo Switcher

Character Generator Memory

by 0.3 inches) that gives it excellent

weighted. Power required is 48 V phantom, output is 150 ohms balanced, and
sensitivity is -47 dB. COUNTRYMAN

Camera Pickup Tubes

258

New additions are now available to the

line of low capacitance Diode ale'

Plumbicon® television pickup tubes for

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

ASSOCIATES.

New wheat Video Transportation Family
ENG-1 Folding Video
Camera Cart

EFP-17 Folding Video
Field Production Cart

Fast, efficient ENG

Follow the action

Operate camera from cart
Safe transportation
14" x 29" equipment board
Adjustable equipment mounts
for control unit, recorder,

Equipment Platform
17 x 28"
Monitor Shelf
12" x 24"
Camera Platform (pre -drilled to
receive optional Quick Set

power pack

5%" x 14" camera platform
Light weight, heavy duty
12" wheels & locking swivel
casters

7900 elevator column)

Load Capacity
Wheel Base
Wheels (roller bearing)
Tires (inflatable
pneumatic)

Folds to only 12" width
Elevator and universal head,
optional
Receptacle and cord reel,
optional

GRUBER PRODUCTS CO.

Casters
Folding
Shipping Weight

5254 JACKMAN RD.

IFP-21 Rigid Industrial
Video Production Cart

Where the action is

6% " x 17"
175 lbs.
16"
12"
4.10 x 350

4" w/swivel & lock
15%" wide
57 lbs.

Load Capacity
175 lbs.
Wheel Base
21 in.
Wheels (roller bearing)
12 in.
Tires (inflatable .... 4.10 x 350
Casters .. 4 in. w/swivel & lock
Upper Platform height
39 in.
Upper Equipment Platform
Center Equipment Platform
(clear Space)

,

if
.. 29 x 19./2 In.
26%x 18'6 in.

Clearance Between Upper &
Center Platforms
11% In.
Lower Platform
17% x 23% in.
Clearance Between Center & Lower Platforms . 16 in.
Shipping Weight (3 cartons)
66 lbs.
Shipped partially assembled, est. assy. time.... 1 hr.

---N-D TOLEDO, OHIO 43613

PHONE (419) 476-7200
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The first portable
studio quality recording
syste-n with reels and cassettes
4110.fr
1 inch type B format according tc
SMPTE/EBU operating in all TV
standards througiout the world
Full compatibility in the mos:
extreme environmental conditions
Battery powered, self container
units: Cassette version BCN 5.
reel to reel version BCN 20.
compact light weight system
camera KCA. The advanced and
economical equipmert for electronic
news and field production. From Bosch.
,4001*"

Television Systems Division
Yqur Video System Partner

The Video Corporation of
Bell & Howell and Robert Bosch

Robert Bosch (onbl N) B. 429. 1)-6101) Darmstadt. Fed. Rep. of Gerr.an.t * Femseh Inc. I'.0 .B. I500,Salt Lake Cit.), (tab 84115. USA. Phone 181111 .172-8000.
Robert Bosch Ltd.. PUB.1 b,Natlitrd.GreatBritainRobertBoschPty.Ltt.,h9CdwardStreet,Pyrmont.NSWVU19,Australia Robert Bowl) Re I td .P0
t, thoin,on

I kl

Here's $3,990.50 worth of great news...
from the originators of low cost,
high performance microprocessor
video editing systems.

Broadcast Equipment
studio, ENG, and EFP cameras. The
new models are the 30 mm 78XQ, the
one -inch S73XQLC, and the 2/3 -inch
74XQLC. Capacitance in these new
tubes has been lowered to 3 to 5 pf,
versus 15 pf in previous tubes. Accord-

ing to the maker, they offer very high
resolution, low lag, and beam reserve

Introducing the:

for highlight handling. AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP.

Phono Tonearm

259

Model EPA -100 features a variable
dynamic damping system that permits
the user to "tune" the arm for compatibility with most currently available
cartridges. Its extremely stable four point gimbal suspension employs ruby

The EA -3x is not designed to be the least expensive editing system on the
market. What it represents, however, is an extremely potent editing system
that simply does it all. It works handily with all popular 1/2" and 3/4" VTRs: No
modifications necessary.
One example of the advanced microprocessor technology developed by
Cezar International, LTD., is Micro-loc.* Micro-loc* totally eliminates the need
for SMPTE time code...actually it is an improvement. It doesn't require a
$2,000 SMPTE reader. It doesn't tie-up an audio channel. Micro-loc* format
already is hard at work in over 150 editing systems.

speeds

Edits may be rehearsed, performed and
reviewed

Selects in or out points on -the -fly

No CRT required. Display is totally self
contained
Programmable pre- and post -rolls

Interchangeable VTR formats
Independent control of audio and video
channels

High speed search to any specific frame
on the tape (That's the potency of

at 5 mg or less for movement in any
direction. The arm shaft is made out of

titanium nitride, which is light and
highly resistant to flexing and resonances. Other features include helicoid

tracking force and arm height adjustments, heavy zinc diecast arm base,

Compare EA -3x Features
Variable shuttle arm control of tape

ball bearings to maintain static friction

Full VTR remote control

light vibration -proof aluminum, easily
adjustable anti -skating control, spring loaded steel ball clamp for arm rest, and

low -capacitance phono cables with
gold-plated connectors. TECHNICS BY
PANASONIC.

Auto tag with recall

Control track (With or without Microloc.) plus optional SMPTE

Micro-loc*)

Switcher Automation

260

Model 7200 "Autodrive," when

Cruise capability
Pre -roll cue
Numeric trim of ins and outs
Optional fade "up from/down to" black

Optional "Perfect Pitch"...eliminates

teamed with the maker's 6112 produc-

the Donald Duck effect

tion switcher, performs operations

And a little built-in personalized feature
we especially appreciate:

ranging from simple transitions to intricate effects. It can simultaneously con-

Numeric brightness control (DIM) of all
lamps and displays.

Afterthought: Actually, when you consider all the features of the EA -3x ...at
$3,990.50, it may indeed be the least expensive editing system around. How
about a demo? Contact us or the best distributor in your area. Chances are
he's one of ours.
Micro-loc. Patent Pending,

"The Originators"

Cezar International LTD.

Cezar
International,LTD.
491 Macara Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Tel: (408) 733-1436

trol fader arm positioners, hue, and
luminance; select patterns; vary softness or border width; select sources,
modes, and keys; modulate patterns;
and control chroma key for both M/E

systems on the 6112. The 7200

functions on the automatic learn and

store method while actually reading the
switcher control panel and then storing

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.
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SHOCK A

110
Transit Cases from ANVIL

The next time your ENG or EF P

equipment has to hit the road,
protect it with The SHOCK
ABSORBERSTM from ANVIL® Because
ANVIL®'s SHOCK ABSORBERST"' can

handle the bumps, grinds, jars
and shocks that can damage
your video gear. And ruin your
production.
ANVIL®'s SHOCK ABSORBERS"' give

Airline Transport Association to
assure safe transport of delicate
equipment.
Outside, your gear gets the pro-

The SHOCK ABSORBERSTM Because

tection of sturdy top -grade
plywood sidewalls covered with
gouge and scuff resistant ABS

inside story on ANVIP's SHOCK
ABSORBERSTM

plastic. Plus a strong, lightweight
aluminum outer frame. And ANVIL®
machine driven, split -steel rivets

your equipment the extra protection it needs when it's on the
road. Whether its a cross-town
rental - or a cross-country
documentary. That's because

and steel hardware.
Inside, your gear is cushioned with
a custom -flit protective layer of
resilient unicellular foam. So even if

SHOCK ABSORBERSTM exceed rigid

shake, rattle, and roll on their way to
the shoot, your gear inside won't.

specifications established by the

when it comes to cases, nobody
builds them like ANVIL®
See your video dealer forthe

your SHOCIK ABSORBERSTM have to
ANVIL®CASES, Inc., 4128 Temple City Blvd.
Rosemead, CA 91770 (213) 575-8614

If it doesn't have an ANVIL1..you don't have a case.

We've moved!

Broadcast Equipment
the events for future execution. Up to
256 events can be stored, each up to 99

SMC, maker of the CAROUSEL® and automation
systems of ability, has moved to a new 35,000 square

minutes long. The events can be
grouped into a series of separate chains,

each representing a group of predetermined complex effects; the chains can
be randomly recalled either from the
7200 control panel or by a simple serial

foot factory and office complex in the Normal,
Industrial Park - Normal, Illinois. Having consolidated three buildings into a larger, modern facility,
SMC is expanding their production and product line.
See the new ESP -1-T Programmer from SMC at the
NAB - Las Vegas (booth 309).

interface with an editing controller.
$10,500.
1

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.

Slow Scan Transceiver

261

Highland Park, Illinois 60035
312/433.1253

Model 285 digital slow scan transceiver
provides the capability to transmit and
receive video over narrow -band communications channels using standard or
special digital modems. The unit incorporates frame freeze for stop -action at
the transmitter and continuous display

P.O. Box 129

Southern Tier
Pete Charlton
491 Elbow Court
Weatherford, Texas 76086
817/441.8052

Normal, Illinois 61761
309/452.5313

Toll Free 800/ 824-7888
In California 800/852-7777

"wipes off" the previous one. It features synchronous serial digital transmission at rates from 2400 bits/second
to 500 kilobits/second and requires no

Northern Tier

Sono Mad Corporation
1833 W. Hovey Avenue

Bob Popke

aso rale ane

P.O. Box 129

Normal, Illinois 61761
309/453.5313
TWX Number 510-352-2506

National and International marketing
Stephen S. Sampson

Sono Mag Corporation

at the receiver as each new image

adjustment when changing rates.

Modem interface is EIA RS -232 and
MIL STD 188C compatible. Model 285
accepts standard TV signals from cam-

era, VTR, or videodisc recorder and
produces a standard TV output signal
Circle 170 on Reader Service Card

for viewing on monitors. The operator
may choose left -to -right or top -to -

bottom scanning and may transmit

either a single field or a full frame of

video. From $9000 (receive only).

HME
Introduces

COLORADO VIDEO, INC.

Phono Cartridges

New Concepts in
Wireless Microphones:

262

The M97 Era IV Series of moderately
priced phono cartridges features a viscous -damped dynamic stabilizer and a

Signal -processed audio Exclusive technique
for eliminating dropouts Aerospace grade design and manufacturing
Widest selection
-

of products available
- worldwide.
S

.1,14

N.;',Ytvi '"

telescoped stylus shank structure that
increase trackability at minimum track-

e

ing forces. In addition, the stabilizer

PROFESSIONALS
WHO TRY HME

HM ELECTRONICS, INC.
6151 FAIRMOUNT AVE.
SAN DIEGO, CA 92120

BUY HME.

Write or call for our
FREE technical catalog.

PHONE (714) 280-6050

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.
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PRESELECT

QUANTEL DPI 5000 DIGITAL PRODUCTION EFFECTS

zi

POSIT!
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Production control panel of the DPE 5000.

SOME PEOPLE GIVE YOU DIGITAL EFFECTS.
WE GIVE YOU DIGITAL EFFECTS WITH
OPTICAL QUALITY.
There's good reason why the Quantel DPE
5000 is the world's most widely used system for
digital effects: optical quality.
The DPE 5000 produces effects that are
smooth, realistic, virtually indistinguishable from
optical effects. Good enough to be used live
on the air. With confidence.
A full-fledged minicomputer
and several microprocessors
handle millions of digital manipulations that make Quantel effects
more camera -like.
And our unique production
control panel, shown above, gives
the operator "extra hands" to
smoothly control operation and
bring into play the marvelous range
of DPE 5000 effects. Automatic
functions, programmed routines,
and fail-safe limits simplify control

and eliminate constant planning and anticipation.
With the DPE 5000, you can actually expand
the power of your switcher. (It can be easily
interfaced to any switcher.) You can preselect
effects-shapes, sizes, positions, even transition
rates from one effect to the next.
Using optional NO -BLANK noise reduction/
blanking correction feature, you can
salvage tapes that don't meet FCC
planking requirements.
The net effect of Quantel digital
e'fects is a better, more exciting
picture on the air-and a better,
more rewarding bottom line.
For more details, call your
nearEst MCl/Quantel representative. 0- get in touch with us directly:
Micro Consultants, Inc.,

MCIIQUANTEL

PO. Box 10057, Palo Alto,

The digital video people

California 94303, 415/321-0832.

PEDESTAL0\0.80's

.

4..z4

Television
Products

v

TVP's P-20 offers the latest in a
modern camera pedestal, with
objectives of reliable operation,
versatile height range (30-5/8" to
50-5/8", measured from the pan
head mount), and the greatest
weight -to -load capacity of any
other pedestal of this type
(weight: 160 lbs., load capacity:
300 lbs.). The P-20 handles the
new smaller broadcast cameras
with absolute stability, whether
in the studio or out on
location, with a minimum
doorway clearance of 30".
The P-20 is truly the
pedestal of the 80's, with
outstanding versatility to
go where others cannot.

9016 Aviation Blvd., Inglewood, CA 90301 (213) 776-3276

Broadcast Equipment
protects the stylus against vertical impact and the Side -Guard feature pro-

tects against stylus damage caused
when the cartridge slides across a record's surface or hits its edge. If this

happens, the entire stylus assembly
withdraws into the housing. Model
M97HE has a hyperelliptical stylus,
Model M97ED has a nude biradial (elliptical) stylus, and Model M97GD has
a nude spherical stylus. All three track
at 3/4 to 11/2 gm. The M97EJ, with a
biradial stylus, and the M97B, with a
spherical stylus, track at 11/2 to 3 gm.

M97HE, $1 12.50; M97ED, $99.50;

M97EJ, $82.50; M97GD, $79.50;
M97B, $67.50.

SHURE BROTHERS, INC.

Amplifier Series

263

The MicroAmp Series of compact,
high-performance stereo turntable,
dual mic, and dual line amplifiers incorporates the first integrated amplifier
designed especially for audio applications, according to the manufacturer.
All models are available in three output
configurations: transformer output, for
optimum protection in high RF environments; differential output, for low

distortion and wide frequency re-

Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

sponse; and single -ended output for
economy. Other features include dual

concentric gain controls; self-contained, transient protected shielded
power supplies; and compact packaging to allow desk mounting, stacking,
or single or two -abreast rack -mounting
in 134 inches. ATI.
Editing System Update Kits

264

Two new software update kits are avail-

able for existing Z6B editing systems
using Micro-Loc*. The Z6C update allows the user to track with either drop
frame or non -drop frame SMPTE time
code. Users can freely convert edit lists
between the two codes. The Z6F update
allows the user to track with 24 -frame
film rate and non -drop frame SMPTE

CALL OR WRITE
FOR

MORE DETAILS
OR DEMO
TAPE

105 EAST 69th AVENUE
VANCOUVER, B.C.
CANADA V5X 2W9
PHONE (604) 327-9446
TELEX 04-506605
4
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code. According to the manufacturer,
this update permits for the first time
"frame accurate" editing of film transferred to videotape. All edit location
numbers relate directly to the film edge
numbers so that an edit list can be han-

dled directly by the optical house,
eliminating the cost of work prints.

Both update kits are field -installable;
each costs $1000. VIDEOMEDIA, INC.

For more information
circle bold face numbers
on reader service card.

Expander

265

The C -8E expander adds the capability

of eight more inputs to the maker's
C-12 master console, retaining all of
the C -12's extensive patching features.
Each added input has a mic-line switch,
overload LED, three sends, three -band
EQ with sweepable midrange, four mix

buses with panning, solo, and a 100
mm slide fader. In addition, the C -8E
contains mixing amps and a self-con-

tained power supply for necessary

Intercom System

268

The Audiocom T' closed-circuit headset
intercom system is designed to provide

clear two-way communications in TV
studios and other situations. It will
interface with sound systems of other
manufacture, including telephone -type

circuits. Headset intercoms are in-

stalled with simplex wiring and
standard connectors; wiring can be

station -to -station or from the power

operating voltages and 48 V Phantom
power. It is connected to the master
board via nine'/4-inch phone plug patch
cords; the line level outputs allow it to
function as a bus expander, input expander, or dedicated submixer. $1450.
TA PCO .

Graphic Equalizer

266

Model 1000B professional 10 -band
graphic equalizer is designed for studio

applications where low noise and distortion are desired. It features switch able equalization ranges (± 8 dB, ± 16
dB), infrasonic filters, input level controls, total channel independence, and
LED overload indicators. The self-contained unit is provided with balanced

and unbalanced inputs and outputs.
$595. SPECTRA SONICS.

supply to each separate station. Each
line is conservatively rated to include
30 headset -intercom stations, eight
speaker -intercom stations, or a combination. According to the maker, excel-

lent RFI and EMI rejection prevent
noise pickup from telephone lines or in
the immediate vicinity of radio or TV

antennas. Controlled frequency re-

sponse (voice -shaped 200 to 5000 Hz)

limits the effect of ambient noise and
enhances maximum transmission of information. TELEX.

for brochures, price lists,
faders and service contact:
Penny & Giles Conductive

Plastics 1640 Fifth Street Santa Monica
California 90401
Telephone: 213 393 0014
Telex 65 2337
Circle 175 on Reader Service Card

60 POWERBELTS

Bred! swintek
The Leading Name In
Cordless Microphone Systems

Tioroughbreds are wieners.
Tioroughbreds are Ci le 60
P Dwerbelts and Powerpaks.
Join the winners and take
advantage of our proven 18
year track record. Win with
longer life, dependable

saa

.

power -comfortably
priced. No short-lived
"cheapies" or high cost
disappointments. Wel
power you across the finish
line with the only foolproof,
standard or fast charge
system . . a system that
keeps on winning. So tell us
your requirements. We'll
give you the right choice for
thDroughbred power. See
ycur dealer or write today.
.

Trans.nitters small enough to be hidden
almost anywhere, tiny microphones that
are S D unobtrusive that they probably
won't even be noticed, hand-held microphones without the encumbrances of
hundreds of feet of wire -that's what cordless n- icrophone systems are all about. But

there'3 one more factor of prime importance - reliability. If you're in television,
radio Dr film and you want a cordless mic-

rophone system that not only offers the

most advanced state -of -the art electronics

but the highest reliability rating in the industr,!. Swintek is the answer. There's a

Swint'sk transmitter and receiver to fit your

specific needs, no matter what your requirements. Check with us today about the

CINE
60
,.co
01

1

10

630 6 !nth Are

New 40.1 N Y 10036

888.8782

0

1,1

60

6430 Sun.'s: Blvd

Hollywood C 90028
121314E1,3046

greatest name in cordless microphone
systems - Swintek.

Nan gornon enterprises inc.
1430 14. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90028
Telephone: (2131 466.3561 (213) 985.5500
TWO: 510.321 4526 Cable: QOM/ENT

Visit us at NAB, Booth #1126
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Ikegami Electronics

Advertisers Index
ADDA Corp.
ADM Technology
AI!sop
American Data Corp.
Ampex Corp
Ampro/Scully
Angenieux Corp. of America
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Arvin/CATV
Arvin/Concepts
Audio & Design Recording Inc.
Automated Broadcast Controls
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20
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Centro
Cetec Broadcast Group
Cezar International

83
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Cine 60
Cinema Products Corp.
Comprehensive Video
Comrex Corp
Conrac Corp.
Convergence Corp.

100
117
80
77
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68
63

CEI

Christie Electric
Chyron

13
107
C3
115

Microtime
Monroe

41

NEC Broadcast Equipment

57

O'Connor Engineering Labs Inc.
Orban Associates
Otari Corp.

27
56
73
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86

Sharp
Sfena
Sono Mag

74-75

Sony Corp. of America
Stanton Magnetics Inc.
Superior Electric
Systron-Donner

38-39

109
114

108
101

82

60

Utah Scientific Inc

110

11

Sequential controller solid-state automation

events-expandable to 32-from up to 9 re-

35

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd.

114

104
48
116
87
C4

MARTI AMPEX FIDELIPAC UREI AUDITRONICS ORANGE COUNTY
POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS BELAR DORROUGH UMC/BEAUCART
STANTON BOZAK 0E1 SHURE REVOX CABLEWAVE MOSELEY
EDCOR TECHNICS/PANASONIC ELECTRO-VOICE SENNHEISER
ORBAN ROHN PHELPS -DODGE OTARI AND MANY MORE.

Manufacturers and Distributors of Professional
Broadcast Equipment since 1960.
Over 60 Studio & AM/FM Transmission
and Equipment Lines.

LPB

Introducing Assyst'm. The back-up automation system built around Automated
Broadcast Controls' incomparable 1600S

116
89

66-67
97

Video Aids Corp. of Colorado
Videomedia
Viscount Industries Inc.
Vital Industries

29,31,33,43
4-5,79

44.4

21

14

7

your
jock
live
assist

45,46-47

Tektronix Inc.
Television Products
Telex Communications Inc.
Thomson-CSF Labs Inc.
Time & Frequency Technology Inc.

117

Give

18

RCA Broadcast Systems
Rockwell International
Ruslang

102

Farinon

3M/Mincom-Video Products
Magna Sync Moviola
McCurdy Radio Ind. Inc.

OEI Corp

16

Elcom Specialty Products
Electro-Voice Inc.

118

Panasonic Matsushita Electric Corp. ....51-54
Penny & Giles
117
Philips Broadcast Equipment
105

111

California Microwave
Canon USA Inc
CCA Electronics Corp.

96

LPB Inc

MCI

10

Belar Electronics Lab Inc.
Berkey Colortran
Robert Bosch Inc
Broadcast Audio
Burns Audiotronics

Alan Gordon Enterprises Inc.
Grass Valley Group
Gruber Products Co.
Harris Corp.
Hitachi Denshi American Ltd.
HM Electronics

15,17

Japan Electric Show

programmer. Assyst'm gives you access to 16
pseasthaobwmleanly
audio ssousrcoess...Complete

automated
broadcast

*F.O.B. Plant

controls 9155 Brookville Road
Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-587-3505
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BM/E-Broadcast Management/Engineering
295 Madison Ave.
New York, New York 10017
Telex: 64-4001

Eastern & Midwestern States
295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-685-5320

LPB Inc.
28 Bacton Hill Road, Frazer. PA 19355 (215) 644-1123

James C. Maywalt
Western States
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When accuracy Counts...Count on !blur

for

Affl/F111/TII MONITORS

353 Sacramento Street
Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-421-7330

William J. Healey
3420 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 3020
Santa Monica, CA 90405
213-450-7181

Neal Wilder
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BELAR

BELAR CALL ARNO MEYER (215) 687-5550
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON. PA 19333 80X 826 (215) 687-5550
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Assyst'm

Chilberton House
Doods Road
Reigate, Surrey, England
Telephone: Reigate 43521

Derek Hopkins
Bronwyn Holmes
Japan/Far East
Eiraku Building
1-13-9, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (562) 4781
S. Yasui
K. Yamamoto
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features proven facilities,

Ward -Beck

makes it

perfectly clear!
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Years of experience in engineering
complex intercommunications facilities for network and other major
production centres has given Ward Beck a unique perspective on the essential features required for such demanding systems.

WBS 7000 Series Intercom Systems
are the result.

Unlike other intercom units they start

with the premise that communications should be completely intelligible. Therefore the sound is compar-

able to program quality, making it
simple to identify the face behind the
voice.

Modular design provides versatility
and flexibility. Balanced circuitry ensures transient -free switching, RF im-

munity and minimal system cross-

talk. A wide variety of crosspoint
types offer selective priority, complementary/partial muting and IFB
functions.
Stock models include the WBS 7012.

7024 and 7036. Larger configurations are easily assembled using
basic WBS 12 x
components in
custom designs.
1

The WBS 7000 Series. Intercommunications Systems made perfectly
clear!

(wE39 )
First by Design.

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarbcrough, Ontario. Canada M1H 2X4.
Tel: .416) 438-6550.

Ward -Beck Systems Inc., 6900 East Camelback Roac. Stite 1010, Scotitale, Arizona 85251.

